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ABSTRACT 
This study examines the correlation between the values reflected 
in the principles contained in the school literacy policy and those 
reflected in teachers' beliefs and practices in the classroom. 
Evaluation practices, by their very nature, are determined by the 
values established and acted upon in a given context. Therefore there 
ought to be correlation between stated policy principles and teachers' 
evaluation practices. 
Principles were extracted from the school's stated policies in 
literacy teaching and evaluation. The teachers were interviewed and 
observations were made of classroom practices and procedures. 
Descriptive and inferential reports were written and the categories 
of beliefs, practices and concerns were formed. 
The literacy policy principles and the teachers' beliefs, 
practices and concerns were correlated and incongruencies were noted. 
The three issues of policy, practice and purpose emerged. These 
issues have implications for the profession of teaching as it relates 
to evaluation and implementation of school literacy policies. 
A set of procedures were established for curriculum analysis which 
will enable school personnel to make explicit the instances in which 
review, revision and adaptation are needed. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS. 
For the purposes of this study, several terms require definition: 
Literacy: The use of language through reading, writ-
ing, spelling, listening and speaking for 
specific purposes and functions including 
classroom interaction and communication. 
Evaluation: The collection and analysis of data from a 
variety of sources to assist in making 
judgements of merit and worth, and decisions 
about future planning. 
Classroom Practices Strategies and procedures carried out by the 
classroom teacher in accordance with his/ her 
classroom program. 
Beliefs: 
Concerns 
Ideas accepted as truths. These are ident-
ified by such terms as 'feel' 'believe' 
'think' and 'should'. 
Items that reflect anxiety. These are ident-
ified by such terms as 'concerned about' 
'uneasy' 'worry' and 'anxious'. 
Literacy Principles: 
Literacy Evaluation 
Practices: 
Literacy Policies: 
Statements drawn from the school policy 
documents which express goals and expect-
ations about how literacy should be accomp-
lished within this school. 
Classroom practices carried out by the 
I 
classroom teacher for the purpose of 
evaluating either a child's progress in 
literacy or a specific literacy program. 
Documents developed by the school staff con-
taining detailed information about literacy 
with the specific purpose and function of 
informing and guiding the teachers in their 
classroom literacy programs and practices. 
Correlation: The congruency between the school policy 
principles and teacher's beliefs and class-
room practices. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study is to examine the 
correlation between the values reflected in the 
principles contained in the school literacy policy 
and those reflected in teachers' beliefs and 
practices in the classroom. 
This study will develop a set of procedures for curriculum 
analysis which will enable school personnel to make explicit the 
instances in which review, revision and adaptation are needed. Through 
the implementati on of the recommendations emerging from this thesis, 
teachers will be able to establish further credibility with the 
community by justifying the literacy programs already in operation 
and by modifying or extending programs to bring them in line with 
school literacy policies where necessary. 
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1.2 Rationale of the Study 
Evaluation practices by their very nature are determined by the 
values established and acted upon in a given context. Therefore, 
there ought to be correlation between stated policy principles and 
teachers' evaluation practices. In order to establish whether such a 
correlation exists, there needs to be a methodology devised that 
enables school personnel to identify value conflicts between stated 
policy principles and the teachers' evaluation practices. Inherent in 
such a methodology would be a process that facilitates decision-making 
in curriculum development. 
This study examines the principles from one school's literacy 
policies and correlates these principles with the teachers' beliefs 
and practices, thereby establishing the connection between document-
ation and practice. Therefore, the focus of this study is policy 
principles of literacy and literacy evaluation and the teachers' 
values in literacy and literacy evaluation. 
1.3 Background of Study 
The background for this study will be developed through 
examination of the differing views of literacy, the development of 
policy on literacy, issues involved in the teaching literacy, the 
development of literacy evaluation and the specific milieu of the 
study. 
1.3.1 Differing Views of Literacy 
The notion of 'literacy' and what it means to 'be literate' has 
evolved through the centuries according to the socio-cultural expect-
ations of the community of language users. Knowledge of theology and 
the classics established in many communities a definition of what it 
was to be literate but in others, economics determined this fact. 
Changes in technology and in communities' concepts of education over 
the centuries have seen changes in the meaning of the notion of 
1iteracy. 
Resnick and Resnick (1977:370) state that, "There has been a 
sharp shift over time in the expectations concerning literacy". A 
literate society, according to Reeves in her article, "How Literate is 
Literate" (1985:55), is a "society that has become print dependent 
for essential communications". The Macquarie Dictionary (1986) 
defines 'literate' as being able to read and write, but educators 
have maintained that being literate is much more than merely being 
able to read and write. Cashdan (1986:1) states that literacy is not 
simply a matter of decoding print to sounds or of converting sounds to 
print; it involves meaning. Margaret Meek (1986) extends the concept 
of literacy by acknowledging that to be literate is to be able to 
read, to write, to think and to know via the medium of print. Thus, 
the definition of such a broad term as 'literacy' depends on the 
context and even the culture in which it is used. 
In current western education, the term 'literacy' is used to 
encompass those parts of the teaching program that involve reading, 
i 
writing, listening and speaking. As such, literacy is an integral 
part of the whole of school learning and central to all that happens 
within the school. Teachers must ensure that their students receive 
balanced guidance in each component of literacy in order to establish 
a sound basis for all other curriculum areas. The New South Wales 
Writing K-12 Statement of Principles declares that the elements of 
language are interdependent. It goes on to say that fundamental to 
the understanding of literacy is the recognition of the relationship 
between writing, reading, speaking and listening. The centrality of 
literacy in any school program is too obvious and fundamental to be 
questioned but because of changing community expectations, views of 
what it is to be literate are in a constant state of flux. There 
appears to be, according to the Canberra Curriculum Development Centre 
in the publication Core Curriculum for Australian Schools (1980:6), a 
growing community and society concern about educational directions and 
standards. 
In late 1987 the Australian community, through the media, and the 
media itself (Sydney Morning Herald July, 1987) were very vocal in 
their criticism of literacy standards in schools. Demands were made 
for accountability of education procedures, particularly in reading 
and spelling. These demands were supported and supplemented by polit-
icians who pledged to introduce compulsory standardized testing of 
grammar and spelling in order to 'eradicate' the perceived problem of 
poor literacy standards. These statements reflect a lack of under-
standing of current developments in education, particularly in liter-
acy. 
Literacy is the 'linch pin' of the whole education system and 
should the developing structures supporting literacy programs be 
undermined by people who fail to understand the value of the work 
carried out in schools, the education for future generations is 
doomed. It is vital not only that developing structures of literacy 
programs be supported, but that the public be made aware, through 
diligent research, of the actualities of literacy education and 
literacy learning. 
1.3.2 Development of Policy on Literacy 
Schools in Australia have experienced many changes over the past 
fifty years, the greatest of which is the shift in responsibility for 
curriculum development from the central offices of Departments of 
Education to the schools. The traditional, centrally organised 
curriculum that was imposed on all schools became school centred 
curriculums that emphasised the individual needs of each school 
community. These were devised within broad guidelines published by 
the central authority. In 1974 the New South Wales Department of 
Education issued one of the first sets of such guidelines known as the 
Curriculum for Primary Schools in Language. This document was 
followed in 1979 with the Reading K-12 Curriculum Policy Statement and 
in 1987 by the Writing K-12 Statement. Each of these documents 
emphasised the importance of interdependent literacy education that 
was to be developed through individual school based curriculum. 
In the late 1970s school-based curriculum was initiated in the 
New South Wales school system. Each school, according to the New 
South Wales Department of Education in Curriculum Development: The 
Role and Responsibility of the Centre, The Region and the School 
(1977), was required to develop its own curriculum, subsequent 
( 
policies and classroom programs that supported those policies. This 
was later supported by the first edition of the Managing the Schools 
document in 1979. Part of the curriculum development was the setting 
of educational goals or principles, establishing classroom practices 
and developing methods of evaluation. This change was instigated not 
simply to give schools more responsibility but to force them to focus 
on the specific needs of the local population. Documents developed 
by the Curriculum Development Centre state that it was always the 
belief of the authors of the prescriptive syllabuses of the past that 
curriculum documents were only guides and were never meant to be 
followed slavishly (Curriculum Development Centre, 1977). However, 
this was not necessarily the case as a survey of teacher's perceptions 
about curriculum by the Curriculum Development Centre in 1978 found 
that school-based curriculum development presented problems for 
teachers and schools. It was found that what was needed most, was 
clear statements of how the guidance was to be found, the skills 
developed and the resources discovered. The text book approach, for 
example, which was once a confirming source of ready made programs was 
replaced. According to the Curriculum Development Centre, there was 
now a bewildering array of educational media reinforcing the need for 
further teacher development not only on how to handle this media but 
how to implement the ideas it was portraying. It was also realised 
that Australian society was one that consisted of multicultural groups 
which had different educational needs and expectations. Because of 
these changes, the Departments of Education could no longer presume to 
know the kind of support each school needed (Curriculum Development 
Centre 1981). According to the Managing the Schools document (1984), 
school based policies and the ensuing programs were to ensure appro-
priateness and continuity of learning for students. 
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To implement the concept of school-based curriculum many support 
systems were developed. These included external support in the form 
of consultants, curriculum support teams, literature, research and 
special purpose programs. Within the school, inservice programs were 
developed and many models of school-based curriculum planning were 
developed. The Curriculum Development Centre in Canberra played an 
important part in this process. In 1977 a series of conferences 
established a study group which focused on support systems for school-
based curriculum. This resulted in materials being developed for 
preservice education, inservice education and in-school inservice 
education. Departments of Education produced written materials such 
as the Reading K-12 and Writing K-12 documents, to support the needs 
of their own state. 
1.3.3 Issues Involved in Teaching Literacy 
Over the past twenty years changes have occurred not only in 
curriculum development but also in the teaching of literacy. Such 
changes have come about through issue of syllabuses and curriculum 
(Reading K-12 and Writing K-12), teacher development through 
inservice and continuing education and research in the field of 
literacy theory and development. 
In reading the most notable change was from the behavourist or 
•outside-in' theory to the psycholinguistic or 'inside-out' theory 
(Cambourne 1979). The predominant feature of the behavourist theory 
was the description of the reader as a decoder, engaged in the 
transformation of the written form of the language to its 
corresponding spoken form (Parker 1985). This theory was characterised 
by programs that emphasised the need to develop the ability to 
discriminate between shapes of letters and words, to have flash card 
drills, to spend time in listening to the sounds of words, with 
considerable effort being directed towards such mechanics as sounding 
out, blending of sounds and other phonics activities. Whole word 
recognition and 'look and say' approaches were also indicative of this 
theory. High levels of accuracy were emphasised with little of no 
attention given to meaning, especially in the beginning reading 
stages. Reading was seen as a word perfect skill with the most 
commonly used assessment being tests on the number of words children 
could identify from a prescribed list. 
The psycholinguistic theory, on the other hand, put meaning 
foremost. The New South Wales Department of Education supported this 
stance by defining reading as 'a process of bringing meaning to and 
taking meaning from print.' (Reading K-12 1979:13) This definition 
emphasised the fact that reading was an interactive process in which 
the reader was actively engaged in an attempt to reconstruct the 
understanding that led the author to produce the text being read 
(Parker 1985:8) This view of reading was characterised by strategies 
that supported the notion that meaning was of primary concern. Such 
strategies included shared books reading, uninterrupted sustained 
silent reading, cloze and retelling (Appendix 7). This theory 
emphasised the value of reading whole and natural text as opposed to 
the contrived and highly structured texts found in reading schemes, 
indicative of a behavourist approach. Strategies based on children's 
literature (literature-based reading) were highlighted, allowing 
children to readily respond, in a variety of ways, to the books they 
read. These responses were in the form of story maps, book reviews, 
readers theatre or any other responses that was suitable to the par-
ticular book, emphasising the importance of style, context, structure 
and meaning of the text. 
Changes in the teaching of writing were nothing less than rev-
olutionary according to Walshe (1982), an intellectual revolution 
that swept aside the 'bumbling old model' of teaching writing and 
replaced it with a new and successful model. The 'old model' was 
structured to teach skills through repeated drills and exercises with 
no consideration given to the importance of writing (Curriculum for 
Primary Schools 1952). Surface features such as grammar, spelling and 
punctuation were given high priority with the weekly 'composition' 
being marked as a product, without any regard for the process by which 
the exercise was produced. In 1968 the Curriculum for Primary Schools: 
English developed the concept of creative writing. This concept 
endeavoured to change the imposed mechanical exercises to a stimulat-
ing experience based activity but it failed to erase some of the most 
negative features of the 'old model' (Walshe 1982). A single weekly 
topic was still chosen by the teacher and a 'one shot' draft was 
written despite the Curriculum for Primary Schools: English (1968) 
statement that the children should be able to revise their work until 
satisfied. In the late 1970s a 'new model' known as 'The Process of 
Writing" evolved. Research by Donald Murray at the University of New 
Hampshire followed by conference papers and discussions in Australia 
in 1980 by Donald Graves involved Australian teachers in this 'new 
model' (Walshe 1982). The emphasis was now placed on the process 
involved in writing and its interaction with all other areas of liter-
acy (Writing K-12 1987:5), with the product being of less importance 
than previously considered (Writing K-12 1987:6). Writing was now 
seen as a thinking process involving experience, pre-writing, draf-
ting, revising and editing, production and publication and response. 
This process provided conditions that allowed children to learn to 
write by writing. It also encouraged children to read and write 
within a variety of genre, for example, narrative, description, 
reports, depending on the individual purposes (Writing K-12 1987:7). 
Because of the close relationship between writing and spelling as 
stated in Writing K-12 (1987:9), the revolution in writing affected 
spelling. In the Curriculum for Primary Schools 1952, the aim of the 
spelling teacher was to secure the perfectly automatic spelling of 
words taught. Specific word lists were readily available and in the 
1961 Curriculum for Primary Schools: Writing and Spelling, spelling 
lists for each grade were given. A high level of accuracy was seen as 
the optimum achievement in both the 1952 and 1961 Curriculums with 
emphasis being placed on memorisation. In process writing, while 
mastery of spelling conventions was still seen as necessary. 
Writing K-12 states that these conventions should be taught so that 
they relate wherever possible, to the current needs of the children. 
As spelling was now also considered, in Writing K-12, a process the 
children needed to develop self-help skills and feel secure about 
initial non-standard or invented spelling to communicate their ideas. 
Non-standard spelling could only eventuate in a secure or risk taking 
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environment that encouraged the children to 'have-a-go' at the words 
they required (Writing K-12 1987:136) . Instruction in spelling, as 
stated in Writing K-12 included a spelling program that supported all 
learners, opportunities to develop and use spelling strategies and 
activities that heighten awareness of words. Hence individualised 
programs had to be developed in order to be able to cope with the 
individual differences, not only at school level but also at class and 
the individual child level. These issues, involved in the teaching of 
literacy, had to be taken into consideration when developing school 
based literacy programs. 
1.3.4 Development of Literacy Evaluation 
Developing school-based policies through school-based curriculum 
was not enough by itself. Systems had then to be put in place to 
evaluate the policies as well as to evaluate the changing concepts 
heralded in the curriculum statements and extended to the classrooms 
through the school policies. Prior to the 1970s evaluation of 
policies was unnecessary at the school level as schools were not 
involved in the development of such policies. Once school-based 
curriculum development emerged, methods of evaluating policies needed 
to be developed at the school level. The New South Wales School Aims 
document (1977) states that there was a continuous need to examine the 
aims and functions of the school to determine the relationship between 
it and other agents of education. The Managing the Schools document 
(1984:2) also states that, "each school policy and program is to be 
evaluated regularly". Again, support material from the Curriculum 
Development Centre and the individual states was developed. While 
numerous documents and support systems were devised, knowledge of 
their implementation was limited. In literacy there is evidence 
(Unsworth, 1985; Johnston, 1987b; Kemp, 1987) that attempts have been 
made to align curriculum theory with evaluation material. At the 
classroom level, however, evaluation is much less stable than at the 
policy level. Evaluation takes place in all areas of education 
and at many levels within those areas. Evaluation can be carried out 
in the form of a test, an essay, a practical exercise or an oral 
presentation. It can be combinations of these or it can be none of 
these. It is dependent on what is to be evaluated, the purpose of the 
evaluation activity and the evaluation audience. Because of the chang-
ing purposes and audience combined with the changing teaching methods 
expounded as the new curriculum statements were developed, stability 
in evaluation practices was not easily established. 
Educators have been striving to evaluate their students' progress 
and the effectiveness of teaching programs as an inherent function of 
their teaching goals. Many official literacy evaluation devices such 
as 'Neale Reading Analysis', 'Progressive Assessment Tests' and 'GAP' 
reading comprehension tests have been established both in Australia 
and overseas. According to Johnston (1987b), with constant develop-
ments in education and technology, establishing evaluation strategies 
that keep pace with these developments has proven to be difficult for 
most educators not only because of the time demand, but also because 
of the shift in emphasis in educational goals that has occurred over 
the past decade. 
There was also a change of focus within the classroom from a 
teacher-dominated situation to a child-centred learning situation. The 
fact that literacy learning is now considered an 'amalgam of pro-
cesses' (Kemp, 1986:226) presented problems for some teachers. They 
had been teaching literacy in a fragmented manner, 'firstly into 
separate kinds of language (Oral/Written) and then into sub-subjects 
and sub-sub-subjects' (Brown and Cambourne 1985:1). Each component of 
literacy was taught separately and the products of these components 
were exclusively evaluated. The 'amalgam of processes' indicated that 
component/product evaluation was no longer adequate. Process evalua-
tion of integrated literacy components was necessary but this style of 
evaluation is yet to find application in most schools (Johnston 
1987b). Many teachers are endeavouring to put into practice pro-
cesses within a literacy format but methods of evaluation to support 
these processes are limited. Some evaluation techniques such as 
miscue analysis, read and retell and anecdotal records (Kemp, 1987; 
Cambourne, 1987) are reported to be in operation in many classrooms 
but as yet there is little, if any, evidence of their use in the 
general classroom situation. There is an urgent need for a study that 
correlates learning processes with evaluation techniques in order to 
address some of the arising problems, a need this thesis addresses. 
For any school-based curriculum development to take place and for 
evaluation of such development to be undertaken at both policy and 
classroom level, a supportive environment is necessary. One con-
dition, according to Astuto and Clark (1986) that appears to be vital 
in professional development at school level, is the active support of 
principals and other school leaders. It has been further reported 
(Ingvarson, 1987) that the greatest human resource in schools is the 
teachers themselves. Some schools have had the advantage of an 
informed executive and an enthusiastic staff. It is evident in these 
schools that not only do the teachers benefit from such support but 
the students as well. The school selected for the present study is one 
such school. 
1.3.5 The Specific Milieu of the Study 
The school site which is the focus of this study is located in 
the south west of Sydney in a densely populated area. Most of the 
housing is under the control of the Government. The majority of the 
workforce consists of tradespeople but there is also a high percentage 
unemployed. Twenty percent of the students at the school come from 
non-English speaking backgrounds. To cater for the specific needs of 
the pupil population an intensive literacy program was developed. 
Prior to 1984, the school was involved in a reading program known 
as Pi star (Scientific Research Associates 1974). This program was 
based on the behavourist theory of learning and was in conflict with 
the psycholinguistic theory maintained in the New South Wales Depart-
ment of Education's Reading K-12 Curriculum Policy Statement . Each 
component of literacy under Pi star was taught separately, causing 
fragmentation and therefore confusion on the part of the students 
about how language is used in the real world. 
Due to the increasing departmental expectations about literacy 
learning through the release of the two literacy syllabuses ie, 
Reading K-12 and Writing K-12, and the change in the perceived defin-
ition of literacy, the Pi star program was phased out in the sample 
school and new policies that reflected both the expectations and the 
values of the Pepartment of Education were developed. A literature 
based reading poli cy was gradually introduced and a developmental 
writing program was integrated with the literature program. Further 
developments in the writing program saw the introduction of a variety 
of genre with the students becoming actively involved in the learning 
processes. 
Literacy expectations within the school context were aligned with 
those expounded by the New South Wales Department of Education through 
staff inservice by the language consultant, members of the Macarthur 
Institute of Higher Education Language Arts staff, and associate 
teachers. Two members of the school staff had recently completed 
graduate courses in literacy. This acted as a learning stimulus to 
the other members of staff and gave necessary support to the executive 
by assisting in the transfer of new approaches from the abstractions 
of the policies to the integration of the realities into the routine 
of the classroom. 
A further development was the establishment and implementation of 
a literacy evaluation program. At the time of this study it was only 
in its infancy but was being implemented and adjusted through class-
room application and staff meeting discussions. Since 1984 several 
school-based policy statements had been developed and were at various 
stages of implementation. These were spelling, literature based 
reading, writing and literacy evaluation. Policies concerning speaking 
and listening were planned. With such a history of development from 
behavourist theory to psycholinguistic theory, it was timely for a 
study in literacy and literacy evaluation to be carried out. 
Research shows that many studies have been carried out in the 
field of literacy evaluation (Clay, 1979; Farr and Carey, 1986; 
Goodman, 1986; Johnston, 1986; Kemp, 1986). There is little, if any, 
research that illuminates the relationships between a school's 
literacy principles and its literacy evaluation practices. It is 
important that this relationship be analysed because the statement of 
principles incorporated in policy documents declares what is believed 
by the policy writers to be important. These principles set down 
goals and expectations which determine what will go on in the name of 
literacy. If principles are established through school-based 
curriculum development, then they should be evident in the teachers' 
beliefs and practices in the classrooms as well as in their beliefs 
and practices in evaluation. These beliefs and practices formed part 
of the data collection for this thesis. 
1.4 Boundaries of the Study 
This study concentrates on the processes and connections involved 
in policy development and implementation in evaluation. Therefore it 
has been necessary to focus on one school in order to clarify the 
issues involved in evaluation because these are essentially context 
specific. 
Because of the nature of the research focus, study across school 
sites or populations was inappropriate. This study concentrates on 
the instances of classroom practice where a positive attitude towards 
both the researcher and the research was demonstrated through a will-
ingness to participate. It examines primarily what teachers were 
doing, not what they were omitting to do. It was important that the 
teachers felt comfortable with the research questions and realised 
the importance of the study. It was therefore necessary that the 
number of participants in the study be governed by persons wishing to 
volunteer rather than a process of secondment. For an evaluation such 
as this to be effective, immediate feedback to participants is neces-
sary, therefore the duration of this study was set at six months and 
feedback given. 
1.5 Researcher Assumptions 
For the purposes of this study, several assumptions were made. 
Firstly it was felt that the sample was representative of schools that 
are in the process of developing their own literacy policies! 
Secondly it was believed that the expressed concerns/beliefs of the 
teachers were what they actually believed, not what they thought the 
researcher wanted them to say. Finally it was acknowledged that the 
sample school's literacy policy was in keeping with the New South 
Wales Department of Education guidelines in that the theoretical base 
agrees with that set out in the departmental policy statements. 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
2.1 Introduction 
Literature relevant to evaluation is immense as is literature 
pertaining to literacy. Combining literacy and evaluation generates 
an inconceivable amount of printed matter. Because the focus of this 
study is policy principles of literacy and literacy evaluation and the 
teacher's values in literacy and literacy evaluation this review will 
concentrate on three specific apsects of literacy evaluation. These 
aspects are a historical view of literacy evaluation with particular 
attention to standardised testing, current changes in literacy eval-
uation and the future direction of literacy evaluation. 
2.2 Historical View of Literacy Evaluation 
Evaluation in one form or another has been with us for thousands 
of years but, according to Guba and Lincoln, 'evaluation as it is 
practiced today is little more than a century old' (1981:1) In 1845 
Horace Mann attempted to standardise a written examination which 
required all students to answer the same question (Chauncey 1963). 
Joseph Rice, in 1895, initiated formal literacy evaluation when he 
instigated a comparative study on the value of drill in spelling. 
This simple experiment pointed the way to an objective 
method for resolving education differences of opinion. 
(Chauncey 1963:12) 
Binet, in 1904, established a test to screen mentally handicapped 
children from regular classrooms and soon after Tyler contributed to 
evaluation by formulating an evaluation process based pn the concept 
of objecti ves. Educational evaluation developed through many stages. 
It was, 
...fathered by the ubiquitous measurement movement that 
gained momentum with World War 1. It then focused on 
differences that were determined largely through the 
application of standardised, norm-referenced tests. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1981:21) 
Overseas annual standardized testing programs in school systems 
abound. Anderson (1982) suggests that their use is almost universal. 
When investigating standardised tests, Johnston states: 
The process through which examination has been made of 
children's literacy development has been dominated by 
multiple choice, product oriented, group administered, 
norm referenced standardised reading and spelling 
tests. (Johnston 1987b:44) 
In Australia Kemp supports this statement and further claims that: 
...they [standardised tests] represent test designers' 
views of expected standards or qualities of literacy 
in populations which might be quiet different from 
those we are teaching. (Kemp 1987:5) 
Cambourne (1985) argues that in most Australian schools the most 
frequently used assessment procedures, whether standardised or not, are 
based on invalid and inadequate premises about the nature of the 
learning processes. In other words, tests designers' views of lit-
eracy are reflected in evaluation procedures. For example, Daniels 
and Diack in their manual for The Standard Reading Tests state: 
We have defined reading as the skill of translating 
the letters of words, in given order, into sounds that 
have meaning. (Daniels and Diack 1977:7) 
The tests they developed did exactly that. They tested letter know-
ledge and word order with the belief that they were testing reading. 
Current theory supported by the New South Wales Department of Educ-
ation documents defines reading as a 'process of bringing meaning to 
and extracting meaning from print' (New South Wales Department of 
Education 1979:13). Reading is not a collection of individual skills, 
but a meaning centred process. With this definition in mind, tests 
that fragment the reading process and do not see it as meaningful, do 
not, in fact, test reading. 
Reading was not the only process that was fragmented. Up to the 
mid 1980s, most Australian schools packaged aspects of literacy into 
separate components. Brown and Cambourne emphasised the long tradition 
in New South Wales of 'fragmenting' literacy 'firstly into separate 
kinds of language (oral-written) and the further fragmenting these 
into sub-subjects and sub-sub-subjects' (1985:1). 
Fragmenting of those components resulted in a skills oriented 
program which Smith (1984) perceived as being ordered by the arbitrary 
disassociation of literacy functions from real purposes and intent-
ions. According to Kemp, 'this traditional analytical, factorial view 
of literacy has been responsible for the continuing production of 
standardised criterion-referenced tests of presumed subskills' 
(1985:181). Cambourne (1985) further claims that despite the avail-
ability of data about, for example the reading process, test pro-
cedures have chosen to ignore such data allowing teachers to continue 
to 'use the same old tests with the same old meaningless numbers 
being recorded against children's names'(1985:176). 
Goodman (1976) describes such tests as 'anchors against 
progress'. They test the ability to perform with abstract bits and 
pieces of language. Kemp (1985) believes that our present testing 
procedures in literacy are generally bound up in quaint views on what 
literacy is and what people see as the purposes of literacy. Spelling 
and reading were particularly subjected to these quaint views. Skills 
such as word and phonic knowledge and comprehension were isolated and 
therefore exclusively tested. Max Kemp states: 
Word knowledge tests do not seem to assess general 
knowledge of words at all but children's ability to 
say a number of words on an arbitrary selected list. 
Tests of comprehension do not seem to test compre-
hension but usually the ability to use what one 
already knows or alternatively, the ability to master 
an answering system. Tests of phonic knowledge do not 
usually use phonics but graphemes. (Kemp 1987:vii) 
The construction and therefore the validity of all standardised 
tests is questionable. Harper and Kilarr (1978) point out that there 
is a 'circularity in the logic' that is used to establish the validity 
of tests once they have been constructed. After creating a test 
according to certain criteria. 
Items that do not discriminate between groups are 
rejected. The job of the test developed is, then, to 
construct items that discriminate. (Harper and Kilarr 
1978:61) 
Cambourne (1985) supports this by investigating the problem of 
ascertaining how the first standardised test was originally validated. 
He traced most current tests back to some earlier tests which all 
seemed based on some passages taken from a set of readers known as the 
McCall-Crabb readers. At this point the trail disintegrated and so the 
question still remains. 'How did the constructoris) of the first 
standardised test validate this test' (Cambourne 1985:171) Mitchell 
comments that: 
...some tests are published without any validity evid-
ence. More often, however, validity evidence is 
insufficient and flimsy and offered more as a ritual 
than to make a firm case. (1984:112) 
Johnston (1987b) points out that there are certain problematic 
characteristics and assumptions that standardised group-administered, 
competitive (norm referenced) and product oriented tests make. 
Johnston (in press) further maintains current assessment procedures 
are largely irrelevant to the classroom which is where the bulk of 
educational decision making occurs. 
Misuse of standardised tests is also problematic. Levine 
contends that many educators and the public believe there is such a 
thing as 'second grade reading achievement and that every second grade 
child should meet or exceed that standard' (1976:230). Farr and Carey 
(1986) realized this and other problems, such as those created by the 
release of test results to the media and their use as the sole 
criterion on which to judge success, hinder accurate and usable 
results. 
Most criticisms levelled at standardised tests and their equiv-
alents are connected with the fact that they do not support current 
theories of literacy learning. Johnston (1987a) believes current 
approaches to evaluation do not focus on process but on product, 
whereas Valencia and Pearson (1987) insist that tests being used to 
measure reading, for example , do not reflect recent advances in the 
understanding of the reading process. 
Cambourne claims: 
Literacy in Australia has undergone a profound shift 
in the last decade, culminating in what might be 
labelled as a 'wholistic-process-oriented-natural' 
approach to teaching and learning in the literacy 
field. (1986:1) 
Standardised tests supported a 'fragmented-product-oriented-empirical' 
approach. Consequently the learners were denied responsibility for 
their own learning. In such instances the conditions necessary for 
learning to occur - demonstration, engagement and sensitivity (Smith 
1984) - were often excluded from the classroom settings. Kenneth 
Goodman (1982) echoed the opinion of Smith in his critique of the 
highly institutionalised and structured reading technology, which he 
regarded as a hindrance to any innovations that may be in accordance 
with advances in theoretical positions. 
2.3 Current Changes in Literacy Evaluation 
Kemp notes the apparent difficulties in evaluation and assessment 
procedures brought about by the paradigm shift to a 'whole' literacy 
curriculum. 
One of the interesting problems generated by wholistic 
or naturalistic approaches in literacy curricula ...in 
various assessment procedures... [is that] the 
questions they [teachers, administrators, parents] 
have always been able to ask about performance levels 
and have answered quickly, are not appropriate ones in 
the face of such dynamic changes in curricula as have 
been brought about by the wholistic literacy curric-
ulum movement. (Kemp 1986:218-9) 
Cambourne puts forward the argument for alternatives to traditional 
assessment in literacy: 
The new pedagogy is based on a different metaphor 
['wholistic language'] which in turn requires [no 
DEMANDS] a different view of assessment based on per-
formance on tasks which involve whole language. This 
new paradigm demands the methods of qualitative data 
collection, namely careful observation of literacy-in-
process, and or interview procedures. ( Cambourne 
1986:3) 
The Curriculum Development Centre (1980) acknowledged that 
changes were taking place in education and did not accept the use of 
standardised tests as an adequate response to the community's demands. 
It believed that. 
...by training and supporting teachers as evaluators 
and adjusting learning tasks accordingly, strengthening 
of community participation in school policy making, 
bringing closer working relations between schools and 
other social institutions and improving the two-way 
flow of information between school and home, we can 
create a more powerful and educationally valid form of 
evaluation. (Curriculum Development Centre 1980:6). 
Valencia and Pearson (1987) feel that the time has come to change 
the way to evaluate literacy development. The advances made since the 
beginning of the 1970s in the knowledge of basic literacy processes 
have begun to impact instructional research (Pearson 1985) and are 
beginning to find a home in instructional materials and classroom 
practice. Yet the tests used to monitor the abilities of individual 
students and to make policy decisions have remained remarkably 
impervious to advances in research (Farr and Carey 1986, Johnston in 
press, Pearson and Dunning 1985). 
According to Campbell (1978), in the late 1970s research, par-
ticularly in the field of reading, concentrated on process variables, 
the underlying or focal question being 'How does reading work?' or 
'What are the processes that explain and account for the observable 
phenomena associated with that act of reading?' In attempting to 
answer this question, many researchers have been engaged in an attempt 
to achieve what Huey described as 'the acme of psychological achieve-
ment' (1908:6); that is, a description and subsequent explanation of 
how print is perceived and ultimately comprehended. Kenneth Goodman 
pioneered this research indicating that future tests would need to 
move away from counting errors to an analysis of performance. With 
this idea in mind, Goodman initiated miscue analysis which he saw as: 
...an actual observed response in oral reading which 
does not match the expected response...[It] is like a 
window on the reading process. (Goodman 1982:94) 
Yetta Goodman, in collaboration with Carolyn Burke, (1972) further 
developed an abbreviated form of miscue analysis that could be used 
by teachers. 
Weaver also assessed the problems associated with standardised 
tests and came to the conclusion that because: 
...standardised tests cannot tell us what strategies a 
person uses as he or she reads...we must observe the 
reading process in action. We must listen to the 
person read aloud. (1980:158) 
Other educationalists who supported Goodman,s and Burke's principles, 
and developed additional miscue analyses were Johnson (1978), Brennan 
(1979) and Unsworth (1985). Clay's (1979) running record, while 
similar to miscue analysis, acknowledges the central function of 
meaning in the processing of text and focuses upon the reader's 
attention to, and perception of, print. 
Just as Goodman had shown that careful analysis of oral reading 
miscues provided a 'window' through which to view the oral reading 
process, cloze analysis was developed in order to gain insight into 
the silent reading process. Research carried out by Cambourne 
revealed that cloze could provide the basis for a diagnostic 
instrument based on psycholinguistic principles yet later he rejected 
this notion.. Kemp (1987) and Campbell (1978) also assessed the use 
of cloze analysis and developed procedures that could be used with the 
whole class as against miscue analysis and running records that could 
only be used on a one to one basis. However, Kemp states that: 
...because cloze testing requires the reader constant-
ly to interrupt the flow of meaning by writing a 
chosen word in a space [it] might be less valid as a 
means of assessing reading and more valid as a means 
of assessing the reader's ability to construct 
syntactic 'blocks'. (1987:221) 
Cambourne and Brennan, as a result of their research, disclose: 
There is some doubt in our minds that cloze reading 
deserves the popularity it currently enjoys. As a 
device for practising efficient reading behaviour and 
assessing reading competence, it seems to have 
relevance only for those who are already proficient 
readers. (1983:23) 
Similarly, miscue analysis comes under criticism by Wixson (1979) 
and Leu (1982). Wixson acknowledges the critical need for additional 
research in the area of miscue analysis, with a particular need to 
investigate the assumptions underlying miscue and as a basis for 
refinement and validation of procedures to analyse oral reading 
errors. Leu concludes in an article in the Reading Research 
Quarterly: 
In the last fourteen years many new studies of oral 
reading errors have appeared. They have been the 
basis for strong claims concerning the nature of the 
reading process and the most effective instructional 
procedures for children. A close look at both the 
methodology and the assumptions involved in current 
approaches to oral reading error analysis suggests 
that one must be extremely cautious in accepting these 
claims. Indeed, a more realistic approach may be to 
treat them as unresolved issues whose ultimate 
solution requires both a more refined methodology and 
evidence for the validity of several assumptions. 
(Leu 1982:236) 
Burke in Goodman and Burke (1972) and Johnson (1978) both developed 
informal reading inventories to assist in discovering children's 
attitudes towards literacy. Initially reading was the main emphasis of 
these inventories but Kemp (1987) realised that the format could be 
used in any literacy field. 
Goodman and Burke (1972) used 'retelling' primarily to evaluate 
comprehension but more recently, and to a lesser degree, it has been 
used as an evaluation tool for speaking and listening (Woodward 1983). 
Cambourne (1987) has developed a detailed retelling procedure to 
evaluate writing. According to Haste, Woodward and Burke (1985), 
retelling of a story which has just been read aloud represents an 
unusual social context and is likely to be met with at least a highly 
abbreviated recall. As in reading, retelling in speaking, listening 
and writing has several problems, not the least of which is the 
familiarity of the child with the technique and the text used. Some 
texts are more predictable and therefore , for some children, easier 
to retell. Context and text structure are important variables in the 
retelling process. 
2.4 Future Directions of Literacy Evaluation 
Many alternative strategies of literacy evaluation have emerged 
Yetta Goodman introduced the concept of 'kid watching' as an altern-
ative to testing: 
The best alternatives to testing come from direct and, 
in most cases, informal observation of the child in 
various situations by the classroom teacher. Since 
the process itself is somewhat informal, perhaps the 
term 'kid watching' is preferable to the more formal 
'observation'. Either way the process is the same. 
(Goodman 1980:37) 
The New South Wales Department of Education (1979), Groundwater and 
Nicoll (1980),and Kemp (1987) place observation high on their list of 
evaluation strategies as it covers the day-to-day casual informal 
observations of the classroom teachers as well as more precise system-
atic measures needed when a particular decision is to be made. Such 
observations are recorded in anecdotal records, checklist and rating 
scales. 
According to Johnston (1987b), there have been several studies 
that suggest that teachers use their hunches and informal observation 
for instructional decision far more than they do test scores. It 
seems that an important problem to be solved is how to ensure that 
teachers' hunches and informal observations are accurate, insightful 
and as valid as possible. He recommends we take a more radical 
approach to the improvement of evaluation in literacy than we have in 
the past. He emphasises the need for teacher development because the 
teacher will become the evaluation instrument. For this to occur 
there must first be a perceived purpose for literacy evaluation that 
is obvious to both the teacher and the children. Not only this, but 
literacy itself must fulfill the intentions of the user. 
The issue of the evaluation purposes was established by Clay 
(1979), Halliday (1975), Smith (1984), Rhodes and Shannon (1982), 
Altwerger and Bird (1982), Watson (1983), Haste, Woodward and Burke 
(1985), Calkins (1986), Johnston (1987b) and Canale (1987). 
Curtis in a recent study on literacy evaluation claims: 
One of the dominant and all prevailing issues throughout 
recent writings has been the growing realization that 
literacy growth occurs in order that the purposes and 
intentions of the language user him/herself be fulfilled. 
(Curtis 1987:22) 
Haste, Woodward and Burke (1985) take the view that the child is 
the most appropriate source of information regarding literacy growth. 
They used an approach which permitted the child to be the linguistic 
informant. They were interested in what literacy problems the child 
might perceive and what strategies he or she would use to circumvent 
these problems. 
Johnston (1987b) and Canale (1987) pursue this line of thinking 
and include it in their theory of process or naturalistic evaluation. 
They believe that not only should the student be an integral part of 
his/her own evaluation, such evaluation should also be an integral 
part of teaching and learning. Johnston states that if this is done 
..we can get multiple returns on our time invested 
and at the same time in good management style, we 
delegate responsibility for evaluation to those 
closest to the teaching-learning process, making that 
process more efficient. (Johnston 1987:47) 
Process oriented evaluation strongly emphasises the development 
of self evaluation so that learners may become responsible for, and 
direct their own learning. Canale (1987) discusses this theory and 
sees the children becoming self evaluators in that they become co-
investigators in their own learning process. 
This research on literacy evaluation leads to the conclusion that 
it is important and is in a constant state of change. On one hand, we 
have a plethora of evaluation strategies that have superseded the 
traditional standardised tests. These strategies have been thoroughly 
researched and tested in the classroom. Most have some deficiencies 
but it is generally accepted that they are far superior to the 
standardised tests as they are easily aligned with learning theories 
and support literacy learning processes. 
On the other hand, there are many thousands of teachers under the 
jurisdiction of the New South Wales Department of Education evaluating 
children's literacy development on a continual basis. Or are they? 
What is really happening as far as evaluation is concerned in the 
primary classrooms? Diligent searching has failed to reveal any 
research or information pertaining to actual classroom evaluation 
practices. 
Kemp concludes: 
Teachers who work within wholistic literacy programs 
will have to resolve some dilemmas in evaluation. 
One major dilemma is caused by teacher's changes in 
perception of the purpose of evaluation. (Kemp 
1986:223) 
Furthermore, the New South Wales Department of Education stated 
in the Managing the Schools document (1984), that each school is 
responsible for developing its own policies and programs. These 
"policies and programs are to ensure that there is appropriateness and 
continuity of learning for students" (1984:1). In order for such 
continuity of learning to take place, evaluation is seen as an 
integral part of the policies and programs. 
This establishes a pattern that demonstrates that evaluation at 
any level must be congruent with the policies and programs and indeed 
they are interdependent. Therefore, in order to investigate classroom 
evaluation practices, policies and programs must also be considered. 
CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the theoretical considerations of the 
naturalistic paradigm as they relate to this study: illuminative 
evaluation, case study format and the establishing of credibility. It 
also sets out the practical application of the naturalistic paradigm 
for this study by establishing the sources of data, the methods of 
gathering data, the specific credibility measures and the methods of 
analysing the data. 
3.2 Naturalistic Paradigm: Theoretical and Practical Considerations 
The choice of a paradigm i n which to locate this study of one 
school's literacy policy and the evaluation of the evolving princ-
iples, was straightforward. There is strong agreement between recent 
researchers that a naturalistic paradigm is the most appropriate 
one to use when conducting research that involves the meaning which 
humans construct (Brice-Heath in press; Cuba 1982). 
A naturalistic design typically involves observations of people 
in uncontrived settings. The basic aim is to discover recurring 
patterns in the data collected and to explain the meaning and signifi-
cance of those patterns. As a consequence, a priori hypotheses cannot 
be stated. Instead, as the data are analysed, possible theories emerge 
These are working hypotheses which guide the evolving design. The 
design employed for the present study, within a naturalistic paradigm, 
included illuminative evaluation strategies, case study procedures, 
and the establishing of credibility. 
The flow of research in this study is depicted in figure 3.1. It 
shows how data are collected through observation, interview and 
artifacts under the umbrella of illuminative evaluation. Initially 
this data is reported through ten individual teacher case studies. A 
single case study of the school is then developed and credibility is 
established through member checking, triangulation and peer 
debriefing. 
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3.2.1 Sources of Data 
There were five main sources of data used in this study. They 
were the teachers from the school, their programs and evaluation 
records, the classrooms observations, a staff meeting observation and 
school documentation. 
Data was collected from the teachers through interview and was 
extended, amended, or confirmed for credibility purposes by member 
checking. The teachers' programs and evaluation records gave much 
useful information as did classroom observations. Such observations 
were carried out sometimes with the children present during class 
activities and at other times just in the presence of the teacher. 
The staff meeting attended by the researcher was one of a series of 
three aimed at reorganising the evaluation documents in all areas of 
literacy and hence crucial to the illuminative process. The school 
documents were made readily available by the principal. Copies of the 
literacy policies, (literature based reading, writing and spelling) 
evaluation policy and evaluation documents were made available. 
Copies were also taken of report cards, staff meeting notes and 
letters to the parents. 
3.2.2 Research Design 
The research design used in this study was based on 
'Illuminative' evaluation, involving observation, interviews and the 
collection of documentary and background materials. 
3.2.2.1 Illuminative Evaluation 
The principles which guide what has become known as 
'illuminative' evaluation (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972; Stake, 1974) 
set the parameters for the method of data collection. This type of 
evaluation was used as an initial evaluative framework because it 
best fitted the purposes of the study, and the philosophic view of 
what evaluation ought to be about. This style of evaluation according 
to Parsons (1983:127) asks, 'what is happening?' rather than, 'are we 
having the effect we want to have?' and therefore has a different 
focus from the more traditional objective based evaluation. 
Illuminative evaluation involves the collection and analysis of three 
different kinds of data (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972). For this study 
these are observation, interviews and documents, and background 
material (artifacts). 
3.2.2.2 Observation 
This study used participant observation as through it the 
observer engages in the very activities s/he set out to observe. S/he 
becomes one of the group. Cover is not necessarily a prerequisite of 
this particular style of observation. According to Cohen and Manion 
(1985:124) most studies in a natural setting are participant 
observation studies. In this study, participant observation was used 
to allow the researcher to participate openly in the school routines 
and activities. 
A staff meeting held on the literacy evaluation policy was monit-
ored and field notes taken (Appendix 1) which allowed the researcher 
to record observations and to develop a working hypotheses in a manner 
that was non-threatening to the respondents. This was one of three 
such meetings that were based on modifications to an existing evaluat-
ion checklist for each area of language; reading, writing and speaking 
and listening (Appendix 2). Observations were also made within the 
context of each classroom. Classroom organisation was noted as was 
the environment and the children's work samples. 
3.2.2.3 Interviews 
There was a range of interview styles available to the research-
er. They ranged from formal through to completely informal and beyond 
to the non-directive interview. Within this range there were four 
principal kinds of interviews. The structured, the unstructured, the 
non-directive and the focused interview (Cohen and Manion 1985:293). 
The unstructured interview was used as it has a specific purpose and 
specific contextual demands to guide its implementation. While it is 
extremely challenging, according to Wolfe (1979:25), it is well 
suited to a naturalistic design as it allows the respondents to 
express themselves openly and naturally. Probes are able to be used 
to expand the initial statement and therefore allow the researcher to 
establish a deeper understanding of the data. The unstructured inter-
view, in this study, allowed the researcher to collect data that 
represented the ideas and values of those being interviewed. 
Each interview began with general discussion about the respond-
ent's teacher training and experience. A series of questions were 
then asked with distinct purposes in mind. The questions were not the 
same for each interview but the purposes were to discover: 
- what the respondent believed about evaluation in general, and 
literacy evaluation in particular; 
- what they did in order to carry out literacy evaluation in 
their classroom; 
and once this evaluation information was collected 
- how the respondent used this data. 
Questions were asked to expand information in line with the 
researcher's purposes, and those were followed by probes to develop a 
deeper understanding of the teachers' beliefs and classroom practices. 
Even though a tape recorder was used, notes were also taken to 
highlight points or to establish areas for further probes. 
The researcher felt, after transcribing these interviews, that 
the questions created inappropriate boundaries and further interviews 
would need to be arranged. This is called bridging, extending and 
surfacing (Guba, 1985). A redefinition of the focus was then neces-
sary in order to establish a deeper knowledge of the respondent's 
understanding of literacy in relation to evaluation and to discover 
each respondent's beliefs about how children learn and what is import-
ant in literacy in the classroom. 
The new purposes which emerged from the initial data collection, 
were to discover: 
- what the respondents valued in the children's reading, writing, 
speaking and listening; 
- what they knew, thought and believed about the school literacy 
evaluation policy; 
- what they thought and believed about evaluation of reading, 
writing, speaking and listening; 
- how they made decisions about the literacy processes and 
practices they established in the classroom. 
This series of interviews provided a more comprehensive data pool 
and gave a much broader context to what the teachers were saying about 
their beliefs. Each interview was transcribed (Appendix 3.) and field 
notes were made highlighting statements that needed more information 
in order to be verified. Further organisation within the school was 
needed to allow the reseacher to go into the classrooms to make this 
verification possible. This involved setting up schedules and arrang-
ing for the teachers to be relieved from their classroom respons-
ibilities. 
3.2.2.4 Documentary and Background Materials (Artifacts) 
These provide a historical perspective on how the literacy and 
literacy evaluation program was regarded by different people. Such 
artifacts can be used in research not only to aggregate common 
information but to lead to new insights into policy and its formation. 
In this study, documentary and background material was collected to 
support data derived from the interviews and to collect the additional 
data required to establish emerging theories. 
Classroom visits, collection and analysis of documents and 
artifacts such as class programs, evaluation folders, samples of 
children's work and observations of the classroom environment all 
increased the credibility of the study through triangulation pro-
cedures. Additional artifacts in the form of school policies 
(Appendix 4), letters to parents, and copies of school-home reports 
further substantiated the emerging working hypotheses as the data were 
analysed . 
3.2.3 Mode of Reporting 
This study utilised a case study format as the reporting mode. A 
case study format was chosen because it is believed by many to be the 
most useful format for achieving the two major purposes of reporting 
research: that of raising understanding and of maintaining continuity 
(Guba, 1986; Walker, 1980; Johnston, 1985; Cohen and Manion, 1985). 
Initially data were collected from the individual teachers and 
reported through ten individual case studies. A school case study was 
then developed using information from the previously nominated sources 
of data. 
3.2.4 Establishing Credibility 
In any form of research there needs to be some way of auditing 
the rigor of the study in order to establish trust in the outcomes 
of the inquiry. To maximize trustworthiness, several credibility 
measures were used, for example, member checking, triangulation and 
peer debriefing (Lincoln and Guba 1986). 
3.2.4.1 Member Checking 
Member checking, both formal and informal, serves to validate 
interpretations of the data and was carried out throughout the in-
quiry. It required that the data collected be returned to the respon-
dents for checking. Lincoln and Guba state that: 
...the purpose of a comprehensive member check is not 
only to test for factual and interpretive accuracy but 
also to provide evidence of credibility - the trustworth-
iness criteria analogous to internal validity in convent-
ional studies. (1986:373) 
Lincoln and Guba (1986:314-15) established purposes for member 
checking. These purposes provided the opportunity to assess intent-
ional ity and what it was that the respondent intended by acting in a 
certain way or providing certain information. In the case of this 
study, member checking also gave the respondent an immediate 
opportunity to correct errors of fact and challenge what were 
perceived to be wrong interpretations. Member checking did provide 
the respondent with the opportunity to volunteer additional inform-
ation. Indeed, the act of 'playing back' stimulated the respondent to 
recall additional things that were not mentioned the first time 
around. It did put the respondent on record as having said certain 
things and having agreed to the correctness of the investigator's 
recording of them, thereby making it more difficult later for the 
respondent to claim misunderstanding or investigator error. It did 
provide an opportunity to summarise the first step along the way to 
data analysis and it did provide the respondent with an opportunity to 
give an assessment of the overall adequacy of the data, in addition to 
confirming individual data. 
In this study, member checking was carried out in two ways. 
Firstly, the transcripts of each interview were returned to the 
respondents. They were asked to comment on the content and/or add to 
it if they felt the need to expand or clarify their ideas. Secondly, 
a copy of the report written as a result of the interviews, observ-
ations and information collected from documentation and background 
material, was given to each respondent. Again they were asked to 
comment and/or clarify the ideas put forward in these reports. 
(Appendix 5) 
3.2.4.2 Triangulation 
Triangulation superficially appears identical to member checking 
but there was a crucial difference. Triangulation was a process 
carried out with respect to the actual data. Information derived from 
one source (or by one method or by one investigator) was checked 
against other sources. The purpose of this activity was to substant-
iate the conclusions the researcher had reached concerning the res-
pondents' beliefs and practices relating to the research. The 
information from the interviews was checked against the observations 
made in the classrooms. This information was then checked against the 
data produced from the documentation and background material. 
3.2.4.3 Peer Debriefing 
The purpose of peer debriefing was to explore aspects of the 
inquiry that might otherwise have remained only implicit within the 
inquirer's mind (Lincoln and Guba 1986:308). The roles and respons-
ibilities of debriefing, according to Lincoln and Guba (1986), were to 
explore aspects of the inquiry that might not otherwise surface and 
to keep the inquirer 'honest' with questions that probe and explore 
meaning. Peer debriefing also tested any emerging hypotheses, 
questioned any perceived bias, developed and initially tested the next 
methodological steps to be taken, provided an opportunity for cathar-
sis and provided a supportive forum for the researcher. 
A peer debriefing session was organised with disinterested 
research peers. These persons had a great deal of knowledge about 
both the substantive area of the inquiry and methodological issues. 
Both the inquirer and the debriefers kept written records of the 
encounter, partly for the sake of the audit trail and partly for 
reference by the inquirer as she sought to establish why the inquiry 
emerged as it did. (Appendix 6) 
3.3 Methods of Analysing Data 
Because a naturalistic mode of research was used, it was 
necessary to identify themes within the data and categorise it 
accordingly before any actual analysis could take place. These 
categories had to be formed so that the emerging working hypotheses 
could be tested. The categorising process in data analysis employed 
in naturalistic research rests on the notion that the human is a 
sensitive measuring instrument able to respond to information. In 
using such an instrument, care had to be taken to ensure accurate and 
confirmable results. 
In order to identify and illuminate the relationship between the 
school literacy policies and the teachers' beliefs and practices, four 
distinct procedures were carried out. These were: 
- formulating the reports; 
- categorising the beliefs, practices and concerns from these 
reports; 
- correlating or matching policy principles with these categories 
and thereby establishing the relationship between policy princ-
iples and principles in practice and 
- collecting the uncorrelated or unmatched categories that 
required further consideration. 
These considerations were examined in light of the emerging working 
hypotheses. 
3.3.1 Formulating the Reports 
A descriptive report for each respondent was written based on the 
information that emerged from the interviews, observations, document-
ation and background material (Appendix 7). By combining the data 
from the descriptive reports, documentation and background material, 
observations and the feedback from the member checks, an inferential 
report was written about each respondent. An inferential report is a 
report drawing concepts and ideas from all available sources, thus 
employing the process of triangulation (Appendix 7). This report does 
not necessarily state facts but draws conclusions about the respon-
dent. Three themes emerged from these reports. These were the 
teacher's beliefs, their practices and their concerns. It became 
evident that the area of 'concerns' needed further investigation as 
these statements highlighted some areas that, in the teacher's 
opinion, needed attention. 
3.3.2 Categorising Reports 
During the initial data analysis, comments falling into each of 
the three themes were categorised accordingly; the teachers' beliefs, 
practices and concerns. These themes split into two areas; beliefs 
and practices about literacy and beliefs, practices and concerns about 
literacy evaluation. Within the area of beliefs and practices about 
literacy, the teachers' views on reading, writing, spelling, listening 
and speaking were clearly defined. In the area of literacy eval-
uation, the teachers' views on the purpose of evaluation, evaluation 
techniques and methods of recording evaluation emerged as depicted in 
figure 3.2. 
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3.3.3 Correlating Principles 
Principles were extracted from each of three literacy policies. 
This was done by examination of each policy document. Principles were 
drawn from the rationale and the broad statements made throughout each 
policy that were substantiated by the aims and objectives of that 
policy. These principles were then correlated or matched with the 
teachers' views of literacy. In order to correlate these areas, the 
policy principles were listed and the following decisions were made: 
- what beliefs, held by the teachers', supported each principle; 
- which practices supported both principles and beliefs; 
- were there any practices not supported by teachers' beliefs? 
Once these decisions were made and the corresponding items matched or 
correlated, three further categories emerged. These were; 
- Principles that correlated with both teachers' beliefs and 
practices were accepted as the Literacy Principles in Practice. 
- Principles not correlated with either teachers' beliefs or 
practices were categorised as Literacy Principles not in 
Practice. 
- Beliefs and practices not correlated were categorised as 
Uncorrelated Literacy Beliefs and Practices. 
Similarly principles were also extracted from the school evalua-
tion policy and the literacy evaluation documents (checklists). In 
the evaluation documents, the items on the checklist were taken as 
the principles. These principles were correlated with the teachers' 
views of literacy evaluation. Again, further categories emerged" 
These were: 
- Principles that correlated with the teachers' beliefs and 
practices were categorised as the Literacy Evaluation Principles 
in Practice. 
- Principles not correlated were categorised as Literacy 
Evaluation Principles not in Practice. 
- Beliefs and practices not correlated were categorised as 
Uncorrected Literacy Evaluation Beliefs and Practices. 
3.3.4 Uncorrected Categories 
Further correlation of Literacy Principles in Practice and 
Literacy Evaluation Principles in Practice took place. Each category 
was listed and correlated (matched) according to the following 
criteria: 
- was each literacy principle being evaluated; 
- was there a literacy principle for each literacy evaluation 
principle? 
From this exercise those items that correlated were categorised as 
Principles in Practice and those uncorrected were categorised as 
Principles not in Practice. It became apparent that the uncorrected 
categories were the emerging focus of the study. They required 
further analysis in order to establish the future direction of liter-
acy evaluation. The two major issues that emerged from the 
uncorrected categories were Principles not in Practice and Beliefs 
and Practices without Policy Principles. A further issue developed as 
there were teachers' concerns about literacy evaluation not able to be 
substantiated by either policy principles or teachers' beliefs and 
practices. The category Unresloved Evaluation Concerns was formed 
form this data as depicted in figure 3.3. 
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3.4 Summary. 
In this chapter the design of the study was examined. The theor-
etical considerations representative of the naturalistic paradigm were 
outlined. These considerations were illuminative evaluation, case 
study format and the measures for establishing credibility. This 
design supported the naturalistic stance of the researcher as it 
involved observation of people in natural, as against contrived situa-
tions. It allowed theories to develop as the study proceeded. The 
practical application of these theories was achieved through the 
collection of data from five different sources that included the 
teachers and their environment. The use of three different methods of 
gathering the data allowed for variety and depth in the collection of 
data as well as the provision of quality information which informed 
the researcher in the manner of illuminative evaluation. This data 
was recorded in the case study format. The necessity to authenticate 
the study was acknowledged and credibility measures were identified 
and incorporated. These included member checking, peer debriefing and 
triangulation. The data were analysed through four distinct pro-
cedures. These procedures of formulating reports, categorising 
reports, correlating principles and categorising uncorrelated data 
allowed new theories to be developed. Once the established literacy 
principles and literacy evaluation principles were correlated with the 
teachers' beliefs and practices, it became apparent that this correl-
ation was not the focus or the study. The redefined focus became the 
uncorrelated data and the formation of possible methods for adjust-
ment that these suggest in relation to the stated principles. 
CHAPTER 4 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the correlation between literacy principles 
and the teachers' literacy beliefs and practices which were estab-
lished in the categories of reading, writing, spelling, speaking and 
listening. Once these categories were established the policy princ-
iples were correlated with the teachers' beliefs and practices and 
uncorrelated data were formed. Literacy evaluation was also invest-
igated and evaluation policy principles established in the categories 
of purpose, technique and methods of recording evaluation. These 
policy principles were correlated with the teachers' beliefs, 
practices and concerns about literacy evaluation and further uncor-
related data were formed. The uncorrelated data were analysed and the 
categories of principles not in practice, beliefs without policy 
principles and unresolved evaluation concerns were established. 
4.2. Literacy: Reading 
The Reading Policy at the sample school was titled (inaccurately) 
'Literature-Based Reading'. In fact this title was used to assist in 
diverting teachers' attention from reading schemes which did not 
emphasise literature, to literature-based reading. It was argued that 
'literature' demonstrated the role reading plays in the total educat-
ion of each child though exposing them to a variety of literary 
experiences. 
4.2.1 Principles of the Reading Policy 
The school's literature policy was written by a small committee 
of teachers and was implemented over two to three years. The princ-
iples that emerged from this policy were as follows: 
1. Reading should not be learnt/taught by phonics or whole word 
approaches. It should be learnt/taught though study of whole 
texts, increasing the children's ability to read for meaning; 
2. Literature should be more advantageous than schemes because it 
is not controlled or stilted, making prediction and confirmation 
possible; 
3. Concentration on context should be more important than 
mechanics; 
4. Children should develop a love of reading; they should enjoy 
reading and have a desire to read; 
5. Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading (U.S.S.R.) should be 
used; 
6. Both narrative and expository texts should be read; 
7. Independent activities as well as teacher directed activities 
should be programmed; 
8. A variety of material should be available that reflects child-
ren's interests and various genre; 
9. Children should respond to books; 
10. Fear of failure should be excluded by literature-based 
reading; 
11. Children should be given the opportunity to read; 
12. Reading should affect writing. 
4.2.2 Reading: Teachers' Beliefs and Practices 
In reading, the majority of the ten teachers (six) believed that 
making meaning was at the centre of reading. Home assistance was 
valued by four teachers and three teachers felt that reading was not a 
word perfect skill and recognised that enjoyment of reading was impor-
tant. It was also felt by three teachers that good readers read many 
books, were capable of choosing appropriate books and were indepen-
dent. Confidence was considered an important attribute (five 
teachers) and one teacher felt that memorization contributed to 
confidence. The connection between reading and writing was recog-
nised. Literature, both as a basis for reading and as a part of the 
whole literacy program, was given a high priority (six teachers). It 
was felt by two teachers, that phonic drill and word attack skill 
development were necessary for beginning readers. They also felt that 
reading was the blending of sounds and that beginning readers learnt 
individual words first. 
Beliefs drawn from this analysis were: 
- making meaning was important; 
- home assistance was of value; 
- reading was not a word perfect skill; 
- enjoyment of reading was important; 
- good readers read many books; 
- good readers can choose appropriate books; 
- good readers were independent; 
- confidence was important; 
- memorization contributed to confidence; 
- reading and writing are connected; 
- reading was part of the whole literacy program; 
- literature was of great value; 
- phonic drill and word attack skill were necessary for beginning 
readers; 
- reading was the blending of sounds; 
- beginning readers learnt individual words first. 
In practice, such strategies as shared book, U.S.S.R. (Uninter-
rupted Sustained Silent Reading), cloze and retelling were used 
(Appendix 8). A variety of grouping arrangements were used and 
activities such as story reading, writing, comprehension question, 
labelling, writing word lists and word matching activities were used 
in conjunction with reading. (Figure 4.1) 
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4.2.3 Correlation 
In correlating the reading policy principles with the beliefs and 
practices of the teachers' views of literacy it was discovered that 
there was only one principle not accounted for by the teachers' 
beliefs. This was 'No.10; Fear of failure should be excluded by 
literature based reading'. Several beliefs and practices prevailed 
that were contrary to the principles. These were beliefs that reading 
is the blending of sounds, that memorizing helps confidence and that 
beginning readers learn individual words first. The practices that 
were not in consonance with the principles were the use of word lists, 
word matching activities, and the use of Rigby Reading Scheme. 
Beliefs that were in consonance with the psycholinguistic theory of 
reading, but did not have an equivalent principle, were that reading 
is not a word perfect activity and home background helps the children 
in their reading. 
4.2.4 Discussion 
The school reading 'literature' policy reflected the psycho-
linguistic theory recommended in the Reading K12: Curriculum Policy 
Statement. Most of the teachers were attempting to put this theory 
into practice by constant use of literature and the implementing of 
such strategies as U.S.S.R., shared book and cloze. There was still 
some residue of strategies such as phonic drill and word attack skills 
that are contrary to psycholinguistic theory. 
4.2.5 Comment 
A clear understanding of the theory needs to be foremost in the 
minds of these teachers so that not only do they apply the principles 
underlying the theory, but they are also able to develop strategies in 
line with current thinking and practice. These strategies will then 
be in consonance with the school's policy. Adjustments need to be 
continually made in order for both teachers and children to benefit. 
4.3 Literacy: Writing 
This component of literacy focuses on written expression as 
opposed to handwriting. Writing incorporates a variety of genre and 
allows for individual styles. 
4.3.1 Principles of the Writing Policy 
This policy highlights the change in the teaching of writing from 
product oriented to process oriented teaching as purported by the 
newly released Writing K-12 policy statement. It has been at least 
two years, however, since this policy has been inserviced with the 
staff even though there has been some staff development in the area of 
the writing process. The following principles emerged from the policy 
document: 
1. Writing should be a process as well as a product; 
2. Children should write daily, use a variety of genre and 
publish; 
3. Classrooms should immerse the children in writing and 
encourage them to write; 
4. Writing should have purpose, meaning and audience; 
5. The writing process should have many steps and each piece of 
writing need not be taken through all steps; 
6. Response to writing should reflect on the meaning of the 
message; 
7. In expository writing the response should be more critical. 
4.3.2 Writing: Teachers' Beliefs and Practices 
On the issue of writing, seven of the ten teachers believed that 
using different genre was important and that writing should make 
sense. They believed that good writers show confidence and were able 
to keep to the topic. That children should be able to observe 
teachers demonstrating salient writing concepts and be able to make 
their writing interesting, were the views of two teachers. There were 
differing expectations about the quality and quantity of children's 
writing. One teacher felt that quality at year six level was more 
important than quantity, whereas another teacher felt that at the 
infants (K-2) level, quantity was more important than quality. One 
teacher felt that good writers used real, or conventionally spelt, 
words and could remember what they had written. Content and attitude 
toward writing were viewed as important by five teachers, and 
scribing, that is, the teacher writing for the child, helped with 
conventions and letter formation for one teacher. It was recognised 
by two teachers that writing highlighted the children's individual 
writing styles which showed use of imagination, book knowledge and a 
sense of language. Seven teachers acknowledged that writing must be 
enjoyable, it must be carried out frequently and be of literary worth. 
Publishing, it was felt (two teachers), was not always up to the 
teacher's expected standards but that good writers had very little 
adjustment to make at the publishing stage. 
Beliefs drawn from this analysis were: 
- use of different genre was important; 
- writing should make sense; 
- good writers show confidence; 
- good writers were able to keep on the topic; 
- teacher demonstrations are important; 
- writing should be interesting; 
- quality was important; 
- good writers used conventionally spelt words; 
- good writers could remember what they had written; 
- content and attitude were important; 
- scribing helped conventions; 
- individual writing styles used imagination, book knowledge and 
a sense of language; 
- writing should be enjoyable; 
- writing should be carried out frequently; 
- writing should be of literary worth; 
- good writers should make very little adjustment when 
publishing. 
Seven teachers reported that they used both free topic choice and 
set topics in writing (most of the latter were factual topics). Most 
teachers (seven) carried the writing process through to publishing 
with some scribing and copywriting being done with beginning writers 
(Figure 4.2). 
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4.3.3 Correlation. 
In correlating the writing principles with the beliefs and 
practices of the teachers' views of literacy, it was discovered that 
two principles were not accounted for by either beliefs or practices 
of the teachers. These were 'No.4; Writing should have purpose and 
audience' and 'No.5; The writing process should have many steps and 
not all of these steps have to be attended to in each piece of 
writing'. There was no indication whatsoever in the principles that 
attitude or confidence were important. There was also no principle to 
substantiate the belief that scribing and the practice of copy-
writing helped with the conventions of writing and letter formation, 
particularly with beginning writers. There was also no recognition 
that children's writing was characterised by individual styles. 
4.3.4 Discussion 
The principles set out in the policy were well accommodated with 
the exception of purpose in writing and the actual process of writing. 
The use of genre was acknowledged as was the need for different 
writing styles. Publishing standards were questioned and quality 
versus quantity remained an unresolved issue. The affective areas of 
writing were recognised by the teachers as important. Confidence, 
enjoyment and attitude were considered by teachers as vital, but the 
policy did not acknowledge their importance in any way. 
4.3.5 Comment 
In defining the purposes for writing, the audience becomes impor-
tant and indeed vital to its existence. Without an audience writing 
becomes purposeless. The purpose of writing must be identified if the 
principles of the writing policy are to be put into practice. There-
fore, attention to audience must be one of the prime concerns. 
4.4 Literacy: Spelling 
Spelling was beginning to be recognised, in the sample school, 
as integral to writing but until such times that full integration is 
accomplished, separate policies for spelling will continue to be 
written. 
4.4.1 Principles of the Spelling Policy 
This policy has been recently updated (1987) and inserviced with 
the staff. The relationship between writing and spelling is charac-
terised in this policy from which the following principles emerged: 
1. Reading, writing and spelling should be interrelated; 
2. Spelling, like writing, should have a purpose; 
3. Spelling should be taught through writing; 
4. Children should be responsible for their spelling. 
5. Spelling should be a tool for writing; 
6. Thoughts not conventions should be important at the initial 
draft stage of writing; 
7. Spelling should be more that randomly selected lists; 
8. Spelling should be taught through editing; 
9. Theme words, interest words and survival words should be pre 
tested; 
10. Dictation should be unnecessary. Daily writing and editing 
should suffice; 
n . There should be different levels of progress in spelling; 
4.4.2 Spelling: Teachers' Beliefs and Practices 
Six teachers believed that good writers 'have-a-go' at spelling 
and that this required a risk-taking atmosphere in the classroom. It 
was felt that the children should be able to identify errors or use 
resources to check their spelling (five teachers). Individual capa-
bilities were acknowledged by the introduction of individual spelling 
lists with the number of words for each child being negotiated between 
the teacher and the children themselves (two teachers). It was 
generally felt (four teachers) that good spellers did not invent the 
spelling of words but that they used 'safe' words; words they already 
knew. They also used sounds, word attack skills and had word aware-
ness. Good spellers were sometimes good in other literacy areas as 
well but not always (one teacher). It was felt by three teachers that 
confidence and independence should be developed and that spelling 
errors in the first draft were acceptable. 
Beliefs drawn from this analysis were: 
- good writers 'have-a-go' at spelling; 
- a risk-taking atmosphere was required in the classroom; 
- children should be able to identify spelling errors; 
- children should be able to use resources to check their 
spelling; 
- individual differences were catered for with individual 
negotiated spelling lists; 
- good spellers did not 'invent' words; 
- good spellers used 'safe' words; 
- good spellers used sounds and word attack skills; 
- good spellers had word awareness; 
- good spellers sometimes good in other literacy areas; 
- confidence and independence were needed; 
- spelling errors were acceptable in the first draft. 
In practice, most teachers (six) used individual spelling lists 
for the children. These were taken from the children's writing. Three 
of these teachers tested their children on an individual basis while 
the others used proofreading and relied on reoccurrence of errors in 
the children's writing to act as an evaluation of their spelling 
(Figure 4.3). 
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4.4.3 Correlation 
Correlating the principles of the spelling policy with the 
beliefs and practices the teachers held about literacy revealed that 
there were three principles not acknowledged by the teachers. These 
were 'No.2; Spelling should have purpose', 'No.9; Pretests should be 
given in spelling when using theme, interest or survival words', and 
'No.ll; There should be levels of progress in spelling development'. 
There were also several beliefs not accounted for by principles. 
These were: that children should be able to use resources to check 
their spelling; that there was a recognition of varied ability from 
child to child and there was a need to develop confidence and indepen-
dence in each child. The use of word attack skills and initial sounds 
were believed to be needed but these beliefs were contrary to psycho-
linguistic theory. 
4.4.4 Discussion 
Individual spelling lists were widely used with consideration for 
the individual development of each child. There was, however, a lack 
of emphasis on the purpose in spelling. A wide variety of beliefs were 
held about the qualities of good spellers and again, there is evidence 
that the psycholinguistic theory is not completely in place yet with 
some emphasis on sounds and word attack skills. 
4.4.5 Comment 
Individual spelling lists had the added advantage of ensuring 
each child was given the opportunity to develop at his/her own rate. 
Such a strategy encourages each child as it ensures success and 
increases his/her self esteem. Lack of purpose, however, counteracts 
some of the advantages of individual lists in that the children lack 
the incentive to develop functional spelling vocabularies. 
4.5 Literacy: Speaking and Listening 
Because of the reciprocal nature of these two literacy components 
they are usually classified as one item. It is recognised that most of 
the 'learning' in speaking and listening takes place before the child 
even enters school and while highly regarded in schools, speaking and 
listening is generally of lower priority than reading, writing or 
spelling. 
4.5.1 Speaking and Listening: Teacher's Beliefs and Practices 
Only three teachers believed that children needed to be confident 
and enjoy speaking. It was felt (three teachers) that the children 
needed to be able to listen to follow directions, use 'standard 
dialect' and use the conventions of listening. Speakers, it was felt 
(four teachers), needed to concentrate, speak clearly and audibly and 
must listen to others. Four teachers believed that many things influ-
enced speaking and listening. Some of the most important were per-
sonality, behaviour and language background. It was also felt by one 
teacher that shyness sometimes overrode speaking ability. In prac-
tice, such listening activities as story tapes and shared book were 
used. 
4.5.2 Discussion 
Emphasis was placed on the child's ability to be audibly accurate 
with little consideration given to the child who may be able to speak 
well but is shy or is not able to relate to the purpose of the 
speaking/listening exercise. 
4.5.3 Comment 
There is as yet no policy for the areas of speaking and listening 
but the beliefs stated in the reports should give a basis for such a 
policy. 
4.6 Literacy Evaluation: Purpose 
Analysis of the teachers' beliefs, practices and concerns about 
literacy evaluation showed that purpose in evaluation was important. 
4.6.1 Principles of Evaluation Policy - Part A 
Evaluation Policy - Part A is the general school policy on 
evaluation. It is not specific to literacy, nor has it been recently 
revised or inserviced but it emphasises the purposes of evaluation. 
The principles emerging from this policy are as follows: 
1. Evaluation should provide for the collection of evidence 
which shows the degree to which pupils are progressing towards 
curriculum goals; 
2. Evaluation should permit teachers to evaluate the effective-
ness of curriculum experiences, activities and instructional 
methods; 
3. Evaluation should make provision for guiding the growth of 
individual pupils; 
4. Evaluation should diagnose weaknesses and strengths; 
5. Evaluation should provide a basis for modification of curric-
ulum or introduction of experiences to meet the needs of individ-
ual and groups of pupils; 
6. Evaluation carried out should be both summative and formative; 
6.2 Purpose of Evaluation: Teachers' Beliefs Practices and 
Concerns 
Five teachers overtly stated their beliefs about the purpose of 
evaluation while the other five implied their beliefs. Three of the 
five stated that evaluation should lead to their altering their 
programming either on a whole class and individual basis. The major-
ity of teachers (eight) believed that evaluation is for accountability 
and reporting to parents. One teacher believed that evaluation should 
be cyclic, in that activities set should be as a result of a problem 
assessed through evaluation. Two other teachers stated that evalu-
ation should show children's needs; to see where the children are 
going and to show difficulities that need attention. Yet another 
teacher stated that evaluation made one aware of what one was 
teaching, emphasising that it should be continual. 
Beliefs drawn form this analysis were: 
- evaluation should lead to alteration of programs; 
- evaluation was for accountibility; 
- evaluation should be cyclic; 
- evaluation should show children's needs; 
- evaluation should be be continual; 
- evaluation made the teachers aware of what they were teaching. 
The teachers also had some concerns that reflected confusion in 
the area of purpose of evaluation. Some of these concerns were that 
there was a lack of follow up to evaluation; how and what to document; 
and the motive for extensive evaluation (Figure 4.4). 
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4.6.3 Correlation 
On correlation of the principles about the purpose of evaluation 
with the teacher's beliefs, practices and concerns about literacy 
evaluation, it became evident that the teachers believed the stated 
principles, but there was little evidence of practices to support 
these principles. Programs showed only minimal evaluation of exper-
iences and activities with little evidence of evaluation that would 
lead to guidance and growth of individual pupils. Diagnostic evalu-
ation was not evident except for the 'in the head' knowledge kept by 
the teacher. According to Groundwater-Smith and Nicoll (1980), this 
type of evaluation erodes over time. There was no evidence of changes 
in programs as a result of evaluation and reports to parents were the 
only practice that could be considered in any way, a record of pupil 
growth. The teachers' belief that evaluation is for accountability 
was put into practice through parent reports and the record of marks 
in their evaluati on books. The teachers' concerns about the purpose 
of evaluation emanated because there were no principles to allay these 
concerns. 
4.6.4 Discussion 
The purpose of teacher evaluation, according to the teachers' 
beliefs, was to establish the children's needs on a continual basis 
and to alter teaching plans and programs in line with the findings. 
It was also for accountability and for reporting to parents. In 
practice there was evidence only of accountability and reporting with 
a small amount of evaluation of activities in some programs. 
4.6.5 Comment 
With the conflict between perceived purposes and actual practices 
in evaluation purposes, concerns about evaluation abounded and without 
any policy principles to allay these concerns complete disillusionment 
about the purpose of evaluation will continue to prevail. 
4.7 Literacy Evaluation: Techniques 
In literacy evaluation the techniques vary from teacher to 
teacher and from class to class. They are basically dependent on what 
the teacher sees as the purposes of evaluation. Specific techniques 
are outlined in 4.7.2. 
4.7.1 Principles of the Evaluation Policy - Part B 
Policy - Part B consists of three checklists; reading, writing, 
and speaking and listening. These principles were devised by one staff 
member and refined by the whole staff over a series of staff meetings. 
The principles that emerged from this policy are as follows: 
1. Reading should be enjoyable and interesting; 
2. Independent selection of books for reading should be 
important; 
3. U.S.S.R. should be valuable; 
4. Prediction should be necessary when reading; 
5. Reading should require the use of all three cueing systems; 
6. Cloze and retelling should be important evaluation strategies; 
7. Readers should demand that reading makes sense; 
8. Graphic layouts such as maps, diagram etc should be important; 
9. Reading should involve correct use of indexes and content 
pages; 
10. Writing should be enjoyable; 
n . Writing time should be used efficiently; 
12. The writing process should be followed; 
13. Standard dialect should be used; 
14. Both factual and non-factual pieces should be written; 
13. Pupils should write in their free time; 
14. They should be able to identify errors in their writing; 
15. They should be able to use references to check their 
spelling; 
16. They should show competency in spelling; 
17. In speaking and listening clarity and confidence should be 
important; 
18. Pupils should enjoy drama; 
19. Oral discussion should extend across the curriculum; 
20. Listeners and speakers should respect the rules and routines 
of conversation; 
21. Listeners should be able to absorb meaning and act upon it; 
22. Pupils should enjoy listening to books; 
23. Pupils should participate in shared reading; 
24. Pupils should be able to contribute to discussion; 
25. Pupils should experiment with spelling; 
4.7.2 Evaluation Techniques: Teachers' Beliefs, Practices and 
Concerns 
Cloze, retelling and observation were believed by the majority of 
teachers (seven) to be sound evaluation techniques in reading. 
Observation of children's work (samples of work) was used to evaluate 
writing (four teachers). Observations such as listening to the 
children speaking during class and small group discussion, and noting 
if the children are listening during story reading and class 'talks', 
were used as techniques to evaluate listening and speaking (four 
teachers). 'Trial and error' was mentioned by three teachers as a 
technique for evaluating the position of a child/children in groups or 
for quantity of work given, for example, number of words in the 
individual spelling lists. Discussions were also mentioned by one 
teacher as a technique for evaluation of where each child was 'at'. 
Standardised tests and other commercial tests were considered to be 
unsatisfactory (four teachers). One teacher felt that the Rigby 
Reading Scheme helped in evaluation by enumerating the words each 
child knew. Intuitive knowledge about the children was considered a 
valid way to evaluate (six teachers). This was 'on the run' or built 
up from collected data. This type of evaluation was basically kept 
'in the head' from observations made over a period of time. 
Proofreading was noted as being a valuable spelling evaluation tech-
nique (five teachers) but was thought to be difficult for some 
children. The school principal felt that a wide range of analytical 
devices should be used and that they all should be in total consonance 
with the psycholinguistic theory of reading. 
Beliefs drawn from this analysis were: 
- discussion, cloze, retelling, 'trial and error' and 
observation were sound evaluation techniques; 
- standardised tests and commercial tests were considered 
unsatisfactory; 
" Rigby Reading Scheme enumerated the words the children knew; 
- intuitive knowledge was a valid evaluation; 
- proofreading was a valuable spelling evaluation technique; 
- a wide range of analytical devices that are in consonance with 
the theory should be used. 
In practice, many evaluation techniques emerged. Most of these 
came under the heading of observation, either aural or visual. Some 
other techniques that emerged were cloze, comprehension passages with 
structured questions, proofreading, conferencing, teacher-made tests, 
samples of work, retelling, discussion and questioning. 
The teachers showed concern about evaluation techniques. They 
were concerned about the inordinate amount of time taken for 
evaluation because of supposedly inefficient techniques,how much 
evaluation should be done and the lack of appropriatness of the 
techniques being used (Figure 4.5). 
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4.7.3 Correlation 
In correlating the principles which indicated evaluation 
techniques with the teacher's beliefs, practices and concerns about 
literacy evaluation, it became apparent that three principles were not 
acknowledged. These were: 'No.8; Should be able to interpret maps and 
diagrams'; 'No.9; Should be able to use contents and indexes 
efficiently'; and 'No.25; Should choose to write in free time'. 
There was some disparity about tests. Five teachers saw standardised 
tests and teacher-made tests as unsatisfactory yet most of these 
teachers (three) still used teacher_made tests and standardised tests 
were being used in the lower grades for the purposes of grading. 
Again, the teachers' concerns about evaluation were not able to be 
correlated with any principles. 
Generally, evaluation was regarded as finite with comments such 
as, "the quality of writing is not necessary on the checklist as it 
was 'very judgemental ...(and) of very little use to future 
teachers.'" The checklists were checked twice a year for reports, at 
the end of terms two and four, even though it was considered that 
passing on evaluation information to the next teacher was irrelevant. 
This supports the finite nature of the beliefs of the teachers about 
the purposes of evaluation. 
4.7.4 Discussion 
A variety of evaluation techniques such as cloze, retelling, 
observation, discussion, trial and error, work samples and proof-
reading are used for evaluation in the school, but there is a very 
limited amount of actual written evaluation records. 
4.7.5 Comment 
The continual emphasis on the finite nature of evaluation is 
cause for concern. The items on the checklists also presented some 
concerns in that they were inconsistent. Only two specific reading 
evaluation strategies (cloze and retelling) were nominated. While 
'quality of work' was omitted, details such as interpretation of maps 
and diagrams and use of indexes which would seem to be of minor 
concern were included. 
4.8 Literacy Evaluation: Methods of Recording 
Methods of recording evaluation inevitability rely on the purpose 
of the evaluation. 
4.8.1 Principles of Evaluation Policy - Part C 
Evaluation Policy Part C is the portion of the school evaluation 
policy that refers exclusively to methods of recording. As this is a 
general evaluation policy, only that recording principle pertinent to 
literacy was extracted: 
1. A variety of techniques should be used. These should include, 
anecdotal records, oral records, checklists, teacher made tests 
and peer group evaluation. 
4.8.2 Methods of Recording Evaluation: Teachers' Beliefs, 
Practices and Concerns 
Work samples and checklists were believed to be an adequate method 
of recording evaluation. Two teachers had their own checklists but 
all teachers used the school checklists due to the teachers' famil-
iarity with these lists by way of staff development. One teacher 
believed that a written comment was better than the tick required by 
the school checklist. The main purpose of this checklist was to 
collect information for reports while one teacher commented that he 
did not need that checklist when it came to reports. He had all the 
required information in his head. Six teachers made use of anecdotal 
records, three being written roughly at school and copied up later, 
others being written directly into evaluation folders. One teacher, 
in a supervisory capacity, believes that programs should contain 
statements of evaluation such as judgements about literacy processes. 
Such judgements should be made each term and should not just be the 
summation of marks. One teacher felt that records were for others and 
not for the teacher or children. It was generally felt that written 
documentation was superfluous. 
Beliefs drawn from this analysis were: 
- work samples and checklists were an adequate method of 
recording evaluation; 
- evaluation information could be kept in the head; 
- anecdotal records were a satisfactory recording method; 
- programs should contain evaluation statements; 
- evaluation judgements were not just a summation of marks; 
- records were for others, not the children or the teacher; 
- evaluation documentation is superfluous. 
Methods of recording, in practice, were checklists, anecdotal 
records, work samples, conferences, marks and reports to parents. The 
teachers were concerned about how to document evaluation and the 
extent to which this documentation should go. They were also concerned 
with the value of checklists. (Figure 4.6) 
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4.8.3 Correlation 
In correlating this principle with the beliefs, practices and 
concerns of the teachers, it was found that checklists and anecdotal 
records were amply accommodated with some attention being paid to oral 
records and teacher made tests. Other recording methods used were very 
limited with a very high incidence of observation but with little 
recording of these observations. There were no principles to correlate 
with the belief that an evaluation statement should appear in class 
programs; that written documentation was superfluous. Samples of 
children's work were kept but this was sporadic and irregular. There 
was no evidence of peer group evaluation. 
4.8.4 Discussion 
Both the policy and the teachers' beliefs, practices and concerns 
connected with recording methods highlighted difficulties within the 
field of recording evaluation. The narrowness of the one and only 
principle is reflected in the lack of variety in the teachers' 
practices. 
4.8.5 Comment 
Recording of evaluation is tightly aligned with the purpose of 
evaluation; if the purpose is not clear then the frustrations 
displayed by the teachers through their concerns will be exacerbated. 
4.9. Uncorrelated Data 
The uncorrelated data are those data that emerged subsequent to 
full correlation of all other fields. This data came from four 
sources, the uncorrected principles of literacy, the uncorrected 
principles of literacy evaluation, the uncorrelated beliefs and 
practices about literacy and the uncorrelated beliefs, practices and 
concerns about literacy evaluation. The categories that emerged were 
principles not put into practice, beliefs without policy principles 
and evaluation concerns. 
4.9.1 Principles Not in Practice 
Once correlation was completed it became obvious that there were 
many principles in the policies that were not being implemented. Some 
of these principles were reflected in the teachers' beliefs and 
practices but there was no accommodation made for evaluation of these 
principles. There was no evaluatory acknowledgement for principle 
'No.2.1.12; Reading should affect writing'. It was further revealed 
that there was no evaluatory procedure to account for the principle 
'No.3.1.4; Writing should have meaning'. No accommodation was made 
for evaluating the following spelling principles: 
4.1.1. Reading, writing and spelling are interrelated. 
4.1.3. Spelling must be taught through writing. 
4.1.6. Thoughts not conventions are important. 
4.1.7. Spelling is more than random lists. 
There were principles which emerged from the evaluation documents 
that were not evident in either the beliefs and practices or the 
policy principles. These were: 
7.1.8. Should be able to interpret maps, charts and diagrams; 
7.1.9. Should be able to use contents and indexes efficiently; 
7.1.13. Should write in their free time. 
There were also principles that were not recognised either in the 
teachers' beliefs and practices or in their evaluation procedlires. 
There was no recognition of the principle 'No.2.1.10; Reading through 
literature should exclude fear of failure'. The writing principles 
for which there were no identifiable beliefs, practices or evaluation, 
as revealed in 4.3.2, were 'No.3.1.4 Writing should have purpose and 
audience' and 'No.3.1.5; Process writing should have many steps. Not 
all of these were attended to in each piece.' Correlation of spelling 
principles as in 4.4.3 ascertained that the following principles were 
not acknowledged either in practice or in evaluation procedures: 
4.1.2. Spelling should have a purpose; 
4.1.9. Pretests should be given on theme words; 
4.1.11. Withi n spelling there should be levels of progress. 
4.9.2 Beliefs and Practices without Policy Principles 
After correlation, it became evident that there were many beliefs 
that the teachers held that were not accounted for in the policy 
principles. Some of these were in line with the psycholinguistic 
theory expounded by the school and some were not. Those in line with 
this theory as revealed in 4.2.3 were: 
1. Reading is not a word perfect activity; 
2. Home background helps. 
Further beliefs and practices not recognised in the writing policy as 
reported in 4.3.3 were: 
1. Children need to be confident about their writing; 
2. Children need to have a good attitude about writing; 
3. Children have individual styles of writing; 
4. Quality is important; 
5. Scribing and copywriting help with conventions. 
As revealed in spelling in 4.4.3 there were three uncorrelated beliefs; 
1. Children have varying abilities; 
2. Children should be able to use resources to check their 
spelling; 
3. Children need to develop confidence and independence. 
Those beliefs and practices as revealed in 4.2.3 that were contrary to 
the theory purported by the principles were: 
1. Reading is blending; 
2. Memorizing helps confidence; 
3. Beginning readers learn individual words first; 
4. Use of word lists, word matching activities and Rigby Reading 
Scheme. 
and in 4.4.3 were: 
1. Word attack skills and phonics are important; 
2. Use of safe words indicates good spellers and writers; 
Some of the beliefs were specifically about evaluation. These, as 
reported in 4.6.2 and 4.8.2 were: 
1. Evaluation makes teachers aware of what they are teaching; 
2. Evaluation statements are necessary in programs; 
3. Written evaluation is superfluous; 
4.9.3 Evaluation Concerns 
Many evaluation concerns emerged from the uncorrelated data. These 
were concerns expressed by the teachers about many aspects of the 
evaluation process. Those specifically pertaining to purpose, as 
recorded in 4.6.2, were: 
1. Lack of follow up in evaluation; 
2. The motive for extensive written evaluation; 
3. How and what to document and to what extent. 
Those specifically pertaining to techniques, as recorded in 4.7.2, were: 
1. Evaluation is time consuming; 
2. How much evaluation should be done; 
3. How suitable are the current evaluation techniques. 
Those specifically pertaining to recording, as revealed in 4.8.2, were: 
1. The feeling that too much evaluation accomplishes nothing; 
2. The fact that it is difficult to decide the gradings for the 
parent reports; 
3. Checklists are not developmental. 
4.9.4 Discussion 
The purpose of evaluation is not clear to the teachers and 
general lack of knowledge of the actual policies with the exception of 
literature, spelling and the evaluation checklists has resulted in 
many areas being uncorrelated. 
4.9.5 Comment 
The categories and their content reflect the current status of 
the school in regard to policy development, the teachers' understand" 
ing of the expounded theory and evaluation itself. Lack of purpose 
raised many doubts, depleting the teachers' confidence in existing 
evaluation processes and giving negative reactions to the possibility 
of any future work in this area.. 
4.10. Summary 
Many literacy principles were correlated with the teachers' 
beliefs and practices. However there was indication that the 
recommended psycholinguistic theory was not completely in place. The 
individual child was well catered for in the classroom practices but 
the principles did not emphasise this practice. Attitude was another 
strong point that was evident within the beliefs and practices but 
not within the principles. Purpose in both writing and spelling 
needs attention and greater depth of understanding will be necessary 
for the fields of speaking and listening to develop adequately. 
The belief that evaluation has several purposes was evident but 
generally speaking, this was not put into practice. The belief that 
evaluation is primarily for accountability was reflected in the 
methods of recording evaluation and the use to which these records 
were put. The finite nature of the evaluation practices is cause for 
concern as is the narrowness of the range of evaluation techniques. 
The uncorrelated data supported the fact that psycholinguistic 
theory was not fully implemented. It also demonstrated the need for 
further work in policy implementation. The evaluation concerns 
emphasise the necessity for clarification of the purposes of 
evaluation and a need for a shift of emphasis in regard to both 
evaluation techniques and recording methods. 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Restatement of the Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to examine the correlation between 
the values reflected in the principles contained in the school literacy 
policy and those reflected in teacher's beliefs and practices in the 
classroom. 
This study has developed a set of procedures for curriculum 
analysis which will enable school personal to make explicit the 
instances in which review, revision and adaptation are needed. 
Through implementation of the recommendations that emerged in this 
study, teacher's will be able to further establish credibility with 
the community by justifying the literacy programs already in operation 
and by modifying or extending their programs to bring them in line 
with the school literacy policies. 
5.2 Principle Findings from Correlated Data 
As the main thrust of this study is to show the relationship 
between one school's literacy principles and its literacy evaluation 
practices, it seems pertinent to initiate the findings and conclusions 
by first examining the school's literacy policy and the teachers' 
views about literacy in the classroom. Next, the school's literacy 
evaluation documents and the teachers' beliefs, practices and concerns 
in regard to literacy evaluation were be investigated. These two 
aspects encapsulate the premises developed throughout the study which 
in turn show the relationship between the school's literacy principles 
and its literacy evaluation practices. 
5.2.1 Literacy 
This thesis has been concerned with a case study of ten teachers 
in one Australian urban primary school. Initially, findings resultant 
from the correlated principles were drawn out of the data and issues 
arising from these findings were discussed. Uncorrelated data were 
then considered. In order to examine the school's literacy policy and 
the teacher's views about literacy in the classroom each literacy 
component had to be investigated at both policy and classroom level. 
5.2.1.1 Reading 
The reading policy principles were shown to support the psycho-
linguistic theory purported by the New South Wales Department of 
Education. The policy emphasised such theoretical issues as 'meaning 
should be integral in the reading process', 'reading should be an 
interactive process' and 'reading should be a cognitive activity'. 
The majority of teachers (six out of ten) believed that this theory 
base was important, endorsing the staff development program organised 
to implement this portion of the literacy policy. The teachers' 
beliefs and practices confirmed this issue with a heavy emphasis being 
placed on whole texts and interesting literature. However, contrary 
to the policy and therefore to the psycholinguistic theory some of the 
teachers (two) were still exhibiting practices that supported a behav-
iourist theory in that they programmed for phonics drill and word 
attack skills. This indicated that each teacher had a different level 
of understanding and knowledge despite a common input. The notion of 
individual rates of learning, as substantiated by these findings, 
indicates the need for continued staff development programs that 
assist in the growth of each teacher toward the goal of optimum under-
standing of the theory base and its practical application. 
5.2.1.2 Writing 
The writing policy, while not currently under development having 
been written in 1985, still emphasised the current process, not 
product, orientation mandated by the Department of Education in the 
Writing K-12 Syllabus issued in 1988 to all schools. While the policy 
is not being currently inserviced, practical application of the 
writing premises were being implemented. Again, the core of under-
standing was shown to be at varying levels. Most teachers engaged 
their classes in daily writing exercises but some were experiencing 
difficulty with the balance between quality and quantity and still 
others exhibited doubts about publishing and the standards attained. 
5.2.1.3 Spelling 
As with the two previous policies, the spelling policy supported 
the psycholinguistic theory. It is interesting to note that there 
was, in spelling as in reading, a residue of teachers whose beliefs 
and practices did not support this theory. The concept of the 
attributes of a good speller varied greatly, indicating an inconsis-
tent theory base. This must be disappointing to the school executive 
as many hours of staff development have gone into this aspect of 
literacy. 
5.2.1.4 Speaking and Listening 
Speaking and listening were examined throughout the study but due 
to the lack of a policy in this area, further analysis was not con-
sidered. It would appear, however, that in both speaking and listen-
ing, product not process was deemed more important. This was evident 
in such comments as, 'speakers need to speak clearly and audibly' and 
'children needed to be confident when speaking'. Little, if any 
attention was paid to the aspect that the classroom may not provide 
the atmosphere that would encourage children to speak with purpose 
and, therefore, with confidence. 
5.2.2 Literacy Evaluation 
To further show the relationship between the literacy policy 
principles and the literacy evaluation practices, the school's liter-
acy evaluation documents and the teachers' beliefs, practices and 
concerns in regard to literacy evaluation needed to be investigated. 
The evaluation documents were divided into three main categories, 
purpose of evaluation, techniques of evaluation and methods of record-
ing evaluation. 
5.2.2.1 Purpose of Evaluation 
The principles pertaining to the purposes of evaluation were 
extracted from the general school policy. These principles emphasised 
the many purposes of evaluation and generally the teachers believed 
these purposes to be accurate. In practice, however, evaluation had a 
very singular purpose; that of accountibility. Some standardised 
tests and teacher-made tests, with the only results being a set of 
numbers, were evident. Interestingly, Goodman (1979) describes such 
tests as 'anchors against progress'. Even though many of the 
evaluation methods recommended by Kemp (1986), Goodman (1979) and 
Unsworth (1985) were being used, the result still channelled evalua-
tion towards accountibility. This practice emphasises the need to look 
further for more integrated evaluation methods that are in consonance 
with the believed purposes. 
5.2.2.2 Evaluation Techniques 
In examining the evaluation technique principles, the three 
literacy evaluation checklists were investigated. The items on the 
checklist revealed inconsistencies with weight being placed, for 
example, on only two reading evaluation techniques; cloze and retell-
ing. Surely, as indicated in the review of related literature, there 
are many techniques of equal, if not better quality that should be 
considered. Observation was inherent in many of the principles but 
there were no real guidelines that should or could be used to evaluate 
specific principles. The vast majority of principles (twenty out of 
twenty four) relied solely on observation. While Goodman (1982) 
highly recommends observation as a mode of evaluation, Johnston 
(1987b) points out the dangers of observation. The study revealed 
that most observations were informal and 'on the run' with little 
record being kept. While the value of 'in the head' records is recog-
nised, the erosive nature of these records and the lack of specificity 
needed for detailed evaluation as discussed by Groundwater-Smith and 
Nicoll (1980) should be taken into consideration. The finite nature 
of evaluation was emphasised in this category, supporting the pre-
viously discussed purpose of evaluation. This purpose in practice was 
accountibility. Once the accounting was done, the information was of 
no further value, thereby affirming the notion that techniques used 
rely heavily on the purposes of evaluation as seen by the teacher. It 
also became obvious that the items on the checklist needed further 
examination. The imbalance between conventions and quality needs 
inspection as does the limited nomination of particular techniques. 
5.2.2.3 Methods of Recording 
I 
The principles indicating methods of recording were also ex-
tracted from the general school evaluation policy. In fact there was 
only one such principle. This in itself is limiting although several 
recording modes were mentioned within this one principle. Again, an 
affiliation with the purpose of evaluation was noted. Checklists, 
particularly the school checklists, were used consistently with anec-
dotal records being used to a lesser degree. Samples of children's 
work were kept and would, as such, offer a valuable source of diag-
nostic information but only limited uses of this material were recog-
nised. 
5.2.3 Conclusions 
In examining the findings involving the correlated principles, it 
was found that there was a need for continued staff development. 
Such input would broaden the teachers' theory base and develop sound 
classroom practices giving them the constant support they require. 
The need to reassess the items on the checklists was indicated to 
overcome the imbalance shown between many items. Further attention 
also needs to be given to the general evaluation policy to bring it in 
line with current thinking and to assist the teachers in the develop-
ment of their understanding of the evaluation process. 
5.3 Principle Findings from Uncorrelated Data 
The uncorrelated data, as intimated in the design of the study, 
became the emerging focus of the study. It is through this data that 
future direction of evaluation practices will be recognised. Three 
categories emerged from this data: principles not in practice; beliefs 
and practices without policy principles; and unresolved evaluation 
concerns. 
5.3.1 Principles not in Practice 
The first set of 'principles not in practice' were principles for 
which there was no evaluation practices. The majority of these were 
spelling. Despite the quantity of reference to spelling in the 
literacy checklists (four of the eight items in the writing checklist 
(Appendix 2) there seemed to be a high incidence of uncorrelated 
spelling principles indicating the need for further policy alignment. 
The specifics of the data revealed that it would be appropriate for a 
whole literacy/language aspect to be taken. These findings are sup-
ported by Cambourne (1986) and Kemp (1986) in reiterating the shift in 
literacy learning. There was some indication that whole language 
learning was occurring in the classrooms with the realisation, for 
example, that reading should affect writing, but with separate 
policies for each literacy component, the notion of whole language 
cannot be substantiated. The data showed that the teachers realised: 
that spelling should be taught through writing; that writing should 
have meaning; that thoughts, not conventions, should be important; and 
that reading should affect writing but there was no evidence if, or 
how, any of these principles were to be evaluated. Decisions need to 
be made about evaluation techniques in order to validate these princ-
iples. The principle stating that 'spelling should be more that 
random lists' needs to be discussed in the light of current prac-
tices. It is a principle that reinforces the psycholinguistic theory 
but there is no evidence of how it fits in relation to a whole 
language policy. 
Three further principles that were uncorrelated were those th-at 
appeared in the evaluation document but were not supported by any 
literacy policy principles or teacher beliefs. All three were of 
minor significance in the fields of reading and writing. They placed 
emphasis on important but minor issues when compared with other items 
on the checklist. This presented an imbalance in the checklist that 
needs to be addressed. 
There were a total of six principles that held no reference in 
either the teachers' beliefs and practices or in any evaluation pro-
cedures. These principles indicated that both writing and spelling 
must have purpose. It is interesting to note that this issue supports 
the thesis of Curtis (1987). This is an issue that must be pursued 
and developed through inservicing the teachers in the understandings 
of the writing process. This inservicing will assist teachers in 
eradicating the incongruencies in the writing principles. The 
teachers may believe that spelling and writing have purpose but unless 
they convey this purpose to the children, literacy learning becomes 
irrelevant. Two of the spelling principles (No.4.4.1.9) 'Pretests 
should be given on theme words' and (No.4.4.1.11) 'Within spelling 
there should be different levels of progress' need to be investigated 
in the light of current practices in order to make decisions about 
their relevance. 
5.3.2 Beliefs and Practices without Principles 
Nineteen beliefs and practices constituted this data. Three 
separate aspects emerged from these beliefs. Many (ten of nineteen) 
were beliefs that were in consonance with the psycholinguistic theory. 
Because the teachers believe these to be important, and the fact that 
they support the psycholinguistic theory, indicates the need foV* 
consideration of augmenting the current policy with principles 
aligned with these beliefs. Once these principles are formed, eval-
uation techniques to accommodate these principles need to be 
developed. 
Three beliefs were specifically about evaluation. The belief 
'Written evaluation is superfluous' reinforces the fact that the 
purposes of evaluation needs to be considered. If teachers believe 
that 'evaluation makes teachers aware of what they are teaching' then 
decisions must be made to accommodate this belief. It was found that 
some beliefs were contrary to psycholinguistic theory. These need to 
be examined and decisions made as to their value. 
5.3.3 Unresolved Evaluation Concerns 
The final category to be considered was that of unresolved 
evaluation concerns. The findings revealed that three aspects 
emerged, purpose of evaluation; evaluation techniques; and recording 
evaluation. It was found that the teachers were confused about the 
purpose of evaluation as indicated earlier in these findings. It 
appears that this is not unusual, even expected, according to Kemp 
(1987). 
Concerns about evaluation techniques and the fact that current 
evaluation techniques are time consuming, emphasised the need for a 
shift in responsibility. The children themselves are very capable 
evaluators or 'co-investigators'. Both Johnston (1987b) and Canale 
(1987) support this finding with emphasis being placed on good 
management of time and maximum returns on this time once teachers 
place the responsibility for learning squarely on the shoulders of 
the children. Part of this responsibility is the evaluation of their 
own work. Further to this, the belief that evaluation should be an 
integral part of teaching and learning is an aspect on which to focus. 
It is interesting to note that this notion is supported by Johnston's 
(1987b) premise of naturalistic evaluation. 
It was also found that the teachers had concerns about methods 
of recording evaluation. They were concerned that too much evaluation 
achieved nothing, that gradings for reports to parents were difficult 
and that the checklists were not developmental. To know what is 
enough and what is too much evaluation would be a decision for the 
gods. The amount of evaluation required is directly connected with 
the purpose of evaluation. Again, further staff development is needed 
to establish ways in which evaluation might be recorded in line with 
its purpose. Grading for reports is a delicate matter and raises many 
issues, not the least of which are the purposes of reports and the 
purposes of grading. The issue of reporting is an area in which there 
is still much research to be done. At this school decisions have to 
be made as to the value of grading and what does this grading tell the 
parents. 
The fact that doubts are being raised about the checklists 
indicates that their value may not be as good as first thought. The 
failure of checklists to show development in fact reverses the notion 
that evaluation is to assist in decision making and future planning. 
While they are recognised by Groundwater-Smith and Nicoll (1980) and 
Kemp (1986), their actual value is yet to be realised, 
5.3.4 Conclusions 
The focii that have emerged from the uncorrelated data indicates 
that the existing literacy policies need to be co-ordinated into one 
whole language policy in order to emphasise the 'wholeness' of 
literacy. Principles that are deemed worthy of being included in the 
policy need to be supported by both practices and evaluation 
strategies. Principles can only become beliefs when the teachers 
internalise the theory that supports the principle, a further reason 
for continuing staff development. The literacy evaluation checklists 
need further scrutiny in order to develop consistency and balance of 
the items. 
Purpose is an issue that needs to be addressed on many fronts. 
The teacher needs to convey the purpose of literacy to the children 
and the teachers themselves need to understand the purposes of eval-
uation in order to adequately evaluate the children. Carefully 
planned staff development should help establish these purposes. 
Diligent and informed decisions need to be made in regard to the 
teachers' beliefs. They need to question whether their practice 
represents the theory the policy supports. They need to deliberate 
how principles evolving from teachers beliefs can be evaluated. 
Economical use of time needs to be investigated and evaluation 
techniques need to be developed that are integrated with teaching 
learning experiences. Consideration needs to be given to the notion 
of children as co-investigators of their own learning. 
5.4 Implications for the Profession 
As a result of this study three issues emerged that have 
implication for the profession of teaching as it relates to evaluation 
and implementation of school literacy policies. These issues are 
policy, purpose and practice. 
5.4.1 Policy 
Writing and implementing policies in schools requires expertise 
and understanding. Even though in the future, through the notion of 
constant change, school based curriculum development and therefore 
policy writing may not have the specific emphasis it has now, it is 
important that the connection between policy and practice be main-
tained. In order to do this a strong and consistent theory base is 
required for teachers. As with children, it became evident in this 
study, that teachers are at different stages of development under-
standing at both theoretical and practical levels. One of many ways 
to address this problem in teacher development is constant inservic-
ing. This needs to take several forms and be at several levels all of 
which should be integrated: some practice, some theory, but always 
with the obvious connections between theory and practice being evi-
dent. Once the theory/practice issue is valued then the need for 
correlation between policy and practice will be seen as essential. 
5.4.2 Purpose 
Knowledge about practice is of little value if the purpose is not 
evident. This was clearly demonstrated at many levels during the 
effectuation of this study. Teachers need to see the purpose in the 
policies devised, the practices they employ and the evaluation pro-
cedures they carry out in order for any of these activities to be 
valued. The teachers themselves, have to make explicit, to the 
children, the purposes of classroom procedures so that learning may be 
valued by the children. Both executive and teachers need to consider 
the 'real' purposes of learning as opposed to 'school' purposes, as 
being the prime emphasis of their teaching and learning. If the pur-
poses of learning are limited to 'school' purposes then the learning 
process becomes introverted, devoid of meaning and non-transferable to 
the world beyond the school gate. 
5.4.3 Practice 
The other issue that became evident during this study was that 
the teachers placed great emphasis on classroom practices, nominating 
them as being the most important aspect of teaching. Any additional 
requirements such as evaluation were seen as infringements on time 
better spent in the classroom. Teachers felt constrained by time. 
They were constantly aware that policy development, inservicing, 
unless it is about classroom practice, and documentation were a waste 
of time. Basically they did not see the connection between policy and 
practice. One of the most important issues here is time management. 
This is particularly evident in this study as the teachers saw them-
selves as the sole 'dispensers' of evaluation. The concepts of 
teachers and children being co-investigators and peer and self eval-
uation need to be developed along with the idea that evaluation is 
best done integral to the teaching/learning activities, not separate 
from them. These concepts will assist the classroom practitioner to 
better manage his/her time and to value their co-workers, the 
children. 
If the policies in the school are to reflect the teachers values 
then the concepts of policy, purpose and practice must be inves-
tigated. Without such investigation incongruencies between policy and 
practice will continue to greatly disadvantage all those involved in 
education. 
5.5 Recommendations for Further Research. 
Following from the above findings, it is recommended that this 
study be replicated in a similar school to confirm the factors involv-
ing the mismatches between the values reflected in the principles 
contained in school literacy policies and those reflected in the 
teachers' beliefs and practices. Further research is needed to inves-
tigate staff development strategies that will pursue the purposes and 
functions of evaluation practices in the classroom. Teaching learning 
strategies that encourage the children to be co-investigators needs to 
be studied in order to maximise the evaluation potential of the 
children themselves. The field of reporting to parents is one that 
greatly effects evaluation and therefore requires careful research to 
overcome the problems of purpose and product. 
This study not only brought to notice various aspects of literacy 
principles and literacy evaluation practices in one school it also 
established a process whereby other schools in the process of develop-
ing a literacy curriculum can develop their own procedures. 
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APPENDIX 1 
STAFF MEETING NOTES 
Staff Meeting, Lurnea Public School 7/5/87 
Meeting opened 0815. 
This meeting was chaired by Gary. All teachers plus the principal and 
the researcher were present. 
This meeting was the final of a series of three that were held to 
discuss the literary evaluation checklists and make decisions about 
the items to be included in them. The reading and writing checklists 
were at final draft stage and the speaking, listening checklist was 
under review at this meeting. 
This checklist was discussed with reference bring made to each item 
in turn. 
Item 1. The child speaks clearly and confidently with - partner -
small group - whole class - other teachers. 
The relevance of the children being able to speak to other teachers 
was discussed as was the ability of the teachers to be able to "judge" 
this item. It was felt that if a child could talk to their class 
teacher it was highly likely that the child would talk to other 
teachers. It was decided that reference to other teacher be deleted 
and class teacher be substituted. 
Item 2. The child enjoys listening to others. 
Item 3. Participates willingly in speech activities. 
These were both deleted as these were, they felt, covered in item 1. 
It was decided that item 4, enjoys listening to tapes, was not 
necessary and item 5, enjoys being read to, was covered in the reading 
checklist. 
Item 6. Enjoys oral drama activities/participates willingly. 
It was decided that this item be left as it was. 
Item 7. Can retell stories accurately/confidently. 
This item was already accounted for in the reading checklist. 
There was some discussion as to the meaning of item 8, can give an 
opinion on a topic. It was decided that it was covered by item 1. 
Item 9. Listens carefully to gain meaning. 
This item needed clarification as it was not clear haw listening 
carefully could be assessed. Listening and following directions was 
discussed as a possible substitute but the idea the listening meant 
more than being able to follow directions was put forward. Discussion 
about giving opinion and keeping on the topic re-emerged and further 
discussion was deferred. 
Item 10. Respects class rules relating to - speaking - listening -
group discussion - conferencing. 
Item 11. Can imitate characters in - role play - play reading. 
These two items were deleted and it was decided that item 12, is aware 
of appropriate language was the same as, has control over standard 
dialect, and so was deleted as it was covered in the writing 
checklist. 
Item 13. Can contribute orally to discussion in Social Studies and 
Natural Science. 
i 
Basically this item remained. Social Studies and Natural Science were 
deleted and, across syllabuses within the curriculum, was added. 
It was decided that item 14, understands speaker/listener 
rules/routines, be changed to respect rather than understand as you 
can't understand if you don't respect. 
Further discussion followed about item 9 and it was decided that 
listens, absorbs meaning and acts upon them, should be the final item. 
The item s suggested were restated and it was decided that these items 
should constitute the speaking and listening evaluation checklist. 
The meeting closed at 0855. 
APPENDIX 2 
INITIAL EVALUATION CHECKLISTS 
TERM I WEEK 6 READING 
114 
1 = to a great extent 
Enjoyment The child : 
*Shows an interest in books 
1 2 3 4 5 
y 
*Enjoys listening to books 
t 
*Is willing to "share" personal reading experiences 
•Selects suitable material during TJ.S.S.R. / 
*Is engaged with reading during the entire U.S.S.R. 
Session / 1 
*Reads at home as a leisure activity / 
•Reads as a "free" time activity at school / 
•Borrows readily from the library 
/ V 
-.^ills/Stratepies 
•Can read own writing 
•Can predict from cover/title/pictures / 
*rarticipates in shared reading 
•Predicts unknown words using - semantic 
/ 
- sjmtactic I/' 
- graphophonic clues / 
I i 1 
•Lemancs that reading makes sense / 
Can predict outcomes at - whole text level / 
- chapter level / V 1 
1 
•Reads for both - pleasure 
- information f / 
•Shows proficiency with cloze reading techniques. 
* 
-Across Curriculiam 
•toows location of books in the classroom 
*Is able to use classroom resources for information 1 
•Can interpret maps/charts/diagrams i -
•Uses a dictionary efficiently. 
•Uses contents and indexes efficiently 
•Participates in classroom Individualized Reading 
Instruction Program efficiently. 
TERM WEITING 1 = to a great extent 
Enjoyment The child : 
•Lnjoys writing 
1 2 3 4 5 
/ 
*Likes to read own and others writing 
*Chooses to write in free time / 
experiment with spelling / 
*Uill experiment with new forms of writing / 
••iipends writing time productively / 
Skills/otrateeies 
^Demonstrates an understanding of - drafting 
/ 
- revising / \f 
- editing / 
- publishing / 
*3hows an awareness of conventions in - spelling / 
- punctuation / 1 
•*Is an independent editor / 
Ticross Curriculum 
"Displays an understanding of the organisation 
of - narrative / 
- informative text / 
*'..'rites on both - "real" topics / 
- "pretend" topics 1 
* 
*Can write observations, thoughts and feelings in SS/N5 
•Attempts different forms of writing / 
Ni 116 
TERJ-l v;eek SPEAKING .̂KD LÏSTEI^ING 1 = to a great extent 
Enjoyment The child : 
•Speaks clearly and confidently with - partner 
1 2 3 4 5 
- small group 
- whole class 
- other teachers. / 
*£njoys listening to others / / 1 
•Participates willingly in speech activities 
V 
•¿njoys listening to tapes / 
•Ljijoys being read to 
^:iijoys oral drama activities/participates willingly. / 
Skills/Stratecies 
•Can retell stories accurately/confidently / 
•Can give an opinion on a topic 
/ 
«Listens carefully to gain meaning / 
^Respects class rules relating to - speaking 
/ 
• 
- listening / 
- group discussion / 
- conferencing 
.ross Curriculum 
•Can imitate characters in - role play >/ 
- play reading / / V 
*l6 aware of appropriate language 
¡¿.r. Classroom/Playground / 
•Can contribute orally to'discussion in SS/l'JS / 
*Unû'erstands speaker/listener rules/routines 
APPENDIX 3 
SAMPLE OF INTERVIEWS 
Interview 2.4.87 Sue, teacher O.F. class Year 5/6 
WHAT IS EVALUATION? 
Its making you aware of what you are teaching the kids. 
There are two forms of evaluation. 
1. Evaluation of material - whether it is appropriate or whether 
the children are interested and 
2. Evaluation to see if the children understand what you have 
taught them or not - whether that is through enjoyment, to see if they 
are motivated - whether they can give it back to you. 
What I look for is if they are interested. Are they willing to go and 
look for r another book and talk about it, I guess. However you 
evaluate you have to look haw the kids respond to that evaluation. No 
use looking at detailed analysis for them. 
WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR WHEN YOU EVALUATE READING? 
Interest is the first thing and then the very basic skills. I guess 
I'm interested in whether or not they can know what is the front of 
the book the back of the book, up and down. Can they turn a page -
basic book handling skills to start with. Can they follow the text. 
WHAT WOULD YOU CLASSIFY AS BASIC SKILLS? 
Attempting to have a go. I do teach phonics - thats not really what 
it is - I guess its letter knowledge would be the best way of 
putting it. They have to learn to write. I notice that they know 
some of the letters when they read. Whether thats going to work I 
dont know. Its really trial and error. They like it. They're 
interested in it. Word attack skills they dont really have any. 
WHAT PLACE DOES READING FOR MEANING HAVE FOR THESE CHILDREN? 
Reading for meaning for them is reading signs ... STOP... BUS 37 
TOILET all those things. They have problems reading their own 
personal lists. We use Gary's method (a super spelling strategy) we 
are not using it for spelling, we are using them for sight words -
each child has their own word list - some children have trouble with 
only two words. Kids now go and get Big Books... modeling what I do, 
they all like this. A positive attitude that's what I look for. 
Thats most important, a positive attitude. 
HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THEIR READING? 
Mostly observation and anecdotal records. The other thing I do is a 
form of miscue. The children 'write' their own story with my help and 
read it back to see if they can read it. The other thing I have is a 
basic word list. They dont learn it. I check it off when they know 
the words. A kind of check list. 
WHAT OBSERVATIONS DO YOU MAKE IN YOUR ANECDOTAL RECORDS? 
Their interests, their print awareness. Gary's evaluation ( a check 
list). Thats really not applicable, somethings you can use. 
WHAT USE DO YOU MAKE OF THESE RECORDS? 
Mainly for my own records of their progress. 
WHAT VALUE DO YOU SEE IN STANDARDISED TESTS? 
Placement have to be made occasionally. I have used Daniels and Diack 
but not here. Teacher tend to use them as a measure of their 
teaching. Teachers depend on them to much. It doesnt allow them to 
develop, 
WHERE DO YOU CHILDREN GO AT THE END OF THE YEAR? 
Children in my class go hopefully to an integrated High School some go 
to an S.S.P. 
DO YOU SEND THEIR RECORDS ON? 
Yes but I dont get any feedback. They consist of anecdotal records 
their writing. Children much prefer to read their own writing. 
HAVE YOU A SPECIFIC FORM FOR YOUR ANECDOTAL RECORDS? 
No, just comments. 
HAVE YOU ANY IDEAL NOTION OF EVALUATION? WHAT MIGHT BE THE 
PERFECT EVALUATION? 
It depends on the purpose. If its for an outside agency you do need a 
test. They wont accept anecdotal records. 
AS A SUPERVISOR, WHAT DO YOU EXPECT AS FAR AS EVALUATION FORM 
OTHER TEACHERS ARE CONCERNED? 
We talked about it and we agree that what I'm doing is similar for 
everyone. 
DO YOU THINK THEY KEEP UP WITH THEIR RECORDS? 
With a maximum of nine in the class - only five at present - its not 
too difficult. It would be hard in a regular classroom...hard to keep 
up. It would be very important for a child having trouble its 
very hard to comment regularly on 30 kids. 
When I taught in a normal class at the end of the term I would make 
records. If you were expected to do that for each child you would 
never get it done. I think its useful but its very difficult. 
Perhaps a checklist of skills and when needed anecdotal records. 
HOW DO THE PARENTS VIEW THE TYPE OF EVALUATION YOU ARE DOING? 
I've had no feedback form parents. They get their report which has an 
attitudinal scale and written comments. Some parents are confused and 
lack understanding of the attitude score. They have a low expectation 
of their childs reading ability. A communication book to parents goes 
home on a continual basis but the comments are fairly general. 
HOW DO THE CHILDREN FEEL ABOUT READING, SAY TO YOU? 
They dont worry. It could be very threatening. If the kids are 
having trouble I just stop... if they cant cope. 
WHAT IS YOUR PROCESS OF READING? 
Well I suppose its literature based and child based their own 
literature. We use Big Books to introduce a topic. We talk about it 
for support. 
I spend a lot of time talking with the children. Correct language 
should be used as communication skills are important. They have great 
difficulty in sticking to a topic.. Living skills are very important 
too. 
DO YOU THEIR LIVING SKILLS EXPERIENCES AS A BASIS FOR THEIR 
READING? 
No. I feel that would confuse them give them to much. 
SUE 7.5.87 
DO YOU ACTUALLY HAVE A RANGE OF ABILITY IN YOUR O.F. CLASS? 
I used to but that's changed there is not such a range now 
particularly in language. 
WHO WOULD YOU SAY WOULD BE YOUR BEST READER? 
I would say the most consistent would be Zena. Maybe Denis as well but 
he is so inconsistent sometimes they'll be good and sometimes not. 
WHAT SORT OF THINGS WOULD HELP YOU MAKE THE DECISION THAT THEY 
ARE GOOD READERS? 
Their confidence...their ability to open up at the front of the book 
and to go from one page to the next...to know where the beginning of 
the text and where the end is...pointing to each word and to be able 
to actually read the story.. Sometimes if you are reading it they will 
read along with you or have a go on their own. Just all those really 
basic things...their concentration tends to be better than others. 
ANYTHING ELSE? 
Probably they'll talk a lot more about the pictures. 
WITH WRITING HAVE YOU GOT SOMEONE THAT'S A GOOD WRITE? 
I would say they're all on a par with their writing. Not so much in 
what they're giving back to you . Again they are up and down ... one 
day you'll get a sentence form one kid and several from another a 
couple of them are beginning to use real words not necessarily the 
right one but they're putting them in. Brian is still using symbo;ls 
but sometimes you'll get three or four from him. Denis is the one who 
was most words...actually its usually Just Denis written over and over 
again whereas the others have little they're very similar. Its 
hard to distinguish. 
WHAT THEN DO YOU FEEL WOULD CONSTITUTE A GOOD WRITER IN THESE 
CIRCUMSTANCES. 
I think at this stage and I really believe that with all kids getting 
into writing at this stage a good writer is one that is willing to 
try when they read it back to you if it flows its great I 
really think that all I look for and then obviously follows on from 
that. If they can remember and read what you scribe for them. 
DO YOU ALWAYS SCRIBE FOR THEM? 
Yes we only do diaries we try to do it every day but it doesn't 
always happen. They enjoy doing it they all write. 
SO IN DOING THE DIARY WRITING THEN DOES THAT MEAN ITS ABOUT SOMETHING 
THEY HAVE DONE? 
It generally is I don't care what it is... I link it in with the date 
and all that stuff but because they are still at that stage of a three 
year old that's all they write about about I about their 
family...those experiences that little kids talk about. Sometimes 
we'll do directed stories. Story writing particularly if we're 
doing a big book. Its very hard for them to relax with their 
language skills being so poor and their vocabulary so limited. They 
find it very difficult. The other sort of writing that we do is class 
stories and again we do them together. 
WHO'D BE YOUR BEST SPELLER THEN AMONG THOSE CHILDREN? 
Brian's a disaster. Suzanne left otherwise I'd say Suzanne but she's 
been promoted to the O.A. class. The two kids who will try to spell 
are probably Andrea and Zena and they'll use sometimes they'll use 
initial sounds. Now they've started to use I don't care if they 
just use symbols once they have an awareness of a word those symbols 
come together... There's one lot then there's another lot....That's 
definitely what I used to do when I took kindergarten...so it would 
carry over with these kids. 
NOW SUZANNE WAS YOU BEST SPELLER BEFORE...WHAT SORT OF THINGS WERE YOU 
LOOKING FOR WITH HER? 
She was spacing she was starting to think about beginning 
sounds...looking back in her book to find words. She may not have 
used the right one and looking for words around the room...if she was 
writing the day of the week she'd look it up...very limited of 
course.. 
DO YOU HAVE ANY ABILITY GROUPING IN YOUR CLASS? 
I've only got four children now. What I try to do ..we might do a 
core book and the level of activities you can write individually 
for the kids ...basically they do the same activity which is developed 
up or down according to their ability. 
IF YOU GOT SOMEONE NEW INTO THE CLASS HOW WOULD YOU GAGE WHAT 
ACTIVITIES TO GIVE THEM? 
Probably what I've always done. Talk to the kiddies first of all to 
see how much they understand. I'm still not convinced about needing 
to teach those kids to read before they can speak and then I think I 
give them the same as what the other kiddies do and see how they go. 
I guess its instinct or sixth sense. That sort of feeling...I don't 
do anything specific. Trial and error is probably the best way. But 
even so I could do something and the kids can do it one day and not be 
able to do it the next. You get to see a gradual progress. 
WHEN YOU'RE TALKING TO THEM WHAT SORT OF THINGS ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 
Whether they can answer a directed question ...follow a conversation 
with you . Whether they've got eye contact. Whether they've got all 
the basic conversation skills. 
WHAT ARE THEY? 
Tone, voice volume. Whether their conversation flows ...whether 
they answer in monosyllables ...whether they echo what you say. They 
have to be aware of personal space. whether they can start a 
conversation and continue it(i 
I NOTICED IN THE STAFF MEETING YOU WANTED TO RETAIN THE ONE ABOUT 
COMPETENCE IN TALKING TO OTHER TEACHERS. HOW DO YOU SEE THAT WITH 
YOUR LOT? 
A lot of them the problem with the kids is that they're in a 
protected classroom and sometimes it is a battle to get them to speak 
to you initially even mow I say to Zena for instance and she'll 
just sit there and look at me and I think its important for their 
social development and their over all development for them to go and 
talk to other teachers not just myself. 
DO YOU SEE THAT AS SPECIFIC TO O.F. AND O.A. CHILDREN? 
No I think that its important for all kids to be able to have the self 
confidence to go up and talk to someone. This is particularly 
important with O.F kids. They have to make their needs known. If 
they're lost or something they have to be able to tell someone what's 
wrong. 
WITH THEIR LISTENING SKILLS ...HAVE YOU ANYONE IN THERE THAT SHINES AS 
FAR AS THEIR LISTENING SKILLS ARE CONCERNED? 
Which end of the scale would you like. Would you like to hear about 
Brian and the red box. In front of my desk there is a cupboard there 
is a red box. I said to Brian, 'go and get me the books in the red 
box please' he walked over leaned over the red box and got a rubber 
He couldn't find the red box...after about three minutes I said 
'Brian find the smarties' Bang ...straight to it. 'Put you hand on 
that shelf and move it along. The red box is on the same self as the 
smarties' he was looking on the floor...all over. Eventually one of 
the others showed him where the red box was. 
WHY DO YOU THING THAT HAPPENED? 
There was a lot of instruction in it Suzanne would have done it, no 
trouble at all. Zena would probably do it. Denis ..depending on 
what day it was. They all have moments like that. 
DO YOU THINK ITS A LISTENING THING OR A PERCEPTUAL THING? 
Well they're poor at listening anyway. They just don't understand. 
I'm sure that their receptive language is not as good as it should be. 
Auditory sequencing...I think ...they cue into all the non verbal 
clues first. Maybe its because they are not made to listen and carry 
out instructions at home. Listening is a training thing. 
SPEAKING IS VERY IMPORTANT TO THESE CHILDREN ISN'T IT? WHO IS YOUR 
BEST SPEAKER. WHO COULD CARRY Out T SOME OF THOSE THINGS THAT ARE ON 
THAT LIST WE WERE TALKING ABOUT AT THE STAFF MEETING? 
Mmmmm for very short periods of time Denis..but he quickly loses track 
of what you're saying. 
SO WHAT DOES HE DO THAT ENABLES YOU TO MAKE THAT DECISION? 
Well he really ...Just from talking to him he can talk about a lot of 
things. He has a fairly good general knowledge..he seems to do a lot 
of things... He's not worried about going up and talking to somebody 
but if you turn around and ask him...he's a little slow but he will 
answer..He's almost to the stage were he'll say I dont' know if he 
doesn't the answer. Probably Denis ...Zena doesn't have the skill of 
eye contact. In a group with the others she's fine. Denis is able to 
start conversation. Brian good in general conversation but not 
directed. 
DO YOU EVER SEND ANY WORK HOME WITH THEM? 
No for tow reasons. I think the kids have had it when they get home. 
If the parents were to ask for something I would . The only thing I 
do send home is their individual words ..their personal vocabulary. 
Its just an exercise to make them think. 
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT THE CHILDREN TO DO WITH THOSE WORDS? 
I just want them to go over them a couple of times...read to the kids 
ON YOUR REPORTS DO YOU HAVE THE SOME GRADING AS THE REST OF THE 
SCHOOL? 
No we O.F. & O.A.'s have A...working well and B...could do better. 
HOW DO YOU WORK OUT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A. AND B.? 
You know the kids..just knowing them you know if they are doing the 
best they can do ...I don't put it so much on what they achieve but 
the effort they put into it. 
IF A CHILD IS NOT DOING AS WELL AS HE COULD WHY DO YOU THINK THIS IS? 
These kids Probably sheer laziness ...learned helplessness. 'If I 
don't do it someone will do it for me' We've all got strategies to 
get out of things we don't want to do. 
WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THE SCHOOL POLICY WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN AS 
FAR AS LANGUAGE IS CONCERNED? 
We haven't got testing for language just teacher observation and 
collecting samples. 
WHEN YOU COLLECT SAMPLES OF WRITING WHAT DO YOU LOOK AT? 
Whether they have a beginning and an ending. How they set it out., 
across the page...down the page. Whether they're using invented 
spelling and again too I don't place a lot of emphasis on it with 
these kids...they're not even going to be writers so I look at the 
content of what they've said when they retell it to you. So they 
still develop a love of writing. They love to write and I get really 
angry with people who say kids wont write. I've had kinder kids who 
were really scared to put things down on paper. Its really your 
attitude. Brian loves to write so does Denis..Zena does too. 
INTERVIEW, BETH. 2.4.87, 7 YEARS OUT OF COLLEGE (GOULBURN) Year 
1. Most casual work with Primary. 
WHAT SORT OF READING ACTIVITIES DO YOU DO IN THE CLASSROOM? 
I base my reading activities on a book, for example The Little Red 
Hen. I work on a fortnightly cycle. We do poems and songs about the 
book. We read the book, muck up with the book a bit. then we have 
four rotating groups activities over eight days. They work through 
those. We have sequencing activity and a 'yes' and 'no' answer 
stencil, a cut and paste activity. I cant think of the other groups. 
Anyway I have four activities that change with each book and I also 
have four constant activities. These include listening post and a 
'sound' activity. 
I run parallel the Rigby Scheme. Rigby skill builders. They do 
something with a Rigby book. I've been getting them to make a little 
book they can take home and read. This way they get their individual 
work. The better ones zoom of at their own pace. It tells me how 
they are going. 
DO YOU USE THIS ACTIVITY AS AN EVALUATORY TOOL? 
I haven't started Rigby with the firsts yet but I will be starting 
them this week. it will be an evaluatory thing as the further they 
get in the scheme the better readers they are. It helps me to see if 
they are comprehending. They have to do it by themselves. 
WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF READING? 
Enjoyment, enjoyment of reading. 
WHAT PLACE DOES MEANING HAVE IN READING? 
I think if they can get meaning from the text its really important. I 
dont mind if not all the words are exact.e.g. home for house. The 
more meaning they get the better. 
SO IS YOUR EMPHASIS ON MEANING? OBVIOUSLY YOU ACCEPT MISCUES SO 
WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON BEGINNING READERS? DO YOU START FROM 
WORDS OR STORIES? HOW DO YOU GET THEM STARTED? 
I do a bit of both with words as well.I find if you use flash cards it 
takes something away form the story. I'd rather get the story. I 
found this particularly with Little Red Hen. I found this at the 
time. Usually I make up a set of flash cards and do both. They rote 
memorize it. I give them the flash cards too see if they know the 
words. But I find the individual words take from the book. It 
doesn't seem to be as interesting as the book if you use the flash 
cards. 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL EVALUATION IS IN GENERAL? 
Assessing their ability for reports for parents. To show you were to 
go and what the children need which is hard when you are teaching on a 
whole class basis. Its hard at present I have three children in my 
class that are really at kindergarten level and I know what they need 
but it is still hard with reading to give them the activity that is at 
kindergarten level to bring them up. I've been giving them things at 
home to help. 
HOW DO YOU SEE THE HOME INFLUENCE? 
Very important. You can tell the children that get the attention. 
When you send something home you can see the influence whether its a 
good reaction. I think its very very important. 
WHAT PLACE DOES PHONICS HAVE IN YOUR ROOM? 
The children should have a good basic grounding in kindergarten 
particularly initial sounds. If they do they will not have much 
trouble with reading. We throw it in, like in our cycles. In the 
Little Red Hen we did "en" but that was revision for 60% of the 
children. They knew it anyway, not through being drilled in phonics. 
They picked it up anyway. I threw it in anyway. 
HOW DO YOU ACTUALLY EVALUATE READING IN YOUR CLASSROOM? 
The first year I was here I did Rigby so that was easy. it was how 
many words they knew and how for they were in the books. That was 
easy. Last year when we swapped over (to a literature based program) 
I used to take notes on their reading but not very often. I did it 
this week because I knew you were coming. They read me anything from 
the library they know they can handle. They choose their own book. 
Whether its one we have read as a Some chose Little Red Hen. 
There's lots of books we've got up there at pretty well their level. 
So they go off and choose a book and read it to me and I write a 
comment. I give them an A. B. or a C. like the reports. I give a 
grade. A. is above average. B. is at grade level and C.is working on 
a modified program. So I give them a grade only on how they read that 
book. If I gave a C. because the book was too hard I would comment on 
that. I comment on their listening on the mat (see Sheet) I write 
down the level if the book, for example, level lis a first class book. 
WHEN YOU LISTEN TO THE CHILDREN READ WHAT DO YOU COMMENT ON? 
I comment if they are reading it off by heart from what we've read.If 
they do that i go back and ask them to tell me some words so I know if 
they have memorized it or are actually reading it. I look for fluency 
and if they look to the teacher for help or will attack words by 
themselves. Also how loud or soft they read. Some children inclined to 
whisper. Whether they enjoyed it or not. Whether they are confident. 
WHAT VALUE DO YOU SEE IN ORAL READING IN YOUR CLASSROOM EXCEPT 
FOR ASSESSMENT? 
I don't do... I don't get them to sit down and rattle off a book. I 
find oral reading tells me what they reading and whether they are 
choosing a book at their level. Whether they know they are choosing a 
book at their level. I remember at school when we would all sit down 
and read they school magazine. Its really an evaluatory thing, oral 
reading. 
NOW THEIR U.S.S.R.? 
I make a comment on their silent reading. I look to see if they 
choose an appropriate book. If they are reading it. If it is factual 
of fiction. If they have bought a book from home. We have a sharing 
time after U.S.S.R. If they enjoy it. I see what they enjoy reading 
or just talk about the pictures. Some dont want to share. 
WHEN YOU LOOK AT APPROPRIATENESS WITH U.S.S.R. HOW DO YOU DECIDE 
WHAT IS APPROPRIATE? 
Whether they can actually read it. 
HOW CAN YOU ASSESS THAT DURING U.S.S.R. 
Its a bit of a guess. I can sort of see. They read with their mouths 
open. I questioned these ones (on the sheet) about the book they had 
read that morning, what it was about and could you share it with a 
friend. 
SO YOU ARE ACTUALLY LOOKING TO SEE IF THEY ARE INTERACTING WITH 
THE TEXT DURING SILENT READING OR JUST LOOKING AT THE PICTURES. 
yes they flip through or the one that looks into space or the one that 
brings in the same book for ten weeks. 
HOW DO YOU FIND THIS (SHEET) AS AN EVALUATION TOOL? 
I find it good, really good. As you see we are making up this one at 
the school (indicating school check list.) we're working on that. I 
would personally prefer this one (own sheet) 
WHY? 
I feel I can write here whereas a number doesn't mean anything. A 
tick doesn't mean anything. I did this last year and I found that I 
guessed. These are usable comments (own sheet) over and above the 
school sheet. If I dont know I have to get the child out to read to 
me and I have to talk to them. By report time I have three or four of 
these. Having done this the school one will be a breeze. 
WHEN THE CHILD DOES READ ORALLY TO YOU DO YOU DO ANYTHING TO SEE 
IF THEY HAVE UNDERSTOOD THE STORY? 
Not really. 
DO YOU FEEL YOU COULD OR SHOULD? 
Yes they should be able to tell me back what actually happened. The 
content of the story. 
SO YOU DON'T GET THEM TO TELL YOU ANYTHING ABOUT THE STORY AT 
THIS STAGE OF THE GAME. 
I do when I ask them about their story in silent reading time to know 
whether they have actually read it or got their information from the 
pictures. I haven't done that for their oral reading. 
SO DO YOU ACTUALLY GET THEM TO RETELL AT THIS POINT? 
I ask them to tell me what happened in it. 
DO YOU ASK THEM SOME QUESTIONS OR DO YOU ASK THEM TO TELL YOU 
WHAT HAPPENED? HOW BOARD OR NARROW ARE YOUR QUESTIONS? 
Narrow. I just say "what happened" 
WHAT WOULD YOU EXPECT TO BE A GOOD RESPONSE? 
The ones I know are the good readers I would expect they would be able 
to tell me. Those at picture stage I would be pleased if they could 
tell me whats in it. 
SO YOU FEEL THAT THOSE WHO ARE AT PICTURE STAGE WOULD NOT BE 
COMPREHENDING EVEN THOUGH IT IS A PICTURE STORY? 
No. they still can. They can tell me what its about but they dont 
have the depth. If Its a funny story they dont catch the humour. 
WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE EVALUATION SHEETS AT THE END OF THE YEAR? 
Last years got thrown out. I keep them during the year and use them 
for reports and parent interviews. The school sheet is not passed on. 
WOULD YOU HAVE LIKED TO HAVE THE ONES FROM KINDERGARTEN? 
They'd be useful. We get reading ages. 
HOW ARE THEY ASSESSED? 
I'm not sure what test they use. I think it was a standardised test. 
I find it useful. 
DO YOU FIND THEM ACCURATE? 
No they're not accurate. I have two children who didn't score and they 
are much better than some who did. I find it useful straight away to 
form reading groups. I use ability groups as per reading age. I had 
to change some but it helped to get started. It told me about that 
child whether they were able to read or were struggling. 
DO YOU THINK THE TEACHER COULD HAVE GIVEN YOU A RANKED LIST THAT 
WOULD HAVE BEEN JUST AS USEFUL? 
Yes. 
DO YOU HAVE GRADED CLASSES? 
No we have parallel classes 
SO YOU FOUND THE READING AGES USEFUL AT THE BEGINNING. THAT WAS 
THE ONLY INFORMATION YOU RECEIVED? 
m..m..m 
WHAT SORT OF INFORMATION DO YOU FEEL WOULD HAVE BEEN HELPFUL 
FROM THE PREVIOUS CLASS? 
A short note on each child to help group them. Possibly the reading 
age. I find it handy. But you learn pretty quickly. 
ARE THERE ANY IDEAS OR INFORMATION ABOUT EVALUATION YOU WOULD 
LIKE TO USE? 
I'd like to know if I'm doing the right thing. I'd like to know the 
way I evaluate is suitable. I know it works for me and it works when 
I have to talk to parents because I know exactly what they can read. I 
know I dont like check lists. 
THE PARENTS ARE QUITE SATISFIED ABOUT THE TYPE OF REPORTING YOU 
ARE DOING? 
They seemed quite all right. 
WHEN YOU ARE DOING THIS SORT OF SHEET WITH THE CHILDREN HOW DO 
THEY FEEL ABOUT ORAL READING WHEN THEY ARE NOT USED TO IT? 
O.K. They enjoy it because after they read to me they can read to any 
teacher if they want to. Some are a bit scared. They stand a fair 
way away from me but I get them to come closer. 
ANYTHING YOU FEEL ABOUT READING EVALUATION YOU'D LIKE TO TELL ME? 
Its very hard. A lot of observing. 
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU OBSERVE? DO YOU WRITE DOWN COMMENTS? 
No I just store the comments and that influences my comments when I do 
this sheet. 
SO THIS SHEET'S COMMENT ARE NOT JUST TAKEN ON THE IMMEDIATE 
RESULTS BUT ON AN ACCUMULATION OF IDEAS? 
Yes. 
WHEN YOU ARE OBSERVING WHAT SORT OF THINGS DO YOU LOOK FOR? 
Whether they are copying. 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT? 
Whether they are completing it by actually reading it or looking to 
see what the other one has done. Some activities you can do without 
reading. Whether they are going back say in zig-saws to see if they 
can read it. 
7.5.87 
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE COMPONENT PARTS OF A LANGUAGE PROGRAM? 
Reading, writing, listening, speaking and drama 
JUST LOOKING AT READING AND THE BEST READER IN YOUR CLASS AND 
TELL MY WHY? 
My best reader's a good reader because she has a marvellous home 
background. She has obviously read or has been read to since she was 
a baby. Lots of home attention a middle class type of family. 
APART FROM THE HOME BACKGROUND WHAT DO YOU SEE IN THE CLASSROOM 
THAT TELLS YOU SHE IS A GOOD READER? 
She reads..she reads anything she reads all the instructions, any 
messages on the board she reads it...Any books I hand out she 
reads...If I hold up a book she reads the author before I can. 
GOOD ...NOW I WANT YOU TO THINK OF YOUR BEST WRITER AND TELL ME 
HOW YOU CAME TO THAT CONCLUSION. 
Ah well the best writer is not my best reader. My best writer just 
sits and writes and doesn't come for words just writes his own words 
and" they are all close to what they should be. They are amusing 
stories. He likes to read his stories to others ...he likes to make 
his friends laugh so he likes to write funny stories. I've got two 
top writers. One is also the top reader but this one stands out as a 
better writer because the other one doesn't like mistakes. 
WHAT ABOUT SPELLING...WHO WOULD BE A GOOD SPELLER AND WHY? 
My good spellers are my good readers and they are not necessarily good 
spellers because they sound words out or invent spelling. Its because 
they know basic words like 'home' and 'dad' and 'mum' they memorize 
those sight words into spelling words...good spellers are not always 
those that invent words in their writing either. 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT? 
Well Julie Ann the good reader and the good speller and the good 
everything. She's the one that wont invent. There's another good 
speller and good reader and he wont invent either he rather sees the 
whole word he memorizes it ..he wants to see it right..I write it on a 
piece of paper for him and in a few weeks he knows the word. 
WHAT ABOUT THE CHILD WHO DOES INVENT CONTINUALLY? 
He's a rotten speller. He's a dreadful speller...absolutely rotten 
because he spells the way he says it . He isn't thinking about the 
way it looks he just invents the whole time which is fine for writing 
and I presume it will come that he will start to get the whole in his 
mind and know what it is ...like 'was' 'w' 'o' 'z' all the time but 
he's had 'was' in his spelling list for about 10 weeks because he 
keeps getting it wrong and its still 'w' 'o' 'z' he's just inventing 
it the way he says it but he's still an above average speller. 
WHAT ABOUT THE SAFE SPELLER WHO ONLY WRITES THE WORDS HE KNOWS 
AND THEREFORE GETS THEM RIGHT AS AGAINST THE CHILD WHO WRITES 
ANYTHING AND HAS A GO AT IT ...HOW DO YOU SEE THAT? 
Ah I've got a lot of those ...they only write words around the room 
and then turn it into a story. They're what I call poor spellers 
because they are not using any word attack skills at all. The best 
I've got out of a child like that is the initial sound. 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY WORD ATTACK SKILLS? 
Lots of basic words like mud, dad and things like that that are so 
easy to break up and write. I had one today come for 'me' when 'me ' 
just sounds like 'me' 
DO YOU HAVE GROUPS IN YOUR CLASSROOM...ABILITY GROUPS...THAT 
RIGHT I REMEMBER NOW YOU START OFF WITH THE INFORMATION YOU GET 
FROM THE KINDERGARTEN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR? 
Yes I based that on reading ages then I found that the reading ages 
weren't they may be able to read those sight words but I would 
rather it based on ability because they can do the activities. They 
can move around their groups...some can work independently. Its 
still ability groups...like I've got one boy who at the beginning of 
the year had a reading age of 5.6 which was right up the top of my 
class but he's in the bottom group because he can't work independently 
he can't concentrate, can't read instructions on his paper and doesn't 
listen so he's down with the very bottom readers but he's a top 
reader so I juggle them around as to how they work in a group. 
SO IN SAY THE GROUP THAT CHILDS IN IS ALL THE CHILDREN IN THAT 
GROUP OF THE SAME GROUP WORK ABILITY? 
Yes group work ability not the same intelligence...but how they work 
in that group ,.how they do the task. 
IF YOU HAD A NEW CHILD IN YOUR CLASS HOW WOULD YOU DECIDE WHICH 
GROUP THEY WOULD GO IN? 
I've just got one...Well as soon as he walked in I knew he was above 
average. 
WHY? 
The look of him...he was confident..spoke out loud and politely ...he 
calls out a lot so he's confident ...so I said to myself he'll be in 
middle group so then I got out the Rigby Readers and got him to read 
those level ones ..he skimmed straight through those so I put him into 
the second top group..I left him there a week the work he was giving 
me ...the reading and the writing was above average so I put him up in 
the top group. Its trial and error for a while. 
SO HE IS ABLE TO WORK IN GROUPS AS WELL AS BEING OF HIGH ABILITY? 
Yes he's in the group that doesn't need me at all. 
YOU WERE SAYING THAT THE LITTLE BOY WHO CAN'T WORK WELL IN GROUPS 
READS WELL. IS ALL THE WORK FOR ALL THE GROUPS THE SAME? 
Yes the material is the same but each group has to read a required 
standard and do certain sections I only expect the bottom groups 
to do on section I rule it off and that's all I expect them to do..I 
grade it as it goes down the page. I make it really easy at the top 
and harder as it goes down or if I don't grade it I expect a different 
quality from the bottom and the top group. 
WHAT SORT OF WORK DO YOU GIVE THEM? 
Well at the top they have easy words on the sheet and they have to 
match them up, then in the next section they have to get the words 
from somewhere else and then down the bottom I've got joining words to 
pictures...they are all the same like emu platypus etc so they can 
use their initial sound to get the word then I put another one 
down the bottom for example echidna, emu where the initial sound is 
the same so they need to use more of the word. It gets harder 
usually they do it. They are so much slower in working so I don't 
expect them to get through it all. 
IF YOU HAD A CHILD WHO WAS HAVING PROBLEMS IN LANGUAGE AND YOU 
WANTED THE PARENTS TO HELP ....YOU FEE THEN CAN DO WITH A BIT OF 
EXTRA HELP FROM HOME. WHAT SORT OF THINGS WOULD YOU ASK PARENTS 
TO DO? 
Well I asked one parent of this little girls who is really weak in 
spelling, she doesn't have much up top but she's a sweet little thing 
so I asked the parent to read to the child every night and to get her 
books that are low in ability for example...this is a cat...this is a 
dog...repetitive things and you read it to her until she can read it 
back to you - she may have memorized it but at least she'll get 
confidence. She did that for a while...the mother bought a book that 
actually had the words in the back. The child could read the book so 
the next step was to read the individual words and she's learnt a few 
of these words now. Then I suggested commercial activity books like 
Let's Spell...Let's Write So she went and bought one of those...it 
was a cut and paste one and she got a sound one so she's working on 
that now. Anything that will require the parents to sit with the 
child for twenty minutes or so. 
HOW DO YOU FIND SOUND WORK BOOKS AND SPELLING WORK BOOKS? HOW DO 
THEY FIT IN WITH PROCESS WRITING? 
They don't really but the ones who are poor readers don't know their 
initial sounds so that kind of things can only help not hurt because 
if they have an initial sound for a word they are further along the 
track than a blank page. 
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE SCHOOL POLICY AS FAR AS LANGUAGE IS 
CONCERNED? 
I really wouldn't have a clue. The school is very much into reading 
and writing and the literature based idea. But the evaluation of it 
has to be I don't know I really don't know. 
THAT'S ALRIGHT. NOW YOU'VE BEEN WORKING ON THESE EVALUATION 
SHEET. WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THOSE SHEETS? 
No they've developed. I've found them quite good particularly when it 
comes to sitting down and writing reports. In my evaluation folder 
I've got check lists on words they know and what books they've read to 
me, hoe they're going in oral reading and how they're listening and 
what they're reading in silent reading. That will be a good bringing 
together. It will bring all the little pieces together. I'll just 
sit down for half and hour and tick off each thing. 
SO YOU'VE GOT QUITE A FEW CHECK LISTS YOURSELF THAT YOU KEEP? 
I keep getting all these brain waves and think ohl that would be a 
food idea as I run off these things and start them and try to keep 
them running. 
DO YOU EVER FIND YOU'VE GOT TOO MANY? 
Yes...Well I'm now keeping a record of what Rigby books they're 
reading to me. I'm also keeping a record of what books of their own 
choice they read to me. 
WHAT DO YOU LOOK AT WHEN YOU EVALUATE SPEAKING? 
How they talk to other children how they speak to me whether 
they are confident, whether they're clear.Really its and observation 
thing...You know the mumbler and you know the one who wont talk to 
anyone. 
DO YOU CONSIDER THAT ANYONE WHO IS QUIET COULD BE A GOOD SPEAKER? 
Ah Yes if they got over their shyness but not in all cases because 
I've got two or three. One's pretty well O.A. and he doesn't speak 
to anyone unless he gets pretty fired up and then he'll speak but you 
can't really understand it..its pretty mumbly and very quiet. There's 
another one that talks like a two year old. 
WHAT ABOUT THEIR LISTENING? WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WHEN YOU 
EVALUATE THEIR LISTENING? 
Whether they're listening to the instruction. As I was saying to 
Trevor this morning...YOu always tell the listener when you sit there 
for 15 minutes and told them what to do and explained and talked about 
it and they go away and still don' t know what you've said. You can 
tell the listener then or when we read the serial every day I'll go 
back after it and ask what happened today or before we start they 
chapter the next day I'll ask what happened yesterday and you get all 
these dead pan faces sitting there...they might know about it for ten 
minutes and then its gone. 
ON YOU REPORT YOU HAVE A. B. & C.. HOW DO YOU DECIDE IF A 
CHILDS AN A. OR A B? 
Well my expectation I suppose. What I expect of then at that time as 
being class average Like the top readers I'd instantly give them an 
A and then the next group that's like above average...that'd be the 
toss and turn between A & B and I'd probably decide on the way they do 
work in groups. 
AND SO DO YOU COMPARE THAT B AS CLASS AVERAGE WITH ANY OTHER 
FIRST CLASS GROUP? 
No its just my estimate. I've never had a first class before so 
wouldn't know what was class average. 
INTERVIEW. 2.4.87 GARY 4TH GRADE 
I KNOW YOU HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH TREVOR ON EVALUATION. WHAT 
INSTIGATED THIS? 
I have found that evaluation of the children's progress had been the 
void in my education since I started the Reading/Language Diploma. I 
have not felt comfortable since I started to teach whole language, 
about evaluation. I tried to find a method. I've had hours with 
Trevor and we've tried heaps of different methods. Trying to find out 
how we do do our language, not just reading but whole language 
evaluation. 
This latest one is one I came up with early in the piece. Because of 
my inspection I wanted to have something I was working on. 
I have implemented this across the grade I'm supervising in week 6. 
From that I had a meeting with my grade and pull;;ed apart what we 
thought was unnecessary - duplication. Things that were hard to assess 
on. We did a second draft on it and tool it to the staff with the 
idea of devising a K-6 document. 
WHAT SOUND OF THINGS DID THEY FEEL WERE HARD TO ASSESS? 
Yes areas we had broken up into minute detail. Things like: "skills 
and strategies in reading", "predicts unknown words using semantic, 
syntactic and grapho phonic cues" They found that We looked at 
enjoyment skills and strategies and across curriculum. 
In the enjoyment area there was not too much hassle there. There were 
things like reads as a free time activity. They were very much 
observations. They found it hard to gather the information on things 
like predicting unknown words. Also predicting outcomes at a whole 
text level or at a text level. You could make a judgement at a whole 
class level during shared book. That the class was good at it.. Some 
children would stand out. On a time basis could you justify the time 
spent on this particular issue on the check list. 
LOOKING AT PREDICTION HOW DID YOU EXPECT THEY WOULD GO ABOUT 
FINDING OUT THAT? 
Apart from observation at a whole class level we gathered information 
by an oral reading, retelling with a short passage. 
WAS THAT AN ORAL RETELLING? 
The kid came and read a short passage one on one with the teacher. 
The teacher shut the book and asked them questions on an individual 
basis about what they thought the book was about. Stopping then at a 
certain part in the text and asking them what they think would come 
next, things like that, it could only be dine in an individual basis 
really a conference interaction. 
RIGHT SO YOU GIVE THEM AN ORAL PASSAGE. YOU MENTION RETELLING 
I got off prediction when I said that, the whole idea was that we 
follow a few strategies through and at the end of the passage we asked 
them for a retelling to make judgments on this (individual evaluation 
sheet) "demands that reading makes sense" 
WITH YOUR RETELLING DID YOU JUST SAY "TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED". HOW 
DID YOU GO ABOUT YOUR RETELLING? 
Tell me anything you can remember about what you've just read. 
DID THEY KNOW BEFORE HAND THAT THEY WERE GOING TO HAVE TO RETELL? 
Yes I did in my group anyway. I'm not sure if the others did. 
DO YOU FEEL RETELLING IS A VALUABLE SITUATION? 
Yes, definitely. I virtually based my whole comprehension assessment 
on it. 
HOW DID YOU RECORD THEIR EVALUATION? 
I made judgement whether the child demands that reading makes sense. 
I also use it for cloze. 
GETTING BACK TO RETELLING. WHAT DO YOU ACTUALLY WRITE DOWN? HOW DO 
YOU RECORD ASSESSMENT. 
I simply made a judgement on a 1 to 5 rating whether the child capably 
retold or had not demanded any meaning. 
NOW YOU DO CLOZE. HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU DO CLOZE/ 
I do it infrequently on an individual basis. I use it for assessment 
individually. I use it really as a cooperative activity. Within my 
group I write a cloze on the book we are doing. They get together, 
usually a group of 3 or 4 mixed ability. They have to come back with 
a combined piece. I use individual a lot less frequently than 
cooperative. 
SO WOULD YOU USE IT INDIVIDUALLY OVER THE YEAR WITH EVERY CHILD OR 
ONLY WITH THOSE HAVING DIFFICULTY. 
Individually they would all get a chance to do a cloze mainly as an 
assessment activity. I have a group of children who it would be a 
waste of time to do a cloze individually as they couldnt read the text 
anyway. They are better working with two competent readers and to see 
how they do it. 
WHAT SORT OF ASSESSMENT DO YOU MAKE ON AN INDIVIDUAL CLOZE. HOW AND 
WHAT DO YOU RECORD FROM THIS CLOZE? 
Is the child looking at the entire text...about making an entire text 
make sense or are they fragmenting text by failing to forward 
reference or backward reference. Whether the word makes sense within 
the language around the gap but at a whole text level it doesn't. The 
retelling again I mark 1 to 5. I mark the cloze on their own stories 
particularly the weaker children. 
YOU WERE SAYING THAT YOU WRITE DOWN WHETHER THEY ARE MAKING SENSE AT A 
WHOLE TEXT LEVEL OR WHETHER THEY ARE FRAGMENTING IT. WHERE DO YOU 
WRITE THOSE THINGS DOWN? 
I write it in my evaluation folder. I've got the check list and 
pieces of paper. 
SO YOU'VE GOT THAT CHECK LIST THERE IN THEIR FOLDERS. DOES EACH CHILD 
HAVE AN INDIVIDUAL FOLDER? 
No just an individual section within a folder. 
SO YOU'VE GOT JUST ONE EVALUATION FOLDER THAT'S GOT EVERYTHING IN IT . 
DOES IT HAVE ONE OF THESE (CHECK LISTSO FOR EACH CHILD? 
Actually we've had to change it as I had one for each term and now we 
have on for all four terms. You now get a spread. You can see what 
is happening over a range of time. 
Those kiddies who don't handle cloze I have reading a standard reading 
format that I set for them in the way of following tapes, being read 
to, reading with the teacher, looking at the whole story and getting 
to know that it has to make sense. I don't train them in cloze. 
GETTING BACK TO THE FOLDER...YOU'VE GOT THESE CHECK LISTS IN IT? 
Yes reading, writing, listening, speaking whole language. 
YOU WERE SAYING YOU HAVE BLANK PAPER TO WRITE ANECDOTAL RECORDS ON? 
Yes I scribble as I mark with the kids and write it up later ..those 
things that are of major concern. 
ITS OBVIOUS FROM THIS TYPE OF EVALUATION (SCHOOL SHEET) THAT YOU ARE 
EXPECTING THAT THE TEACHERS WILL DO OTHER EVALUATION IN THEIR 
CLASSROOM. 
I see this (sheet) as the judgments that are made after all the data 
had been collected. 
SO AS A SUPERVISOR, SOMEWHERE IN THEIR FOLDERS OR IN THEIR PROGRAM YOU 
WOULD EXPECT TO SEE INFORMATION LEADING TO DECISIONS THEY MAKE ABOUT 
THIS (SHEET) 
Programs should contain statements of assessment like judgments made 
on oral retelling twice a term or cloze mark kept. The judgments at 
the end should not be a whole lot of marks. 
WHY DO YOU FEEL WE NEED TO EVALUATE READING? 
Reading evaluation had changed heaps at least it has for me. I can 
talk about any child in my class and their reading behaviour and their 
reading requirements after five weeks of term 1 without assessment. 
After looking at the specific problems for some time you can see the 
traits of the children and can make judgments without formal 
assessment. Records do need to be kept for future accountability for 
parents, for the teachers next year or for a relieving teacher. 
Records are mainly for others. 
DOES YOUR EVALUATION HAVE AN EFFECT ON YOUR PROGRAM? 
Yes. Individually yes. I still follow the same program but I have 
individual components for individual children. 
DOES THAT CHANGE IN LINE WITH WHAT YOU FOUND OUT IN EVALUATION OR NOT? 
Yes I have a remedial system set up but that has had to change in 
line with what I've found out about one child. 
WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE THAT ONE PROGRAM WAS UNSUITABLE AND ANOTHER WAS 
SUITABLE? 
This child couldn't handle the process of the first program. He 
couldn't retell so I went back to his own writing(i 
WHAT HAPPENS TO THESE EVALUATIONS AT THE END OF THE YEAR. DO YOU SEND 
IT ONTO THE NEXT CLASS? 
Yes they are available for the person to make use of next year. 
SO YOU DON'T SEND THEM ON YOU JUST SAY LOOK ITS HERE IF YOU WANT IT? 
Yes. 
DO THEY USE IT? 
I don't think so. They don't use the record cards. I dont think they 
do use it ...no I think its intrinsic. Teachers like to make up 
their own mind and then when they come to the point of making a 
decision then they clarify it with the previous teacher. I myself 
avoid record cards so I don't get preconceived ideas about were 
someone is. 
SO THE VALUE OF RECORDS GOING ON TO THE NEXT IS DUBIOUS? 
Yes very dubious I avoid pressuring children by giving tests if I know 
what they can or can't do. 
WHAT ABOUT THE CHILDREN AT THE OTHER END ...HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE 
BRIGHTER CHILDREN? 
I have individualized reading program consisting of 100 cards of 
activities for extension work. They record these completed activities 
on their own sheets. 
HOW DO PARENTS SEE THIS SORT OF REPORT SYSTEM? 
Our report system here because of the way we are teaching 
anecdotal. We have a few checklist points a 
judgement. 1 - above average. 2 - at grade level and 3 
a modified program. The reports are handed out at the interview, 
explain to the parents any thing they don't understand. 
is basically 
very broad 
- working on 
We 
RIGHT SO YOU HAND THE REPORTS OUT AT THE INTERVIEW. DO YOU FEEL THEY 
PLACE A LOT OF EMPHASIS ON THE 1,2, AND 3 OR ARE THEY PREPARES TO 
ACCEPT YOUR COMMENTS ON THE ANECDOTAL RECORDS? 
1 think they place a lot of emphasis on the 2 part of it.. There is 
no trouble with children on 3 as their parents realize they on a 
modified program and those on 1 are happy. The middle range said that 
2 didn't tell me much. But we pointed out that we were telling them a 
lot in the written comments. They would always look at the numbers. 
SO PARENTS ARE STILL PROBABLY COMFORTABLE WITH NUMBERS? 
Yes I think so. 
HAVE YOU SEEN ANY METHODS OF EVALUATION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
YOUR EVALUATION ON? 
MODEL 
No I've been hunting for something for two years since I changed my 
method of teaching. When I showed this (evaluation sheet) to Trevor 
at first glance he thought it was good. After closer scrutiny we 
found there was complications. Hopefully by the time we are finished 
we'll feel comfortable with it. Also we'll have something that is 
worthwhile doing not just tokenism. 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT PEOPLE JUST TICKING THINGS? 
I feel that there area judgments here that are just a tick and a 
guess. Things like "enjoys writing" is the teacher's ideas of a 
perception whether the child does or not. There are things there that 
the teacher can't make a tick judgement without collecting the 
information first. The checklist is simply a way of making the 
teacher sit down and reflect on a particular child.. It channel them 
into the reflective process. 
HOW CAN YOU GUARANTEE THAT EVERYONE WILL THINK AS YOU DO? 
You can't ...on a supervisory role you have to discuss with the 
teachers who preconceptions are considered. It depends on the 
supervisor and whole staff awareness. You could even have a general 
statement on how to collect data. 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT STANDARDISED TESTS? 
Perhaps they are useful if you have streamed classes and need to put 
children in rank order, I'm still very hazy about evaluation. I'm 
not sure what's perfect. Even when this come out (sheet) I'm not sure 
I won't want to change it. 
7.5.87 
THESE SHEETS YOU'VE BEEN WORKING ON ....WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH THEM? 
We've had meetings and cut them back drastically. There was a lot of 
things there I had in there I understood them 
They were from my understanding and Trevor wanted something K-6 for 
new teachers so that they could understand it relatively easily and be 
able to work with it whereas mine was for me on year four rather then 
a staff in K-6 so they were drastically chopped around and cut back. 
When I spoke to you last time we had just evaluated them at grade 
level. They were very time consuming. They need to be cut back. 
SO HOW HAVE YOU FELT ABOUT THE CUTBACKS? 
Ummm I found that the biggest problem was working on a K-6 basis 
wording things People had trouble in answering questions within 
the bounds if where children are expected to be along the continuum. 
They couldn't see that in a lot of those...particularly check points 
that by answering this question 1-5 on my year one children and where 
they are through the process. They were worried about it. They were 
quite concerned about the actual wording of a lot of things...we had 
to throw in a N/A not applicable to get a few comments in 
that staff needed that they could see was not applicable to Year 1 but 
it would be to Year 6.. There are a few things in it that aren't true 
K-6 statements that every grade can mark... not many though. 
WHAT SORT OF THINGS DO YOU MEAN? 
Use of resources was one dictionaries and being efficient at making 
own spelling corrections. Those sort of things are more self reliant 
on the older children that wasn't on the younger children. We had 
trouble with those sort of check list comments. Writing them so that 
a first grade teacher can use the same comment as a 6th grade 
teacher. There were a couple we found we couldn't spelling was 
one. 
I FOUND IN LOOKING AT THE WRITING EVALUATION SHEET THERE SEEMS TO BE A 
HEAVY EMPHASIS ON SPELLING NOT A LOT ON THE QUALITATIVE VALUES? 
Have you looked at the final draft or the first one I gave you? 
NO JUST A BRIEF LOOK AT THE ONE TREVOR GAVE ME THIS MORNING. NOW THIS 
WRITING ONE ENJOYS WRITING CHOOSES WRITING IN FREE 
TIME SPENDS WRITING TIME PRODUCTIVELY FOLLOW THE WRITING 
PROCESS? 
That ones been telescoped...it was broken up into drafting..-
editing...self editing ..publishing etc. 5 various things. People 
felt uncomfortable with making a judgement on the five separate 
components of the process so that they felt more comfortable with just 
they can or can't follow the routines to an extent so even the kiddie 
who drafts and publishes but doesn't edit it something like that you 
can make a comment on that. 
I NOTICE YOU'VE GOT FOUR ON SPELLING? 
MMMmmmm There was a lot of discussion on that. We had there was 
a lot of discussion between the K-1 end and the 5-6 end if the staff 
on what they wanted. The difference between experiments with 
spelling and can identify errors in their own writing, that was as 
spelling conventions...we had some term ...the term conventions in 
there . They felt uncomfortable with the wording plus that the fact 
they could identify them didn't mean that they were able to 
correct them and thats when we went into the one 'uses spelling 
references efficiently' so the references in our term s now are 
teachers, dictionaries, wall charts around the room, word banks that 
are on charts on the wall. The staff were quite happy to use 
references to whether a kiddie will write a piece on a theme and 
all the words are on display somewhere and he totally ignores them. 
They were quite happy with the one words for all possible references. 
HOW DO YOU MAKE A JUDGEMENT ABOUT 'SHOWS COMPETENCE IN SPELLING'? 
Competence...that comes down to they experiment with spelling the 
kid will have a go rather them come and ask all the time. Identify 
spelling errors...so they might say I've written "contemporary" but I 
don't think its right so they underline it or question it. 'Can look 
it up' this is mainly the good speller bad speller the teacher 
judgement on this ...kid is a good speller or a bad speller...or has 
natural spelling ability. 
HOW DO YOU MAKE THE JUDGEMENT IF THE CHILD IS A SAFE SPELLER OR A 
You could go through these processes and mark(referring to evaluation 
sheet) to a great extent, to a great extent, to a great extent and 
is a poor speller. So the kid could an independent editor, recognises 
he has problems, checks and uses a dictionary and that the published 
piece must be word perfect or as close as possible isn't necessarily a 
good speller if you gave them 50 words from the dolche list and they 
got them all wrong. The judgement...I could make this judgement on 
the kids in my class pretty easily by looking at their draft book. 
I WONDER WHAT THE POINT IS OF KNOWING COMPETENCY IN SPELLING WHEN YOU 
KNOW ALL THESE OTHER THINGS? 
Yes..well...the discussion that came about was that where does the 
teacher show that they know who is the good spellers in the class and 
who aren't. We came away from testing to straight judgement. I know 
there are kids in my class who I've got two kids whose publishing 
work comes out perfect. I've got one kid who when I conference her I 
don't have to change any spelling. One of the other kids its every 
third word that's underlined. 
WHAT COMES UP IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A CHILD WHO EXPERIMENTS WITH 
SPELLING YOU COULD HAVE SOMEONE WHO IS QUITE A SAFE SPELLER ONLY 
USING THREE LETTER WORDS AND WOULD THEN COME UP WITH HARDLY ANY 
ERRORS...BUT YOU'VE GOT SOMEONE WHO EXPERIMENTS ALL THE TIME...USES 
ENORMOUS WORDS AND QUITE INTERESTING WORDS AND IS PREPARED TO DO THAT 
AND THEREFORE COMES UP WITH MORE ERRORS. HOW DO YOU NOTE THE 
DIFFERENCE HERE? 
That's a good question... The teachers wanted a place where they 
could state that they recognise the natural ability in spelling rather 
them someone who finishes with a good piece after going through all 
the process of editing and publishing just the kid who can spell. 
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE VALUE OF KNOWING THAT IS? 
I think the value there is for that's almost 'talented child' in 
inverted commas, and the value there is for extension...if you can 
recognise that these kiddies are getting to a published piece with the 
language that they are capable of If the spelling their first 
draft is correct then there is room for extension for those natural 
ability spellers...They all finish up with a good product there's 
room to extend them. 
THERE REALLY ISN'T A LOT IN THERE ABOUT THE QUALITY OF A PIECE....ARE 
YOU DOING ONLY WORK AS A GRADE SUPERVISOR TO LEAD INTO THIS? 
No...but in class...I have but I haven't looked at it on a grade 
basis...In my class I certainly do. Those kids who see the 
comment we're talking about there is that comment there ...After their 
writing we are looking at to what extent does the piece of writing 
have value or its literary worth. There is nothing there really. Its 
very easy in class. The other day I had a conference with Jade 
Clark. When you have a look at her work it comes down its O.K. you 
hardly have to touch it. Then we go through and look at leads and 
change things like 'gots' and 'wents' and vocabulary extension and 
that sort of thing to make it a more worthwhile literary piece. So 
the actual awareness comes at level in the classroom there's's not 
an evaluation judgement made on that sheet. That's I suppose...its 
easily made... I think I could tell you now where each kid stood on a 
scale of 1-5. 
AS A SUPERVISOR CAN YOU INSURE THAT YOUR TEACHERS ARE LOOKING AT THOSE 
PARTICULAR THINGS? 
No I can't. 
SOME OF THESE ARE PROCESSES BUT A LOT OF THEM ARE PRODUCT. IF THIS 
WAS GIVEN TO ME FILLED IN I DON'T KNOW THAT I WOULD REALLY KNOW WHERE 
THE CHILD WAS AT AS FAR AS THEIR WRITING WAS CONCERNED. I'D KNOW WHAT 
SKILLS THEY'D ACHIEVED 
WHY DID YOU MAKE THE DECISION ABOUT EVALUATING IN TERMS 2 & 4. 
Basically these were to serve reports. We still evaluate on a weekly, 
termly, what ever basis. Also it was seen that the processes weren't 
quick enough to make great quality judgements over ten weeks. where 
the kiddie is along the process in week two term one to week two term 
two is not liable to be great. If they enjoy reading in term one it 
is more than likely they will for the whole year. There was only a 
few of the actual points that you can assess the kids on ...a term was 
to narrow a span of time for much to happen. 
WHO WOULD YOU SAY IS THE BEST WRITER IN YOUR CLASS? 
Ummm Jade Clark. 
HOW DO YOU MAKE THAT DECISION? 
Actually there's two and they are both from different decisions. 
Jade Clark and David Harker. Jade writes often. She writes with 
enjoyment. Her original drafts show structure and good conventions 
and good levels of spelling understanding where she marks out words 
that may need to be checked. Her work on the convention side is very 
strong with a lot of work to do on extension of her vocabulary and 
leads and actually the imagination is there but it often finishes very 
quickly. She write mostly narratives and not much other things so 
there's a problem there. David Harker you've got to squeeze the 
work out of him and its usually poorly punctuated...with direct speech 
that isn't used very often but his writing is extremely unique you 
read it and laugh and there's a lot of eccentricities in it ...I can't 
match him with any other kid I,ve ever taught. Yet he'd only have 
about 6 pieces for the year. He certainly has the best potential for 
writing interesting stuff. 
HOW WOULD YOU DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THOSE TWO CHILDREN ON THIS SHEET? 
Your point is taken there. I would say on this sheet when you handed 
it to someone David wouldn't be recognised for having the talent that 
he has.. He would be seen as ordinary and Jade would be seen as the 
leading beacon. The strengths David has are not on this sheet. 
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Rationale 
Each child at Lurnea Primary School should benefit in some respect 
from a Literature Studies program. Such benefits could be: 
a) Through a study of literature children are exposed to a 
variety of experiences, not all necessarily familiar to 
the reader. By dealing with these experiences, children 
develop a broader "world view". 
b) Stories that are introduced are true narratives and provide 
excellent models for writing. 
^^ teachers are selective in prescribing particular books 
for children, they are able to instil into these children 
a desire to read further. 
d) Quality literature, as well as encouraging children to 
read further, stimulates children's imaginations and may 
assist in the creation of plots and characters in their 
own writing. 
e) • The majority of adults who read nowadays do so for relaxation. 
A literature studies program would encourage children 
to read for that purpose, and attempt to demonstrate to 
them that reading is a pleasurable and worthwhile leisure 
activity. 
The place of books in the lives of children attending the school. 
In the great majority of cases the home environment is not conducive 
to the development of good reading habits. Most parents occupy 
unskilled and semi-skilled positions with almost no one holding 
professional responsibilities. While being able to read, parents 
tend to avoid reading and rely more on passive forms of entertainment, 
(T.V. and video). Quite naturally the children show similar 
patterns, and surveys reveal that local libraries are under used 
by both children and adults. The school still remains as the 
major place where a positive encouragement is given to reading. 
The staff is committed to providing the necessary literary exper-
iences because there is a firmly held belief that literature 
can: 
a) provide a resource which is rarely found at home. 
b) play a part in providing for a well-rounded development 
of school pupils. 
m 
c) promote the reading of more fiction material. 
d) feed children's imaginations, helping them to come to 
grips with the huge amount of data and experiences encount-
ered by children in the daily lives. 
e) assist in building concepts and patterns which interact 
to form a basis for decision making and understanding 
of life in general. 
The role of children's literature in developing children as readers. 
Traditionally, the teaching of reading has been attempted in 
piecemeal fashion, mainly through the phonics and the whole word 
approaches. Once children were able to master exercises relating 
to these methods they proceeded to comprehension passages, cloze 
work and similar tasks. 
Research has shown that these methods are not the most successful 
in the teaching of reading and that through the study of whole 
texts children gain more in their ability to read for meaning. 
Many advantages, therefore, arise as a result of using children's 
literature as opposed to reading "schemes" in developing children 
as readers. 
Firstly, literature implies whole good quality texts; real stories 
which hold the children's interest. The language encountered 
is not controlled and stilted, making predicting simpler. Children 
are able to test their predictions and have them confirmed or 
rejected as they proceed with their reading. They are also able 
to concentrate on the context of the story, rather than its mechanics. 
By reading selectively to children, teachers can instil in them 
the desire to read and help them develop a love and taste for 
reading. Teachers can also channel children into a 'right' kipd 
of reading behaviour by using real books. i.e. children's literature. 
It can be seen therefore, that children's literature can play 
a vital role in developing children as readers. 
AIMS 
As has been noted at various stages, a literature Studies Program 
can : 
provide a source of enjoyment for pupils, 
build a foundation for future reading development, 
cultivate a real love for the beauty of language, 
impart to children a love of reading. 
guide children in their choices of literature and introduce 
them to great works. 
help bridge the gap between basic reading skills and maturity 
of reading. 
introduce children to a wide range of traditional and 
modern quality literature. 
create a desire to consider reading an enjoyable pastime. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES. 
It is anticipated that a literature studies program will lead 
children to be able to: 
raise questions which probe the content of what is read, 
i.e. stories and poems. 
relate ideas found on the printed page to life around 
them. 
reflect on ideas which are at variance with their precon-
ceptions of things or individuals. 
appreciate values, modes of behaviour and points of view 
arising in cultures other than that to which they are 
accustomed. 
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respond sensitively to situations and characters brought 
to life by an a u t h o r or p o e t . 
test the relevance of what is read to their own p e r s o n a l 
e x p e r i e n c e s . 
strengthen their language skills and broaden their v o c a b u l a r y 
d e v e l o p m e n t . 
C R I T E R I A FOR SELECTION O F BOOKS FOR THE CLASSROOM. 
A n y b o o k selected by a teacher for use in the classroom should 
f u l f i l the following criteria: 
Interest - the book must arouse and cultivate interest in 
the r e a d e r . Enjoyment ought to be gained from the reading of 
the b o o k . This must be the primary consideration. 
Readability - a child's enjoyment of a book w i l l be limited by 
his experiences and understandings; therefore books must at least 
be within the grasp of the readers for whom they are i n t e n d e d . 
V a r i e t y - a wide variety of literature, including p o e t r y , 
gives the less able readers the opportunity to read shorter t e x t s . 
Examples are picture b o o k s , traditional and folk tales and p o e t r y 
a n t h o l o g i e s . 
While the above points have been defined separately, they are 
nevertheless related and w i l l consequently allow a teacher to 
bring an infinite n u m b e r of suitable books into the c l a s s r o o m 
for study and e n j o y m e n t . 
There are some books that should be avoided either because they 
provide p o o r literary m o d e l s , e . g . Enid Blyton stories (stereo-
t y p i n g , no concepts of space or time) or because they reflect 
sexist or c u l t u r a l b i a s e s . 
SECTION 2 
a) The Links Between Literature and Writing 
As has been mentioned in Part O n e , children's literature provides 
an excellent m o d e l in developing the children's w r i t i n g . This 
applies p a r t i c u l a r l y to the narrative genre which generally follows 
a set pattern: S e t t i n g , Complication, Resolution and C o n c l u s i o n . 
Most narrative stories read to the children are based on this 
f o r m a t . N a t u r a l l y , some longer novels w i l l have more than one 
complication and r e s o l u t i o n , but will follow the format a l l the 
s a m e . 
M a n y t e a c h e r s , while using the conference approach to w r i t i n g 
in their c l a s s r o o m s , f a i l to recognise the various genres p r e s e n t e d 
in books generally and allow children to constantly produce the 
"recount" genre of w r i t i n g . If the children are read to and 
themselves read m a n y examples of literature, this cannot help 
but influence their w r i t i n g . They w i l l want to produce w o n d e r f u l 
stories like the ones they are constantly hearing and r e a d i n g . 
As p u p i l s d e v e l o p as w r i t e r s , teachers can make them aware of 
what constitutes the narrative genre, and the pupils are able 
to take it upon themselves to consciously develop this g e n r e . 
In the m a i n , h o w e v e r , it appears that narrative writing is c a u g h t , 
r a t h e r than t a u g h t . 
While the emphasis in this paper is on fiction, the same principle 
can be held true for the writing of expository text, w h i c h also 
has a set format. 
b) The Classroom Reading Environment. 
Of m a j o r importance in the success of any program is the envir-
onment in w h i c h it is implemented. This is particularly important 
in reading where fear of failure w i l l cause a p u p i l much anxiety 
and make "reading" an undesirable activity. Through literature, 
a teacher is able to i n s t i l into his/her pupils a love of and 
a taste for r e a d i n g . With the teacher as a model, children are 
able to see others enjoy reading and w i l l find pleasure in it 
t h e m s e l v e s . 
The classroom teacher must organise his/her room so that children 
can escape from the main teaching/learning area and c u r l up with 
a b o o k . Suitable arrangement of cupboards etc. can successfully 
close off an area from the rest of the room. This area should 
f e e l comfortable and be "decorated" with examples of children's 
work such as stories, poems and artwork. As various language 
themes are covered in class, so can the "decorations" change, 
so that this reading area always remains appealing. 
Resources made available to the children should be many and v a r i e d . 
They should be displayed so as to attract the children. In this 
w a y , many children who are reluctant readers may choose books 
because of their covers, but at least this is a start. These 
children often prefer to read non-fiction material; therefore 
it is the teacher's responsibility to make these available a l s o . 
When the teacher feels it is appropriate, fiction books, recommended 
personally by the teacher to a particular pupil, w i l l begin to 
comprise a larger proportion of that pupil's reading m a t e r i a l . 
Timetabling 
Carefully planned and implemented, a literature-based program 
provides many language activities for children. However, the 
classroom teacher must allow the pupils sufficient time in the 
school day for contact with quality literature. Research has 
shown that reading to the children assists in their reading develop-
ment and time for this should be set aside each d a y . Other areas 
of the reading program considered to require daily time schedules 
are : 
a) Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading, where the children 
have the opportunity to delve into a book and complete it indepen-
d e n t l y , should they so d e s i r e . 
b) Sharing and presentation times e.g. book reviews; role plays 
of scenes in b o o k s , and 
c) Instructional reading, where the teacher works with g r o u p s . 
This would include discussion of passages, checking understanding 
of texts and the development of higher comprehension skills through 
selective q u e s t i o n i n g . 
N . B . It should be noted that whilst the teacher works w i t h one 
group, other groups of pupils would be involved in literature-
based activities e . g . poetry reading, reading in theme a r e a s , 
listening p o s t , book creation (of our writing) and book r e v i e w s . 
SECTION 3. Practical Suggestions for the Classroom Teachers. 
(N.B. Activities marked "T" indicate teacher direction, "I" 
indicates independent work). 
1. The Reading Aloud Program. 
In o r a l reading, the reader is required to give a word-by-word 
oral rendition of the printed word; the re-ader is required to 
recode the print to sound. Silent reading however, does not 
ask this of the reader and so the two are considered completely-
separate activities. A silent reader is able to, use her/his 
skills of predicting and confirming. She/He can extract meaning 
from a text by processing a minimum number of words. Oral reading 
speeds are generally considered to be insufficient for meaning-
making. O r a l reading activities can be justified as a worthwhile 
reading activity on only a limited number of occasions. It is 
necessary that the text to be read aloud has been read and under-
stood by a pupil. If a teacher reads often to the children they 
w i l l learn that reading aloud is for the enjoyment of the listeners. 
Therefore, activities where children are required to read aloud 
should also be enjoyable. Such activities might include: 
a) The reading of a text by its writer to the class. 
b) The reading of selected poetry after silent reading and practice 
in reading aloud. 
c) The teacher or pupils selecting prose passages to be read 
to the class either as a prelude to discussion or for its 
language value alone. 
d) Presentation of drama etc. in small groups or with a whole 
class. 
Naturally other activities can be added but the significance 
lies in the fact that a l l of the above demonstrate a presentation 
of some kind and require preparation. 
2. Ways of Sharing and Working with Books. 
Cultivating children's interest in books is the first step in 
the sharing of literature. Activities designed to do this are: 
a) Reading from Big Books so that younger children can really 
see language come to life. (T) 
b) Creating class stories from textless books, 
e . g . Moonlight by Jan Ormerod. 
The Train by Witold Generowicz. 
Up and Up by Shirley Hughes. 
These can then be made into class Big Books. (T) 
c) Selecting specific books for reluctant readers. T e l l them 
why they would enjoy it and conference with the child indiv-
idually to gauge his/her reactions. Picture story books 
are particularly suited for these children. Selections 
depend upon pupils' tastes. (T) 
d) Exploring the artwork of picture and picture story books. 
How do these pictures add to the story? 
Examples: 
J. Wagner: John Brown, Rose and the Midnight Cat. 
M . Sendak: Where the Wild Things Are, In the Night Kitchen 
P. Pavey: One Dragon's Dream 
P . Allen: M r . Archimedes' Bath 
E . Carle: The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 
P. Hutchins: Rosie's Walk 
W . Mayne: The Mouse and the Egg 
e) Choosing a short story that can be read to the whole class 
to stimulate discussion. The book selected should present 
a theme to which all members of the class can relate. This 
discussion can then lead to a writing activity, 
e.g. Theme Title 
Loneliness John Brown, Rose & the Midnight Cat. 
Being Needed The Riverboat Crew 
Dreams Where the Wild Things Are 
3. Independent Reading Catering For a Variety of Tastes. 
One aim of every teacher is to have all the pupils in his/her 
class desire to read independently at their own level. Therefore 
it is necessary that the class teacher adopt a positive attitude 
to literature at the outset. Some strategies which can be employed 
are discussed below. 
a) A timetabled activity in which each learner and the 
teacher participates every day is Uninterrupted 
Sustained Silent Reading. The benefits of this activity 
can be found listed in many teacher references, but to 
be successful the class teacher must see that an abundance 
of high-interest reading material is always on hand. 
b) If the teacher presents extracts from books every day, 
interest is sure to be engendered in the pupils. A variety 
of presentations is necessary to sustain children's enthusiasm 
in fiction (including poetry). These examples may 
be selected by children in their free or U.S.S.R. reading 
periods . 
c) It is also desirous that children be allowed sufficient 
time to read non-fiction books. This is necessary so 
that children become well acquainted with the characteristics 
of expository text. In primary grades especially, children 
will be required to use the expository genre in their 
writing and must have many examples upon which to model 
their attempts. 
d) Regular conferencing with children about the books they 
are reading helps to sustain their interest in literature. 
An aware teacher may find occasion to re-direct some 
children's reading. 
Encouraging and Extending Children's Responses to Books. 
Responses to books can be classified into two main sections. 
The first most obvious is the reflecting and talking done after 
most stories: the second is interpreting creatively particular 
aspects of stories. The activities noted below are according 
to the type of response. 
1. a) Completion of a cloze-type summary of the story to show 
whether a pupil has understood a book. When children 
become accustomed and more expert at this they can begin 
to write their own summaries. (I/T) 
b) Discussion of a story in small groups or as a whole class. 
Children can offer opinions on plot. If in small groups, 
a list of prepared questions can be distributed to the 
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group leader. A few examples are: 
1. Does the book tell a good story? 
2. What is the climax? 
3. Is there a logical sequence of happenings? 
4. Is the conclusion believable? 
Groups can join and discuss answers to these discussions. (I/T) 
c) Discussion of characters. Children can tell what they liked 
or disliked about one or more of the characters. For children 
who have had experience in this kind of activity, more complex 
questions could be asked: 
e.g. 1) What are the character's strengths? 
2) Does he or she have any weaknesses? (T) 
d) Children can imagine themselves as a particular character 
and tell what they would have done in a critical situât ion.( T ) 
e) Argue that heroes do not always "live happily ever after". 
This can be done comparing the characters in fairy tales 
to more modern literature. (T) 
2 . 
a) Pupils could rewrite the story simply for a younger audience 
(I) 
b) Conversations or other incidents can be dramatised (I/T) 
c) Children can review a particular book and place within a 
folder for whole class viewing. This may aid other children 
in selecting their books. (I) 
d) A story may stimulate some pupils into writing poems about 
incidents encountered (I) 
e) Some sections of stories are suitable for re-writing as short 
plays. (I/T) 
f) Humorous stories can be made into a cartoo.n strip. (I) 
g) Children can design alternate dust jackets for books that 
lack impact. (I) 
h) Pupils can devise various means by which to promote books 
they have enjoyed. This can be done with individuals, in pairs 
or small groups. (I) 
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Tzach^nq / A^^e^^men-t / Evdlacition 
Tkz iollowing notz^ indizoitz a. ̂ tandcLAdi^zd appA-oach to thz tzaching 
(Lnd tz^t^ng oi 4pzUing. it ¿^ a. position that yoa viitt bz moving 
touxLAd^ a.^ you. ga^n coniidzncz in nZMZA appAocLchz^. Yoa cuz not 
zxpzctzd to makz instant changz^ to what may aUzady bz ^oand tzazhing 
pAazt^zz^. Thz^z notz^ should bz Azad in conjunction uiith thz school 
^pzZl<.ng policy. In paAticalaA yoa should bz gmidzd by thz majoA 
iindzAly^ng pK^nc^plz oi ouA policy that A^pzlling only zxi^t^ to 
'iZAvz wAiting.. 
Thz iollowing pAinciplz>i> should apply thAoaghoat thz wholz school. 
J 
7 . A laAgz pAopoAtion oi ^pzlling tzaching will bz donz duAing thz 
zditing ^tagz o^ MAiting, 
Z. Spzlling book^ should contain only woAd4 that aAZ ^pzllzd 
coAAZctly . Thi^ zdict ha/> two implications: 
childAZn' tAanscAiption oi woAds ^Aom boaAd 
to book nzzd^i to bz caAzf^ully chzckzd; 
zx.ZAcisz4i and tzsts should bz donz on tzsting 
shzzts OA woAk books. 
3. ChildAZn should not bz zxpzctzd to IzaAn woAds that thzy can 
alAzady spzll. This mzans that "thzmz" woAds, "intZAZSt" woAds 
"SuAvival" woAds ztc. all should bz pAZ-tZstzd, 
^ 
4. Somz childAZn may havz no woAds in any onz wzzk, 
i.z. thzy coAAZctly spzllzd all woAds in thz pAZtzst and WZAZ 
ZAAOA {^AZZ in thziA daily wAiting, [This would bz an zxtAZmzly 
AaAZ occuAAZncz and may bz a pointZA to a nzzd {oA moAZ ¿actual 
wAiting . J 
5 . d/hilz spzlling is zsszntially a wAittzn zxZAcisz much pAo^itablz 
woAk can bz donz duAing spzlling discussion activitizs, HowzvzA , 
OAal dAilling o^ list woAds is an unsound pAacticz. 
6. dictation passages should bz laAgzly unnzczssaAy, daily wAiting 
pAovidzs all thz 'dictation' pAacticz that childAZn should nzzd. 
Editing passagzs is a good substitutz zxzAcisz. 
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Bad Spellers of the V/orld Untie 
V/hlle there is as yet no final spelling syllabus the following principles should influence the v/ay in which spelling is taught at Lumea in 1985. & 
. Basic Function: 
The basic functions of spelling are to help fulfil the need of 
the writer to express and commur_icate and to heir» fulfil the need 
of the reader to leam what the v.̂ iter means. 
• ^ relation to tiie Writing Process the impoirtance of Spellir^ 
should be seen as increasing as it moves towards therreader e.g. 
Experience/Prewriting/Drafting/mting/Rev/riting/PublishingAesponse 
)ortance of Spelling 
v/riter 
„ - , Reader' . Early or over-emphasis on Spelling can imDede the process of both learning to spell and learning to write. 
. Spelling serves writing and has little meaning when isolated from the context of written language. 
. Word lists and dictation passages can sliift the focus of spelling 
from the studints' individual needs and the context of written language. 
In Spelling, children are at different levels and progress at 
different rates . Below is one example (from many) of a researcher*s 
view of the developmental natvâ e of spelling. 
Gentry has found the follov/ing stages. 
Stage 1: The deviant stage. 
At this stage children write deviant 
spellings lilce btBpA for monster. 
•'The deviant speller may guide the teaching 
activities needed to extend the child's 
understanding of the writing system.-' 
Stage 2: The prephonetic stage. 
"Here the child renders one, two, or three-letter 
spellings that demonstrate letter-sound coirespondence. 
MSR for monster and KLZ for closed omit sotmd 
features \/hich the child hears; the le-tters used 
represent but a fev/. of the salient letter-sound 
correspondences." 
This stage shows that the child is beginning to • 
link letter to sound, "an important stride toward 
written language competency." 
Stage 3: The phonetic stage. 
This stage is- "characterized by an almost perfect 
match betv/een letters and sounds," This is the 
stage at v/hich children typically match the sounds 
they wish to represent by using the names of letters. 
Gentry provides an extoDle of spelling at this stage. 
ADE LAF\-n?S KRAMD NTU LAVATR 
(Eighty elephants crammed into a elevator.) 
"These spellings allow the child the first real 
OTTDOrtuni'trr to '^nm^Trr^-« ^-i-rci M 
/Q^^ 4; The transitional stage. 
"As phonetic writers'become better acquainted with 
standard orthography, their representation becomes 
more abstract. They iadvance to a transitional 
stage between phonetic and correct spelling," 
Examples of spelling at this stage may be: 
EGUL for eagle (at the phonetic stage the spelling 
would probably have been liX̂ L): 
YOUNITED for united; and 
HIGHCKED for hiked. 
Stage 5: The correct stage. 
At this stage the child has come to grips v/ith 
spelling as a special v/ritten system which represents 
meaning without relying on a direct representation 
of sound as v/ritten symbol. 
villafie desacate fairo plagie tramel sematere 
innokyoulate leagie sewes pellvillyen 
The only valid measure of a child's spelling achievement is 
found in his correct use of spelling conventions in his writing. 
Some Classroom Issues. 
1. Commercially produced spelling te:rts and kits do not, in the main, 
serve the needs of individual pupils. It is recommended that they are 
examined most critically before being used. 
2. Class Lists - Should in most cajses be PiiKSONAL i.e. made up of 
those words from daily v/riting that are causing difficulties. Main 
criteria are 'use' and 'need'.-
5. Theme words - new v/ords tl:iat are needed for thelourrent unit or 
theme, 
4, Difficult words - Some justification for teaching those v/ords that 
are often misspelt or confused by most children. A need for caution 
here as these words can often become out-of-context lists, (100 
provided if requested). 
Testing 
Traditional Dictation serves little or no purpose. Daily writing 
provides the obvious passage on which to judge spelling. It is 
recommended that a passage containing en?ors be given to pupils in 
order that they can develop editing and proofreading skills. 
Lists Can be tested' by peers or parents. Class testing for personal 
words would be ijnpossible. 
Procedure - Teaching should follow the most successful technique: 
LOOK 
COVIR 
VTRITE 
CHECK 
Finally 
There is no one correct way to teach spelling. Make use of a 
variety of techniques. Probably the best text produced so far is 
"Spelling: a teachers guide"^ by Colin Hudson. Some examples from 
this book are appended. 
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Preamble 
Approaches to the teacliing of v.i'itlng have undergone signiricant 
changes in recent years. The emphasis has shifted from a product 
orientation to one where the writing process assumes' as much importance 
as the final product. 
As well, we have come to a different position in answering the 
most fundamental quèstion to do with \/Titing and that is: v/hy write? 
'/hereas in the past, thè answer may \.'ell have been expressed in terms 
of expanding creativity, developing vocabulary etc, v/e no\/ realise that 
while theo3 aims remain peripheral desires, the basic objective is that 
through writing, children can come to grips with what is being learned.; 
through writing they develop theix̂  mderstanding of nev/ fields of learning. 
Implications for Classroom Practice. 
Two major implications flow from the above consideration of vn.-iting: 
a) If writing is a process, then teachers and pupils ought to knov; 
what the writing process is. 
b) If writing is a means of learning then teachers must make clear 
to students the purpose for the v/riting that we ask'them to undertalce. 
From these implications the following aims derive: 
Aimŝ  
1. To foster interest in \/riting as a tool for learning. 
2. To develoii an understanding of the v/riting process. 
More specifically the follov/ing objectives derive: 
1) Children v/ill write daily. 
2) Children v/ill demonstrate their writing skills "by expressing 
themselves in the follov/ing genre: Observntion/Comment 
Recount 
Report 
Narrative 
Exposition 
3) Teachers v/ill plan their programs so that the above genre 
will be experienced, (appixjpriate to age levels) 
4) Children v;ill publish those texts v/hich have reached a standard 
of excellence appropriate to their level of v/riting development 
(1 in every 4?) 
Rooms v/ill be so organised o.s to create an atmosphere v/hich 
will encourage and foster a desire to v/rite. 
Steps in the .'riting Process. 
1. Stimulus / Pre-v/riiin/;;. 
Can take the form'of discussions, pictures, talks, research, 
excursions, T.V., themes, etc. 
V/hen children v/rite v/hat they laio\/ and care about it should follo\/ 
that they vo-ite more readily and v/ith gi'oater ease. 
2. Draft 
In this step the main ideas are pinned down, the general shape of the 
writing is determined. This is essentially a quick process during v/hich the 
conventions of neatness, grammar and spelling are not focuased upon. J)raft 
vriting is concerned i/ith content - polishing and publishing v/ill (may?) 
Dome later. 
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3. Self-Edltlnp; 
Having made a • draft copy some attention can nov/ be given to 
conventions. Amendments can be made: additions, deletions, spelling 
corrections are all likely during self-editing. 
Of course, the very young cliild may not be capable much in the 
way of self-editing. In other v;ords, be very aware of the child's stage 
of development. 
Some self-editing questions -
Have I said what I mean to say? 
' Does it follov/ a sequence? 
Have I checked spelling, punctuation, etc. 
Have I said it in the best v/ay? 
Re-VJriting 
Some re-drafting may take place following editing. Other v/riting 
may be proof-read Euid edited, but not re-v.Titten. 
In the early stages of v/riting/language development; scribing for 
publication may be done by teacher or other adult. 
5) Publication 
After careful re-writing and a final proof-reading, the piece is 
ready for publication. This is a very important motivation to quality 
writing. 
Some suggestions for Publication 
1. The work can be typed or handvâ itten by the teacher, parent-helper, 
or the child - depending on ago and ability of the writer. 
2. Conventions should be observed, 
3. Writing should be presented in an attractive manner (don't loao 
sight of the fact that the emphasis should remain on the quality 
of the writing not the excellence of the artistic presentation). 
Display on bulletin boards, in claaeroom, library etc. 
Publish a class, school magaziiie 
Publish in individual books 
Publish class books on Theses, etc. 
Tape stories for listening 
Tape stories to accompany illustrated picture/story books 
V/rite onto paintings, craft etc. 
V/rite a story each v/eek onto the chalkboard for the class to read ' 
Have a writer read the story to the class, assembly, another class. 
Deputy Principal, Principal. 
- V/rite onto overhead projector sheets for class use. 
Make story cards 
6. . Response. 
Remember that the child is v/i'iting to mean i.e. he/she is engaging 
in a form of communication that requires a response to moaning. Such 
comments as: 'excellent use of sentences', 'accurate spelling and 
punctuation', 'nice try' are better replaced by responses that reflect on 
the meaning of the message. For example a piece of viTiting that dealt v/ith 
the loss of a pet may generatè a comment: •'! know hov/ you must feel as I 
Just recently lost my kitten", or you think you might ask mum for 
another pet? 
The above comments reinforce the idea that writing is for meaning 
and that writers have real audiences; that writing can be a form of o;rtendert 
dialogue. 
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Of course, with report and expository writing it may be more 
appropriate (and particularly with senior writers) to respond more at 
a critical level. 
7. Conferencing. 
Not a single discrete stage in the process but rather an activity 
that occurs at many different times and in many different \mys. Conferencing 
involves teachers, follow pupils and other adults in a discussion of v/hat 
is being written. It arises from va'itten activities associated with any 
subject in the curriculum. 
.Types of Conferences. 
1. The Roving Conference in v;hich the" teacher v/allcs around the class 
gaining an overview, getting vrark started, asking the needed questions, 
making the appropriate comments. 
2. The Group Conference. This is used to introduce a new mode of 
\/riting, to teach a point of usage, to share Individual children's work. 
3. The y/hole-class Conference. Here 'published' books are read, editing 
skills taught and examples of successful v/riting shared, 
4. The Individual Coherence in v/hich the teacher helps the writer by 
asking appropriate questions, 
5. The Peer Conference in v/hich another child helps the writer to 
surface new information and reflect on style, 
6. g^e Publishing Conference. Tliis is where the teacher and the child 
prepare the story for publication* Focus can now be directed to conventions. 
Before asking for a publishing conference the child should have: 
checked information, spelling, punctuation and grammar; 
read the story aloud and sought some comment from a partner 
7. Evaluation. 
LURNEA PRIMARY SCHOOL 
EVALUATION POLICY 
EVALUATION POLICY - SCHOOL - 19G/k 
Principal : T. yomerviUe 
DljFINITION 
livaluation is a tool of teaching, the central purpose of. 
v/hich is to discover v/hether learning is taking place and v/here 
it is "perhaps being obstructed, and incidentally to suggest, 
directions in wlilch help may "oo given to the child as a leenmer. 
R/.TIONALE 
The pui-poses of evaluation are to provide foi- the collection 
of evidence which will shov; the degree to which pupil.s are progressing 
tov/ard curriculum goals, and to permit teachers to evaluate the 
effectiveness of curriculum e:<periences, activities and instructional 
methods. 
The functions of evaluation are to make provisions for guiding 
the grovrth of individual pupils, to diagnose their v/eaknesses and 
strengths, and to provide a basis for the modification of the 
curriculum or for the introduction of experiences to meet the needs 
of individuals and groups of pupils. 
The following process should be follov/ed: 
1. The statement of objectives 
2, A decision regarding content and learning c::pcricnce«. 
3. Tiie forganisation of learning experiences. 
4, Measurement 
PROaiAÎ i 
Types of ̂ Valuation: 
(a) Much evaluation v/ill be of a formative nature i.e. evaluation 
conducted on a continuing basis. In this v,-ay data will arise from 
day-to-day teaching and recordijig may be informal - in some cases 
no recording at all will be required, 
(b) Summatlve : At the end of each seven weekly programming 
period summativo evaluation should be carried out. 
The recording from such evaluation should be both quantitative 
(marks, grades) and qualitative (v/ritten comments). 
TESTING TBCHNÎ .iniS 
liake use of a whole range of techniques but concentrate on those wiiich suit your particular teaching style. 
(a) pbseryation Techniques 
Case studies 
Check lists 
Anecdotal Records 
Oral Repox̂ ts 
Work samples 
Rating scales 
Sociograms 
Scrapbooks and Collections 
Flov̂  Char'fcs 
Logs of LVents (field Trips) 
Photographs, films 
Peer Groiq) ¿Valuations 
(b) Sfioroi Techniques 
iitandardisod ̂J?ests 
Cx-lterion Reference Tests 
Teachor-made Tests (objective, multiple chaise, true-false etc, 
LURNEA PRIMARY SCHOOL 
LITERACY EVALUATION DOCUMENTS 
•Evaluation refers to aspects of 
enjoyment, skills and strategies 
and across curriculum usage. 
1 = To a great extent 
5 = Rarely 
N/A = Not applicable 
READING 
TERM 
2 The Child: 
Shows an interest in books 
Enjoys listening to books 
Selects suitable material during U.S.S.R 
Is engaged with reading throughout 
entire U.S.S.R session 
Reads at home as a leisure activity 
Can read own writing 
Can predict from cover/title/pictures 
Participates in Shared Reading 
Uses an appropriate balance of 
cueing devices 1 Shows proficiency with cloze reading 
techniques 
1 • 
Ability to retell 
Demands that reading makes sense 
Can interpret maps/charts/diagrams 
Uses contents and indexes efficiently 
WRITING 
The Child: 
Enjoys writing 
Chooses to write in free time 
Spends Writing Time Productively 
Follows the routines of the writing 
process 
Experiments with spelling 
Can identify spelling errors in 
own writing 
Uses spelling references efficiently 
Shows Competency in Spelling i i Has control over standard dialect 1 1 
Can manage the structures of: i 
TERMS 
- • 2 4 
- Appropriate Non-factual Texts 
The Child: 
SPEAKING + LISTENING 
Speaks clearly and confidently 
with partner 
with small group 
with whole class 
with teacher 
Enjoys oral drama activities/ 
participates willingly ' 
Can contribute orally to discussion 
across syllabuses within 
the curriculum 
Respects speaker/listener 
rules/routines 
Listens, absorbs meanings 
and acts upon them 
APPENDIX 5 
SAMPLES OF MEMBER CHECKING 
^ 'X- V Lu'-x^t^o. f.-^ 
Michael D e s c r i p t i v e R e e g r t ^ ^ , ^ ^̂  r- ii v / ' 
^ — ^ • — ^ Ir-^tftN-
Michael is new to t h i s school a s from t h e b e g i n n i n g o-f t h e year 
(1987) It is h i s f i r s t p e r m a n e n t a p p o i n t m e n t . He trained at 
Macarthur 2 y e a r s a g o and h a s s i n c e been doing casual v̂ Jork m a i n l y 
in high s c h o o l s . H e , t e a c h e s Year 5 / 6 
-^c^e. nejüü B e l i e f s . 
Michael b e l i e v e s t h a t : U p CX ^«»I^ IV J ^OCJA 
- Good w r i t e r s a r e not afraid to h a v i a g o at spelling big w o r d s , ^.eoyrr.e, 
/ _, prxj^vcver^ 
in writing.' D i f f e r e n t g e n r e should a l s o ' 
oJ V Sp e l l i n g d o e s n ' t c o u n t writing 
be used in w r i t i n g . In w r i t i n g t h e m o s t important thing is that — , ^̂  
it m a k e s s e n s e and k e e p s to t h e t o p i c . Q u a l i t y is more i m p o r t a n t oV 
than q u a n t i t y . 
A ; 
- Writing a s s e s s m e n t is t e r r i b l y j u d g m e n t a l . He looks for 
improvement i n . t h e c h i l d r e n ' s worli.^s a c r i t i e r i a for the writing 
t o QO on a special clip b o a r d V ^ c i o ^ W ^ e ^ " . ^ ^ r / f H » ^ 
- Some c-f the c h i l d r e n ' s work is s h o d d y ie. ndt copying up work 
c o r r e c t l y after publ i shi ng . . . not m a k i n g s e n s e . A/i^^i k̂orẑ c-«- Jv^p ̂  
/ 
- R e t e l l i n g should b e a c c u r a t e in s t o r y l i n e , c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n , 
of b o o k s . / Intonation i n d i c a t e s c o m p r e h e n s i o n 
- M a r k s are too j u d g m e n t a l . 
rii i rrrr^ / 
C u n -cxnci^i'C. 
- Parents should be encouraged to use the have-a-go technique 
when helping their children in spelling. ^ . . v ^ OVi. -Vo -t-v̂  OLodl -̂ cLil. T^«, 
- Even though he |::eeps his own records it would have been helpful cimiVy 
to have access to other records at the beginning o-f the year. He 
will use any method o-f evaluation that comes up.i Standardised 
tests may give some help but most decisions are reached by trial 
o V W r Ay — ^ Gnv«- OL ^o 
and error and discussions with the teachers»^^,^ tr̂ jt̂ v 
- A good speller must have a good grip on basic spelling and be 
able to correct them themselves. Resources such as a dictionary 
can be used. Sometimes the words used are not very adventurous. 
Quality varies, some children write a lot and don't get many 
mistakes, others write a little and get a 1ot wrong. Children 
vary in their capability for learning words. If they have a lot 
of words and can't learn that many a lesser number is negotiated 
with the child. These are words that the child feels are 
important. Basic words such as 'they' and 'this' are important 
and should have priority on a list. -̂»fxeî ' -Vo 
- A good listener ^^ confident in front of others. Retelling 
plays an i mpor tan t / p a r ^ —ttre—l i steni ng "pr ocess 
Retelli 
-%+Te—1 iStenlng . . \ 
Vocx^Vvoo O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- The school policy encourages the children to read for meaning 
and have a go at writing and spelling. Spelling is meaning based 
and the children are encouraged to communicate effectively. 
- He would get the parents to read to any child eicper i enci ng 
difficulty in language. The child shouldVetell and write with 
©fcs-̂ r ^ / 
an elder brojiher or sister to check 
- Some of the -fifths are better than the siicths. 
- Marks on the children's work are threatening and so avoids them-i 
- The staff meetings on the development of the language 
evaluation sheets have been helpful. 
- H e will show his "ignorance" if he speaks up during staff 
meetings. \u 
-nouj. 
Practices. 
Michael: 
- Stores copies of stories in folders. One folder for each 
kv 
The child. Only the best stories were placed in the folde 
\ Mc» - o?-o ."o Vo eÂ n'i. ^ others were disposed of 1 ^ \ \ \ • \ • ' m» 
/ — o>ora.\ ^^ rSTo c^ho^ rr>OLni\\cx. 
- Reads the children's work and marks it when its published-r> 
good stories go on a c-lJ p hnag-d in the store room and the not 
good go in a manilla folder. The purpose of this is so that' at ^ » 
the end of the year there will be a collection of good pieces. 
The published pieces were available for children to read with the 
«̂N/JAocĉ-vo 
e.g. how efficiently 
they used the information from previous conferencing or their re-
authors permission. The criteria used when marking pieces are in 
accordance with conferencing information. 
wri ti ng. All work is looked at on an individual basis. r 
- Keeps a lot of numerical records for spelling. Each child is / \/ 
iÂ ê /ciy 
oi 
f/̂ cu-̂ ^̂  
- J --
tested sometime during the week on their own list. Cloze and 
comprehension are given a mark. This is based on the type of 
questions asked e.g. Literal, i n-f erent i al , creative or critical. 
Marks are also given -for written retelling. r'o-c» ci.1̂  cSo l/̂i-v-Wctl 
- Scores cloze out o-f 10. Comprehension is scored out o-f 20 and 
involves questions including question types mentioned above.. 
- Does not write marks on the children's work.' Mai I.a ai (j gweo- ^ 
'-X̂ V̂ oV«- -T- 'vŴ l 
- Uses school magazine stories for clozej and tries to delete i 
words that encourage prediction. The whole class has the same 
road. The actual cloze cloze, middle of the sheets have a cloze 
passage on them and some questions but the questions do not refer 
p-xrV ^Ke 
to the^passage that was used for cloze although it is obviously 
the same story. Comprehension passages ar^/taken from a book 
being read to the class. X ^ 
- Has reading round the room.\ He discusses books with the ^ olI>o ci«̂  VWi 
children to ascertain what thW' thinli the book is about. 
- Does U.S.S.R. and sometimes uses this for observation. "^ov-As-- 1. 
- Give reports out at parent interviews. This is done in mid ^ 
June. - Takes anecdotal records of types of books the chi 1 dren«-̂ ô -v̂ ejt̂  
are reading and if the children are fully engaged in reading. ^ 
-^U-HxVj^ Z. V-ist, 
- Keeps anecdotal records about attitude and was thinking of ( ^ R G / u^ C L O CV^ 
L \ 
i m ck S'p^ 
1 - 5 criteria for this. S/^» 
^ , ^ . . _ _ . _ . . , ^ . - ^ _ . . . . — . A 1 - Wt- -! + 
t 
u s i n g a 1 - 5 c r i t e r i a f o r t h i s . / ^ 
- W r i t e s h i s a n e c d o t a l n o t e s b r i e - f l y a t s c h o o l and e x p a r i d s t h e m ( rr^^.c^. 
a t home. dlo^ 
- E s t a b l i s h e s s p e l l i n g l i s t s t h r o u g h t o p i c s / ( - M t t b ^ 
' d r - A i - L L . e r r o r s a r e ^ t a k e n from^ a t c o n f e r e n c e t i m e and a c o p y 
g i v e n t o t h e c h i l d r e n . 
- K e e p s t h e o r i g i n a l c o p y o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l l i s t s i n h i s p r o g r a m . 
T h e c h i l d r e n know t h e y w i l l b e t e s t e d s o m e t i m e d u r i n g t h e w e e k . 
- U s e s t r i a l a n d e r r o r a s a t h e b a s i s f o r f i n d i n g t h e n u m b e r o f 
w o r d s a c h i l d c a n m a n a g e . No m o r e t h a n 2 0 w o r d s w o u l d b e g i v e n 
t o a n y o n e c h i l d . v^i^o^-^ rr^ov-i/ 
- D e c i d e s t h e g r o u p f o r nev^j c h i l d r e n i n t h e c l a s s b y t a l k i n g t o 
t h e c h i l d a n d l o o k i n g a t t h e i r b o o k w o r k a n d t h e n t e n t a t i v e l y 
p l a c e s t h e m i n a g r o u p . ^ ' I \ \ • ^ 
- L o o k s a t t h e i r v^<r i t ing a n d a l s o how t h e y d i s c u s s and s h a r e . ^ 
- L o o k s a t t h e c h i l d r e n ' s a u d i e n c e t o s e e t h e i r r e s p o n s e when h e 
e v a l u a t e s p e a k i n g . He a l s o l o o k s a t t h e c h i l d s w i l l i n g n e s s t o 
s p e a k i n f r o n t o f o t h e r s . T h e u n w i l l i n g c h i l d r e n a r e 
c o n f e r e n c e d . I n l i s t e n i n g o b s e r v a t i o n s a r e made d u r i n g s t o r y : ; 
r e a d i n g . W s A - VV-^i^r- O O r . ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ t l ^ • 
- F i n d s t h e s c h o o l e v a l u a t i o n s h e e t s r e a l l y h e l p f u l and u s e s t h e ^ ^ 
h e a d i n g s f o r h i s own e v a l u a t i o n ^ ^ 
V; 
/ d trv <x< 
o U ^ - o ^ 
- ^ r ^ . V > 1 , - v., ' J . -.„s.v - - . A . 
mi s t a k e s . 
C.1 OiU 
(ON O'A CD v; • 
C o n c e r n s . ¡a 
M i c h a e l i s c o n c e r n e d t h a t : 
- A b o u t m a r k s a n d t r i e s t o a v o i d m a r k s f o r . ' r e a d i n g . H e 
a v o i d s c o m m i t t i n g h i m s e l f t o a m a r k -for p a r e n t s a n d u s e s b r o a d 
t e r m s , e . g . t o w a r d s t h e t o p o-f t h e g r o u p . ^ ^ X f ^ x ^ ^ i ^ J n e e A s - A o . - -^^ A-boj«- b-vilo-̂  cxyj' 
- P a r e n t s f e e l h e i s n o t d o i n g h i s j o b if t h e r e a r e s p e l l i n g 
^ V ^ I A A o o ^ v V ^ i ^ 1-C> l i V e c o n ^ v o v ^ s ^ 
/ 7 • \ 
ii^itlj. ̂ s s c r i B t i v e R e p o r t 
Beth* is seven y e a r s out o-f G o u l b u r n C o l l e g e . W ^ e is teaching 
y e a r 1 but m o s t o-f h e r e>iperience h a s been in c a s u a l work in the 
P r i m a r y a r e a . ^ ^ O ^ C j ^ O C S O n f i i i ^ l O u S ^ 
B e l i e f s 
B e t h b e l i e v e s t h a t : L i i e r q j u i ^ h a S ^ o J ^ ^ a c J ^ ^ C ^ 
is hes-l- ^eJi^^d r / u e ^ u s W / f / / 
- B e t t e r r e a d e r s can p r o g r e s s at t h e i r own pacfe when using R i g b y 
reading s c h e m e . It a l s o a l l o w s -for i n d i v i d u a l a s s e s s m e n t . R i g b y 
y 7 
t e l l s you how m a n y ( w o r d ^ e a c h c h i l d knows and what book they 
^ hCrh reQ//<^ > 
are up t o . y ^ r a l r e a d i n g is basical.ly only f o r e v a l u a t i o n . 
T-h Qiy/eS ^Ou or^ )ofeQ O-R /'Qi/oJ-
- Enjoyment of r e a d i n g is o n e of the most important a s p e c t s , 
Getting meaning from te);t is a l s o r e a l l y i m p o r t a n t . Reading d o e s 
not have to b e word p e r f e c t so long as the m e a n i n g is m a i n t a i n e d . 
C h o i c e of a p p r o p r i a t e booli is i m p o r t a n t . An a p p r o p r i a t e book is 
one the child can a c t u a l l y r e a d . Flash c a r d s are not as inter— 
esting a s s t o r i e s . 
ually r e a d . Flash c a r d s are not as inter— 
^ ^ noi tsnc Q-f -Prus-f^Q^i^^ k^U ^ 
- E v a l u a t i o n is to a s s e s s c h i l d r e n ' s a b i l i t y f o r r e p o r t s to 
p a r e n t s and to s h o w c h i l d r e n ' s n e e d . S p e c i f i c e v a l u a t i o n is 
4 
d i f f i c u l t due to the w i d e r a n g e w i t h i n the c l a s s . 
- Home i n f l u e n c e is v e r y i m p o r t a n t and it s h o w s in the c h i l d . 
- A good basic g r o u n d i n g in p h o n i c s in k i n d e r g a r t e n , 
p a r t i c u l a r l y initial s o u n d s is n e c e s s a r y . A strong p h o n i c b a s e 
p r e v e n t s r e a d i n g p r o b l e m s . P h o n i c a w a r e n e s s is i n c r e a s e d in 
J rounclf^^ 
r ^ ^ / ^ / . . . , - . ^ . t , . y ^ A . / r - , 
^ j US'f' ' '=> qtoercj/ Q5 
sci-fic 'sounds' iTi x h e s t o r i e s . ^ * year 1 through the e m p h a s i s on speci-fic 'sounds' 
••S..̂ . 
\ 
~ Signs o-f reading during U . S . S . R . are that thev read with their 
mouths open and don't just -flip through the book or look into 
s p a c e . The t e a c h e r q u e s t i o n the children s o m e t i m e s about the 
b o o k s c o n t e n t . ^ / s q X h o ^ ^ J i u n d ^ . 
-/f)a/ chn '^tck of Sounclr 
- Her p e r s o n a l e v a l u a t i o n sheet better than school evaluation ^ 
.. — -rheu 
sheet as it h a s written c o m m e n t on it. A tick is meaningless and 
involves a lot o-f g u e s s i n g . "Written c o m m e n t s are usable and olorxO ^ 
require actual contact with the c h i l d . ^ 
ustd In Conjunction Uji^K ^C A coir 
- Good readers can retell the content of the s t o r y . Poor readers 
can retell* through the p i c t u r e but there isn't the depth o-f 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g . Children enjoy oral r e a d i n g . Reading evaluation / 
V '^lOi/^ 
is h a r d . It involves a lot o-f o b s e r v i n g . Good readers need to / 
-jfc reacf 
have a sound home b a c k g r o u n d and they usually read a lot. X / 
^ Woe/ 70 
ZhocJ -hyecA 
- Handing r e c o r d s on to the next teacher would be u s e f u l . CO^ 
Reading a g e s are u s e f u l but not a c c u r a t e . Ranked lists from _ / 
read, 
p r e v i o u s teacher would have been just as u s e f u l . A short comment 
on each child from the p r e v i o u s teacher would b ^ h e l p f u l . 
- Good writers are not n e c e s s a r i l y good r e a d e r s . they just write 
and don't need a s s i s t a n c e , a sense of humour is sometimes obvious 
and a confidence enabling them to read their stories to o t h e r s , 
sometimes they show that they don't like m i s t a k e s . 
- G o o d s p e l l e r s a r e m o s t l y g o o d r e a d e r s . T h e y a r e n o t 
n e c e s s a r i l y g o o d s p e l l e r s b e c a u s e t h e y s o u n d o u t w o r d s o r i n v e n t 
s p e l l i n g . I t ' s b e c a u s e t h e y k n o w b a s i c w o r d s l i k e ' h o m e ' a n d r' d a d ' a n d ' m u m ' . T h e y m e m o r i z e t h o s e w o r d s i n t o , s p e l 1 i n g w o r d s . 
r H a t t e n d s O n c h i l d ^ {r^clioldi^f 
vr G o o d s p e l l e r s w o n ' t i n v e n t , t h e y w a n t it r i g h t . A b a d s p e l l e r 
C ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i m e . T h e y j u s t s p e l l it t h e w a y it s o u n d s .and 
e v e n a-Fter w e e k s o-f h a v i n g a w o r d in t h e s p e l l i n g l i s t s a b a d 
ff^C^speller s t i l l g e t s it w r o n a . S o m e c h i l d r e n u s e w o r d s a r o u n d t h e 
^ J r o o n u ^ ^ ^ ^ h e y a r e ^ o o i ^ ' s p e l 1 e r s b e c a u s e t h e y a r e n o t u s i n g t h e i r 
w o r d a t t a c k s k i l l s . W o r d a t t a c k sliills a r e brealiing w o r d s u p 
l i k e ' m u d ' a n d ' d a d ' u p i n t o s o u n d s . - — ^ 
c/zSaore^ nioub^ ^hecy ^ e / o j ^ - ^ A . 
- R e a d i n g a c t i v i t i e s a r e o r ^ n i n e d in g r o u p s b a s e d on a b i l i t y . 
I^^ltJ C h i l d r e n t h a t c a n w o r k i n d e p e n d e n t l y a r e a l s o g r o u p e d t o a e t h e r s o 
T ^ . s o m e t i m e s a g o o d r e a d e r i s w i t h a-^'ioito^i^rQup b e c a u s e of l a c k o-f 
- Y o u c a n t e l l if a c h i l d i s i n t e l l i g e n t b y h i s l o o k s , h e s h o w s U ^ -io 
c o n f i d e n c e a n d s p e a k s o u t l o u d l y a n d p o l i t e l y . 
"^^^For ^^Jeak c h i l d r e n a h o m e r e a d i n g p r o g r a m w o u l d h e l p u s i n g l o w 
"f /of-s o r reac/^n 'cf o h rx ^ 
a b i l i t y r e a d i n g boolis, e . g . T h i s is a c a t . T h i s a d o g . ^ 
-f « V n ^ / ^ a o t v n S'hr|¿s rcacit^qhitii^ Paren^f^ 
r e p e t a t i v e t y p e te::t. C o n t i n u a W r e a d i n g of t e x t i s done"^ u n t i l 
t h e c h i l d c a n r e a d it b a c k e v e n if m e m o r i z e d . T h i s h e l p s 
c o n f i d e n c e . A f t e r r e a d i n a t h e b o o k i n d i v i d u a l w o r d s , a r e l o o k e d 
tnOijt^z. ¡Poor ey^om^l^j 
a t . T e x t s s u c h a s L e t s S p e l l a n d L e t s W r i t e would'-^e s u g g e s t e d . I14 "f 
O-F 
T h e s e t e x t s d o n ' t f i t w i t h p r o c e s s v-^ritina b u t p o o r r e a d e r s L 
n o t l::now t h e i r i n i t i a l s o u n d s s o i t c a n o n l y h e l o . If t h e y kr\o\fi h ^ J ^ /3 
\ civcxi l o U z a-f-
s V u r r e j K-Ma^ or o 
reaxf ^ o r y d Z ^ ^ ^ i t s ^ J ^ ^ 
ir^/Ono^^^Cn-f IS, Vortj ei^/'p/g/i-/- . I-i h n - H i j J - r s ^ , 
— ^ ^ - . rtf I ^ 
t h e i r initial s o u n d s t h e y a r e f u r t h e r d o w n t h e track than a blank 
p s g e . 
- S h e d o e s n ' t h a v e a n y real k n o w l e d g e about t h e school 
e v a l u a t i o n p o l i c y . T h e e v a l u a t i o n s h e e t s a r e q u i t e good at 
repor't t i m e . ^ ^ O n l u ^ k e e A s ^i-ia-/-
- S h y n e s s can o v e r r i d e a good s p e a k e r s c o n f i d e n c e . 
- Good l i s t e n e r s listen to i n s t r u c t i o n s and can r e t e l l . 
- E x p e c t a t i o n s m a k e t h e d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n A , B and C on t h e 
r e p o r t . Top r e a d e r s i n s t a n t l y g e t an 'A". T h e d e c i d e r b e t w e e n 
'A' and 'B' VMOuld probab,ly b e t h e w a y t h e y work in g r o u p s . o f s O 
P r a c t i c e s 
B e t h : 
B a s e s reading a c t i v i t i e s on a b o o k , e . g . T h e L i t t l e Red H e n , 
^over a fortriightly c y c l e . T h i s i n c l u d e s s o n n s and p o e m s about 
the b o o k . They read t h e book and h a v e j^ja«/ r o t a t i n g a c t i v i t i e s 
over eight d a y s . s o m e of t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s a r e s e q u e n c i n g , a y e s 
and no ansv>jer stencil and cut and p a s t e a c t i v i t i e s . T h e s e c h a n g e 
with each booli. T h e r e a r e a l s o f o u r c o n s t a n t a c t i v i t i e s e . g . 
l i s t e n i n g post and a s o u n d ' a c t i v i t y . R i g b y skill b u i l d e r s are 
used and s o m e t i m e s a l i t t l e book is m a d e t o take h o m e to r e a d . 
CLf U5inq Of 
- G e t s b e g i n n i n g r e a d e r s s t a r t e d b y lieaching them some w o r d s but 
s t o r i e s are b e t t e r . F l a s h c a r d s a r e m a d e of the w o r d s in t h e 
s t o r y . ^ ^^^Cjli CKJ^-Z^K. /^O"^ 'Sb n ? u c ^ Oc^ -Mc^ t 
^ 
- Sends work home if the child is ocperienci ng di-f-f iculty. 
- Evaluates the literature based reading program by occasional 
note taliing on the children's reading. Children choose a bool-: to « 
read to the teacher and the teacher comments. A, B or C are 
given. the grade is given only on that book. C could indicate 
that the book was to hard. Comments are also made on listening. 
Note is made o-f the level o-f the book. Comments on oral reading 
are made. I-f they are reading 'off by heart' word recognition is 
established through questioning. Fluency is noted and word 
attack skills and also if they seek help from the teacher. 
Volume is noted and also their enjoyment and their confidence. 
Sharing is done after U.S.S.R. but it is not compulsory. No 
actual comprehension checli is done from oral reading. After 
silent reading the teacher sometimes asks 'what happened?' 
\ 
- Throws the evaluation sheets out at the end of the year. They 
are used for reports and parent interviews. 
- Arranges the reading groups according to the reading ages given 
in Kindergarten but some changes are made. Each group has the 
same work but the expectations are different. A different 
quality is also expected. The easy part of the reading stencil 
is word matching', by the bottom of the stencil they are joining 
words to pictures with the use of initial sounds. / Qrcc/e^c/ 
^roup c a 
- Uses check lists on words they linow. Records are kepf^of the 
X made Q c(necks4 o^ 75<vtrc/s ^ ^ iono^eAi r^ 
q o n ' ^ a f ! c h ^ ^ ^ ^ c é ^ t u a / ^ cincj . 
c^^atk no^ Q-h erxo/ o^ ^^ar. 
CJXS^S Cf\ r^ in av^ o / o / 
oul T ^^ 
- Observes speaking to discover confidence, how they talk to 
other children, how they speak to the teacher, mumblers and those 
who don't talk. 
- Stores observations vihich in turn influence written comments. 
Observations are made o-f whether the child is copying, whether 
they* are going back and re reading. 
Concerns 
Beth is concerned that: 
- As she has never taught a Year 1 before she says she doesn't 
know what u'- Ct OLt̂ 'fttop and C's very 
difficult. <75. t-f /vS CiH UfP ^ ^o^ ¿y^c.r/e ci^o! 
u/hcrf ucx/ t^iqM is ao A ^ -fe^h^ 
Sau J IS Q B —^ 
- She ma'r not b^^doing the right thing in evaluation. Is the way ^ 
she is ĉ ô r»̂  tt ̂ txit̂ ifcl 
Concern^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
{jJO^'il ^ o ^ A e ^ e e / 
Con CJi.-ne^ol U^heJ^ ^ 
e \Jalu eeLn¡c u 
BVct/u a-f-'njf ^ U^Cju ci^ is 
ic/ 
Q/so ^rsvnQhkj Co^e3 )n-k> Jo^du 
L^npjua^jo areas as / / /s 4o pl/q/cíq 
Alumh<?r because is no 
O^ curon^ ¡ r\ u ' ^ f j u ^ 
JZ-f- IS d'Pßi cc-lIÌ- Í^oíaJCí/qj^ i-P -J^ackj^ 
Pimcls Q OOQU Sur4s ^ e r ct^c! cuorás 
{AIQ^CI o ^ y olass ÍS (A/bC'-fl^ ^-ee^ìA^ 
ar^c/ usinq C ' -
IT p€ej -i^a-i- J l c / o n ^ a. 
^ood Job e\jQluQ4i^ ^ o i ^ ^ s 
^ ^ o - r v i J^/-) 
-/-T (lAC 
^ Û C C c h i c / /S i r . 
c a r t 4 a(o ^ 
fvs%ihl^ ne)c-f y aar J : ^jOcdo/ 
"^inn^hßy cfieci/rs-^s d o c ^ r ^ 
aricJ co-^f^e^-f^ o-"v Ci-\ 'i lct/<¿_r\__ 
Q.acl'^ i n s - f ^ a o j o - / lA/ee^á.^ 
-I- niah-^^c. as Ojow Ca.^ ^ 
D ^ s c r i Q t i y e R e p o r t 
J e n n y is t e a c h i n g a y e a r 3 o-f 2 6 c h i l d r e n . 
B e l i e f s . 
J e n n y b e l i e v e s t h a t : 
- E v a l u a t i o n h e l p s y o u t o s e e w h e r e t h e c h i l d r e n a r e a o i n a and i^ 
Lmd ho^uj f^tij arc co^m^ ujitl^ /Ae ^ajoitIC . 
QtiJyau t o - a d j u s t y o u r p r o g r a m . It s h o w s y o u a n y di-f-f i cul ti e s 
fiCcotrdinqu . , , 
h a v e t o w o r k on>4 . E v a l u a t i o n ic d o n o b y o b s e r v i n g i-f-
Mdrctn (^OrkinQ, ilniir obthti^ io COMplde fhC vJOrk 
uhDle 
Noi applicable - school noLO InauQ ihe same 
- Qn /^ner own e v ^ uati oirPv=hf=i=V''OironLi/icT^t i o r ^ ^ 
a l s ISSlV anV re: :ed b) lompetWnt r e a 
- G o o d r e a d e r s r e a d f o r e n j o y m e n t and r e a d self s e l e c t e d b o o k s . 
M e a n i n g is i m p o r t a n t . R e a d i n g h a s t o m a k e s e n s e , 
A lot of r e a d i n g t e s t s d o n t ' r e a l l y f i n d 
out a b o u t r e a d i n q f o r m e a n i n g . T h e y a r e u s u a l l y w o r d t e s t s , ,, 
Ojhich fe$TS ihi Ch, Idretn's knotAjUaqe of tyjot^ol^ ottnd i^e^ a/on'i itH ^oiA if fhetj 
G o o d r e a d e r s c a n a c c u r a t e l y and q u i c k l y 
reacJt^ 
c o m p l e t e r e a d i n g a c t i v i t i e s a n d s h o w a g o o d u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e fo^ ' 
a c t i v i t y a n d s h o w i n d e p e n d e n c e in r e a d i n g of b o o k s . t^^Omim^ 
0 vuholz 
- T h e r e is -p^-o-esssatSVschool r e a d i n g e v a l u a t i o n 
It iinclude5 
c h e c k l i s t s h e e t . Tliu main—Lhiiiy wil l te^ k e e n e s s t o r e a d 
q u i e t l y , i n t e r e s t in boolis, u s e of a di ct i o n a r y . . . it t i e s in 
w i t h r e a d i n g t h r o u g h l i t e r a t u r e . 
i/jhtk^ co/nplehtnQ 
uwr-th r e p o r t s . N o t t o o i n v o l v e d . T h e s c h o o l p o l i c y is 
g e t t i n g d o w n t o t h i n g s t h a t a r e s i m p l e a n d bai t a b s t r a c t 
- Evaluation information helps with reading program. It helps you 
to adjust your thinking and give activities that are meaningful. 
The ̂  evaluation sheets should be handed onto the nejit teacher. 
. • , . , v^ vt^» ft I nc %.iini nA'ii t-i^/vi/i^ 'tKiKicK* ujntAia - Ability groups^cater more for children needs. Brightier chi 1 dren ^ ^ ^ ŷ ^ 
for riadî a n/ / 
can have more difficult î orh:. Easier but interesting work for « • ̂  
TItndtK^Cj 
the slower children. 
reod "fo cl^ildrtin otid hshm fo - It is important that parents ag-c reading and 1 i steiti i ig-to thoir 
_ _ nod . 
Childrttn med io see fhai tuei^^oi^e 
reads for ¿kijoijme^i mcltyid/^q hodners ond pore^i^ . H's tinnporhnf 
f M fhe^ see people reodmo for a \/Qrieiu o{ reasons - leisure;, 
- Good writers Jse convent ioKs and T^tj^'cVtin^, > h f,\nd 
write in different mode i.e.factual as well as narrative, with , 
h^wrnnaiio 
very little adjustment to be made at publishing stage. They ¿/Hrj^ ^C . 
50 fheu 
their involvement with coti iee 
books. Some clnildrein ore ohk h ujnfe v/€ry inieresiim^ pieces if as q 
buf need some Qssishnce conv&inilOns. {/oluoble 
Good iptHi*-^ can idetnhfu mcorreci spellim^ m ilr^eir lAJrihnc Qnd oil^ets ^iOnj^^' 
^pgl 3 erg can{^ise resQurc.es_ro find correct spelling. They ^ 
J. of^c ^hle fo i^jovds oi^d i^em 
don't just use safe vocabulary, are confident about the use of 
words and are independent. • 
- Good listeners can follow directions and the conventions 
listenina, doesn't interrupt and responds to others. 
V 
- Good spealíers are con-f i dent, enjoy speahiing and speak in 
acceptable language when speaking to others. 
WAg^n a child IS reaching and /Ae^ doy^'l 
^ a child d o ^ rr^ know ^ word they should quess instead of 
n ^ool reader aniic/paieg ujhai t^ coi^inQ i/ip Qr,d ujill choose Q 
stopping. T4-.Gy muDl yuL Lhe word rtr-malcc Don sc. -Tim, (_AII JIL.U ^^Ord 
^^ l-i^tLj are i^inaUe h qei yrieat^iinq fro!^ 
^ ike^ cinose ujas i^ofopropriah . semsQ . 
/ ~ individual—gpol ling Ll^iJa—aro -b-elrbeî  ac the/-aro words tné 
ofictn rccit[/^a vJOrds iliof ikiiyi 
Ghi Idrpn nood whereas spf 1.4-cts may i n"n1 "p,i-tfmdg ^ ^ chi 1 dron 
Qlreacfy kne^. ^^^^^ ^^^ 
>alroady hnow. Simple words are sounding out words. Ghi1 dren 
a ba$ic set of ujord^ that all chldt^em uj, II req^uire for uunhma 
a-i-GO need t-n |-nnî t important uordD ouch ao 'the' and ' wlibi y" . * iajZ rl^etn tic. 
yf Indu/idnal Z/^/s hi/p io Cah^- io ihe cln/fdret^s needs m (Ajnii>nG -
-facfuol <v narraiis/e . Iht^ airz ^eni^^ Q Hhi of ojorc/s ihai fhe^ are ctsun^ 
- A, B and C assessments are just subjective decisions done on a Msieod 
1 w • 0{ Ctin class not grade basis. ^̂ ^̂  ̂  j 
hsi . 
Practi ces. 
Jenny 
- Gives choral reading in order to listen to the children read 
individually, also close passages, comprehension exercises and 
verbal discussion about the story are given. Observations are 
made about the children's ability to read quietly on their own 
without i nterrupt i ons. choice o-f books and their ability to 
•follow written directions. This is recorded on an evaluation 
sheet and helps in reports and interviews. ¡I 
t;t\(7VK Retelling is used for comprehension. Mental notes are talien 
oi retelling. Amcdofaf recOrds ai^Q oko Icdp-i- . 
recditn^ ^rouips ahd soinchyine^ afteir 
- Does sharing af ter'^U. S. £. R. 
Childrem CQtn shouo eoch oilier ih0 cjcZ/u/Z/^s flne^ Ina^/e cOi^pkied 
di/inylQ r£odtr\Q time . 3 
Afkr yb.s R. ^he clnddrem catn ^l^oire Oimt^ mic^esftn^ books or 
PH. ''' 
are used as a reading e;cercise -for good readers. 
- Programs reading through literature, good literature not 
stereotype booli. Activities are done -for the whole class on class 
book but at different levels. Some do commercials or plays or 
clo::e. Some listen to tape and follow the boolis. 
Ofhir actn/iiies incluae t^ak/^q a simphfiicf [/ei^siotn o-f ihe hook 
for Ihe slou) qrooip . conntc sinps, r^uosp.ciper rtzcoHs . adiy/tiu CQt-ds rehiec! fo 
^ ^he hook eic . - Keeps anecdotal records on oxn ovaluatien phcet, nuL juaL a 
tT-c-h. Evaluation for each child in each area is liept in the 
class evaluation folder. 
nodtt^q 
- Grades the'^groups. They are social at. the beginning of the 
/ Aou; ihe clmidret^ Ore, i^oirkimq . t molct ^hese oh 
Groups are m year unt 
• • _i . , . iA/dklniynq rigid, they can be changed. i, J , Their) lAjork 
Qhd fi^e 
- Puts new children in the middle groups where they are observed ^Ork 
and then put up or down according to observation at completion of hot̂ d/hi 
activity, oral reading, making sense of cloze, discussion, 
socialization and confidence. 
- Takes the children's spelling lists from their, writing. The 
chtldreyi hay/Z ouron<^ 
number of words depends on how m^ny. words the t<rek<i>rer t̂ xrMUpyV3cWib̂  
•n ih^it^ //ic/uafS nairraitue amd fad uiqI '^^lii^cj 
" If they are having trouble with 
^^ Eatl^ clrnld ^as an 
simple words they only get a few w o r d s . ^ n d i vi duaLiec/spel 1 i ng 
lista V^AAlAlMf^^W^AJ^^ ^^^ cUdretn 
niQ^ haue a rynax. of 10 iAJor^ . 
- Looks through the children's draft book every week to see 
improvement. Children's writing 
drafts are used for evaluation. Thê ê QVt Coll̂ Ĉ ec| tutinj itr/m 
^mol coinninnQnIò are ujrilfen aiooi/ii ^htmn . 
Concerns 
Jenny is concerned that; 
Formol n/ali^oiioin lakes up a lof of ft me -hoil if'5 somell^imj 
itnaf f)Qs io be done bzcQuise tue* re occoutnfahlQ 'fo 
parens /^cfzpoit^ii^t'nf Qtnd /Ae coi^triuihi'fy • fiôr Pirsotnaff^ 
/ fitncl flnoi 0 fof of (¿{/ofmofiom IS f^ade 
iUou^ln ohszirvoif lotns o^d /5 hapjochim^ alt fhe fftnne 
OS I Qhn feacl^ft^j 
S^CYj. Descrietiye Reggrt 
Gary is- Executive Teacher, Primary and teache^-s a 4th grade. He 
obtained his second list in 1987. kt̂  
G«ry believes that. o f ^ " • 
- Th^re is a lack o-f̂  evaluation of children's progress, 
particularly in language and h^s not com-fortable about evaluation 
since he began to teach whole language. The school evaluation 
sheet can be used to record the judgements that are made after 
// f all the data has been collected. Evaluation of the children 
should be continual. He knows each child well enough to be able 
to discuss their progress after the first five weeks without any 
formal assessment. 
- Records need to be kept for accountability to parents and 
teachers. Records are mainly for others. 
- Some of the items on his own evaluation sheet were difficult to 
assess. These were; skills and strategies in reading and 
predicts unknown words using semantic, syntactic and grapho-
phonic cues. Establishing new checklists must be worthwhile and 
not just tokenism. Some evaluation judgements can be made by a 
tick and a guess. e.g. enjoys writing. This is purely based on 
the teacher's perception but some items need the teacher to 
collect data. The checklist is simply a way of making the 
teacher sit down and reflect on a particular child. It channels 
them into a reflective process, 
Stanardized testa are useful -for streamed classes of* "for 
ranking children. 
- The supervisor has to discuss the teacher's pre-conceptions and 
develop staff awareness in order to co-ordinate their thinking 
about <he evaluation process. 
- There were problems with working on a K-6 basis for language 
evaluation. Teachers had trouble answering questions in the 
bounds of where the children are expected to be along a 
continuum. Some points on the evaluation sheets were not felt to 
be strickly K-6. e.g. resources...dictionary use, making own 
spelling corrections. these, it was thought, were for older 
children. Teachers felt uncomfortable about making a judgement 
on five separate components of the process of writing. They felt 
more comfortable with items like 'can or cannot follov^ the 
routines. 
- Peer interaction during co-operative cloze is more beneficial 
than individual cloze exercises. 
- Children like to read and work with their own writing. X/^^ 
judgements made about oral retelling twice a term or a cloze mark ^ ^ 
kept. The judgement at the end should not be the summation of a ^ ^ 
whole lot of marks. Evaluation affects programming on an 
individual basis. Giving tests presures children unnecessarily. 
- Evaluation made available to the next teacher is not used. 
Record cards are not used. Teachers like to make up their own 
minds about the children. Thev may consult the previous teacher 
if'clarification is needed. Record cards establish pre-conceived « 
ideas. 
- Parents place a lot of emphasis on the 'B' level on the report, 
thev are happy if the child in on level 'A' and thev know if they 
are on level'C. They always look at the grades even though they 
know the comments tell them more. Parents are comfortable with 
grades and numbers. 
- Spelling competency is shown by a child who will have a go, 
identify errors and can look them up. This is not necessarily a 
good speller* though according to the Dolce list standard. 
Testing is not an adequate way to look at spelling competency but 
judgements using the children's work are. There is value in 
knowing the 'natural' spellers and those who have to ,work at it. 
There is always room for extension of the natural spellers 
— - / i t y - ^ U ^ 
- Children's writing should have literary worth. Awareness of 
worth must be at classroom level. Quality judgements can't be 
made every 10 weeks...a term is too narrow a time span. Good 
writers write often and enjoy writing. Original drafts show 
structure and good conventions and good levels of spelling 
understanding. Imagination is also desirable. Some children 
don't write much but have a uniqueness about their writing that is 
excel 1ent. 
^ /! / / 
€ 
¡•»tJt^ftf*!^ 
Practice«. 
Gary I 
- Tried to -find a suitable method of evaluation. Meetings were 
held^ with the principal to try and -find a satisfactory language 
evaluation method. Current evaluation checklists were worked on 
because of Gary's inspection. These lists were implemented 
across grade four. A grade meeting analysised them and deleted 
these items that were difficult to assess. A draft of the 
resulting check lists were taken to the staff with the idea of 
devising a K-6 document. /) En jovment ¡.̂ ski 1 Is and strategies^cross 
the curriculum were the areas considered. Difficulties were 
experienced in the area of predicting unknown words and 
^ 
predicting outcomes at text level. Assesses prediction through 
observation5 oral reading and retelling. Oral retelling done on (̂ ^̂ fS 
an individual basis, conferencing really, to assess the item on 
the evaluation sheet that states.demands that reading makes 
sense. Children were told prior to reading that they would have 
to retell. A recorded 1 to 5 rating was used for retelling. 
- Had been hunting for a successful model of evaluation since he 
began teaching whole language. First look at the previous 
evaluation checklist seemed to be all right but a closer look 
revealed complications. Staff meeting resulted in drastic cut 
backs. the Principal wanted it to be K-6. It had to be 
relatively easv for all teachers and children. As they were they 
were very time consuming. Changes were also made to the checklist 
so that they could be operated over four terms with chech: made in 
only terms two and four to fit in with the reports. A lot of 
f/tJfc/e / / / / . jCtJ^e*^^^^ 
discussion on spelling during the sta-ff meeting on writing was 
due to terminology. Judgements are now made about spelling by 
looking at the children's draft book. There is no items on the 
writfng checklist that indicates quality^ Th^^iterns 
differentiate between ordinary writers and those with unique 
talents. 
- Gives marks for cloze passages which are developed with a 
balance of processes being used. Some clozes are made f r ^ the^ 
children's own stories and some are written using the book being 
read in the classroom. Children that can't handle cloze have 
other reading material to work with. e.g. tapes, reading 
activities etc. ¿^foZ^ Hi^l^ ^ ^ 
Co ̂ o^e -^d/^f^ . 
- Keeps record in an evaluation folder divided into section, one 
for each child. Anecdotal records are scribbled first then 
written up later. Evaluation information is passed on to the 
next teacher at the end of the year. The report system is 
basically anecdotal with a few checikl i st poi nts.. . very broad. ̂  
Grades are given. Reports are given out at parent interviews. 
- Evaluates the brighter children through an individualized 
reading program as they keep their own records of their progress 
through the activities. 
Concerns. . 
Gary is concerned thati 
There is no adequate evaluation to equate with whole language. 
H^ still does not know what is the perfect evaluation or that 
he won't need to continually need to change it. 
- -Xr (/¿Ay (/a fue ^n/n/J^ 
c^^^-e^^ctc^ ^ ^ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Dsiiasjt fiescriBtiye Rgegrt 
Dallas teaches Year 5. She was successfully assessed for her 
first list in 1986. 
Beliefs. 
Dairas believes that: 
- Good readers always read a lot and can put together a very good 
story and read it as if its a novel. 
- Giving all the children the same cloze passage is not right but 
is waiting for something better to come along. 
- Comprehension questions should not be asked from close 
passages. ^pcAnAffi û /WvvtAiXo «m a î vuici 
- A good writer uses their imagination, uses books read and is 
creative. Some children don't write so well but their 
comprehension is good. 
- Some good writers have very basic ideas and not much creativity 
but have more of a sense of language and can put it together in a 
good flowing story, everything connects well. 
- Different children have different attributes in regard to 
writing. Some can be extremely wordy but it flows and sounds 
terrific. Some children have a unique wav of putting words 
together. ^v^ts ^U . 
- When looking at children's writing you should look to see if 
the piece goes further than a first draft and follows the process 
steps and to see if the child has taken the trouble to rewrite or 
edit. 
There are two types of response to children's writing, written 
and oral. The written response is usually done in the absence of 
the author and is a response to the piece of writing, whereas the 
oral, response is usually constructive and developmental, looking 
at ungrading the quality. 
- Good spellers use a wide range of 1 anguage - other than their 
everyday language in their writing. They are able to spell the 
words they use but sometimes they only use 'safe' words. Some 
good spellers have a go, demonstrating the strategies they employ 
to get the words. 
- Proofreading is a difficult strategy for poor readers. Some 
children can't lool:; critically at their writing. They really 
haven't got the strategy for identifying errors. — If p^^Oves a ^ ^ ^ 
- A's, B's and C's on reports are subjective. There are not many 
A's in the present class, mostly B's. 'ô  oP C's 4crt> »f 
¿Kr-u^ COvv̂ Aw/vUt̂  { . I x ^ d U ^ ^ t A ^ MA,^ "iU-O/aA-̂  ' f r O ' ^ * ^ ^ c X x - ^ X T ^ . ) 
- A lot of time has been spent on organising the school language 
evaluation program and new modifications for maths is coming. 
- Judgements have to be made about how well the children 
understand what they are doing. 
- A lot of evaluation comments don't come from tests. The check-
lists used last year were 'garbage'. Some comments like 'how 
children use word attach: skills' were not adequate. Malting judge-
ments twice a term was too often. 
- C o m m e n t s on the new c h e c k l i s t a r e r e q u i r e d twice a year to help 
with r e p o r t s . 
- C h e c k l i s t s will be s u i t a b l e b e c a u s e it f o l l o w s what is trying to 
be d o n e in the s c h o o l . The checl;lists can't be relied on other 
t h i n g s l i k e anecdotal r e c o r d s and c o m m e n t s are needed to help 
v a l i d a t e the list. The c h e c k l i s t s are -for every child but v e r y 
l i t t l e is w r i t t e n on s o m e chi 1 d r e n . / a w v U , ^ 
- S o m e c h i l d r e n can't ei^press t h e m s e l v e s w e l l . Evaluation has to 
b e m a d e w h e t h e r they can say s o m e t h i n g p r e c i s e l y and say what 
they m e a n , whether they volunteer information and have listened 
to t h e q u e s t i o n . 
P r a c t i c e s . 
D a l l a s : 
- G i v e s c l o z e p a s s a g e s as a m e a s u r e o-f c o m p r e h e n s i o n . Different 
l e v e l s of q u e s t i o n s , e . g . l i t e r a l , inferential and critical a r e 
g i v e n . All the c h i l d r e n d o the same c l o z e as a term t e s t . 
- W h e n p r e p a r i n g a c l o z e p a s s a g e f i f t e e n t o twenty d e l e t i o n s a r e 
p i c k e d . T h e s e d e l e t i o n s are at d i f f e r e n t r a t e s and in d i f f e r e n t 
a r e a s . A post c l o z e d i s c u s s i o n is carried o u t . C o m p r e h e n s i o n 
q u e s t i o n s a r e asked from t h e s e p a s s a g e s . 
- H a s i n d i v i d u a l i z e d spelling lists but d o e s not include seldom 
used w o r d s . C h i l d r e n h a v e only w o r d s they h a v e wrong on their 
list b u t t h i s is r e d u c e d if thev have a lot wrong in their 
writing. Wards are not included that are deemed to^aused through 
haste during writing. 
- Finds proofreading a sound method of testing spelling. A 
passage is used with ' M ' number of mistakes in it. The children 
are^ required to correct the passage. One mark is given for 
finding each incorrect word and another for each word corrected. , 
L) PoYr ^eAJUri *\UkJLU^ a. t^rLCU- ^ ^ 
- Has different sorts of groups. Some are groups or pairs for 
language work and some are sel f-sel ected by the children. 
Sometimes work is done on an individual basis with the teacher 
such as conferencing and explaining stories. 
- Conducts small group work activities.e.g. listening post. 
- Does not always base grading on tests alone. The same tests 
are given across the grade but the results are not integrated. 
- Gives formal tests in maths, handwriting, spelling and reading. 
Tests are given once a^eap. 
- Gives the children a grade in writing by collecting a draft, 
making records at conferences and general observations made in 
the form of anecdotal records. 
- Evaluates speaking and listening by observing if the children's 
contribution fits in with what everyone has been talliing about or 
do they go off and tell something else. 
- Evaluates listening by observing were the children's eyes and 
nose are pointing, how they are sitting on the -floor, i-f their 
faces are showing interest and whether what they are listening to 
is above or beyond them. 
w 
Concerns. 
Dallas is concerned thats 
•rt^AUu^ of cUh's u/t>rk is ohl^ f f ^ ^ 
j fuickjus u. f^ ^ 
APPENDIX 6 
PEER DEBRIEFING NOTES 
PEER BEBRIEFING 
EVALUATIONG A SCHOOL S EVALUATION POLICT 
Helen Woodward 
What She Did: 
Describe policies/practices/processes of the school policy. 
Interviewed volunteering teachers K-6 twice. Principal. 
Took field notes at staff meeting on school evaluation policy. 
Look at classrooms 
- physical layout . 
- re-interviewed teachers about specific issues - to verify or confirm 
issues brought up on tape 
Examination of school artifacts. Children's writing. Teachers' evaluation 
records. Qoze, comprehension passages. Teachers programs. 
Member Checks: 
Of interviews 
Descriptive accounts (as beliefs and practices) 
Descriptive account of teachers' beliefs about language evaluation -
language teaching. 
Sources: 
What are the 3p's of language evaluation at tlie school. 
Teacher interviews - beliefs, actions, concerns. Executive interviews -
beliefs about teacher beliefsexecutive beliefs, (actions?) who do they 
think they are evaluating for? Role of counsellor. 
interview 
envt. / -records 
class setup 
School Setting: sociopolitical setting of school 
as it relates to interviews, school policy statement, their authors, teacher 
knowledge of source, staff meeting - how valued by who teachers 
programs, samples of work, evaluation records, observation of physical 
layout. 
ANSWERS: (Big e and Little e evaluations) 
Language evaluation and beliefs about language we related. 
Teachers are confused about the nature of evaluation. Links between 
teachers and executives may be positive or negative. 
APPENDIX 7 
DESCRIPTIVE AND INFERENTIAL REPORTS 
Alison: Descriptive Report. 
Alison is an exchange teacher from England, on Kindergarten 
Beliefs. 
Alison believes that: 
- In order to retell satisfactorily the child must have some of the 
following under control: were to begin, how to end and sequence. 
General discussion is useful also. There is no need for an evaluation 
that is passed on from one class to the next because as soon as you 
share a book with a child you know where they are up to. 
- A good reader wants to read, to themselves and to the teacher. 
Their stage of development in story writing is further advanced. 
- The parents are congenial. Parents seem quite pleased in the areas 
of retell ling, vocabulary and interest. Parents should read to their 
children particularly those having trouble and children should retell. 
Spelling or writing for children having difficulty should not be 
worried about but parents should do a lot of talking and discussion 
with their children and give them experiences. 
- A good writer is very keen and observes things when the teacher is 
writing. A child that is good at imaginative writing may not have 
good actual writing ability ie. letter formation etc. 
- Scribing helps with conventions and correct letter formation which 
is important. Writing can be one or more sentences. Some of the 
children's ideas are quite extensive, some are showing story line, not 
many have the idea of ending a story. The longer the story in writing 
at this stage the better. Storytelling is very important 
- It is difficult to assess in the area of speaking and listening. 
Just because a child speaks up does not mean that their structure is 
sound. On the other hand some more quietly spoken child may speak 
very well when asked. Those that are outspoken aren't necessarily 
well spoken. Listening is tied to personality. One child might be 
bright but attention seeking and wanting to talk therefore doesn't 
listen. Second language learners don't get to listen much. Behaviour 
also counts. The basic criteria is that the children are not talking 
when they are meant to be listening and are able to follow directions. 
Practices. 
Alison: 
- Developed her own evaluation system, that of cards, one for each 
child. On these cards is recorded the books the child 'reads' to the 
teacher, the date and any comments on reading. Book language, picture 
clues, finger pointing and choice of book are things that are noted. 
Retelling is used quite frequently as an assessment of understanding. 
Discussion is sometimes used to try to draw out the meaning from the 
children. Standardised tests are used in the infants department. 
- Does a lot of work with pictures and stories as part of the reading 
process, sometimes directed sometimes free. Children write and relate 
it to the teacher who scribes it for them. A class book is made for 
around the room reading. Labelling is also used and a book corner is 
available. A lot of environmental print is around the room . Phonics 
are only treated in context. If the children were allowed to take 
books home this procedure would be followed: 
1 Child chooses book....one they know either we've done it 
in class or they've heard it on tape. 
2. Children tell the teacher the story. 
3. Sometimes A asks if they can 'read' it to her. 
4. They take it home and 'read' it to their parents. 
5. They bring it back and retell it to the teacher. 
- Programs for the children to listen to story tapes, have shared book 
and do associated activities are included. 
- Lets the parents know how the children are progressing. Sometimes 
sets a topic in writing e.g. about things we hear. She wanted them to 
use the words 'hear' and 'heard' even though one child wanted to write 
about an aeroplane. Factual writing has also been introduced and 
copy writing is also done ie. teacher scribes and the child copies 
writing. Stories are published. 
- Groups fairly freely. She has tried several different groupings but 
has decided for free form grouping. Most activities are were the 
children can work at their own levels. Observation plays an important 
roll in assessment and in placement of children. 
- Decides on levels for reports on enthusiasm, the amount of detail 
given in retelling, print concepts, formation of letters and 
imagination. 
- Gives storytelling at least twice a day. 
Concerns. 
Alison is concerned that: 
- Children are not allowed (Infants school policy) to take books home 
until they can read because the parents will say their children can't 
read. 
- Infants department lacks expectations and not much time given to 
books. 
Inferential report: 
Alison feels that Australian schools in general and LPS in particular 
are backward in their approach to teaching language. The attitude 
about the take home books bothers her and she finds that difficult to 
understand. The conservatism of the infants department is disturbing 
to her. She has a sound understanding of the basic processes in 
language development and has sound procedures with which she is 
comfortable. She doesn't seem to be quite letting go as far as 
writing is concerned. she is concerned with letter formation and 
apologetic about the quality of the hand writing and the fact that 
most children are not writing actual letters yet. She places quite 
good store by discussion with individual children. She feels 
retelling is of great value and that individualized work is to be sort 
after. 
Constant contact with parents helps to overcome difficulties and would 
help if take home books were allowed. 
Alison values the children's work and displays their work. She has 
sound concepts about the children's speaking and listening ability. 
The children are well immersed in language both oral and written. Her 
theory of learning is based on 'natural' learning' and 'whole 
language'. Actual program is minimal. Alison is diligent and is 
encouraging and fresh to speak with but she feels fairly isolated in 
that her ideas are contrary to most of those held by the others in the 
infants department. 
Beth. Descriptive Report 
Beth is seven years out of Goulburn College. she is teaching year 1 
but most of her experience has been in casual work in the Primary 
area. 
Beliefs 
Beth believes that: 
- Better readers can progress at their own pace when using Rigby 
reading scheme. It also allows for individual assessment. Rigby 
tells you how many words each child knows and what book they are 
up to. Oral reading is basically only for evaluation. 
- Enjoyment of reading is one of the most important aspects. Getting 
meaning from text is also really important. Reading does not have to 
be word perfect so long as the meaning is maintained. Choice of 
appropriate book is important. An appropriate book is one the child 
can actually read. Flash cards are not as interesting as stories. 
- Evaluation is to assess children's ability for reports to parents 
and to show children's need. Specific evaluation is difficult due to 
the wide range within the class. 
- Home influence is very important and it shows in the child. 
- A good basic grounding in phonics in kindergarten , particularly 
initial sounds is necessary. A strong phonic base prevents reading 
problems. Phonic awareness is increased in year 1 through the 
emphasis on specific 'sounds' in the stories. 
- Signs of reading during U.S.S.R. are that they read with their 
mouths open and don't just flip through the book or look into space. 
The teacher question the children sometimes about the books content. 
- Her personal evaluation sheet better than school evaluation sheet as 
it has written comment on it. A tick is meaningless and involves a 
lot of guessing. Written comments are usable and require actual 
contact with the child. 
- Good readers can retell the content of the story. Poor readers can 
retell through the picture but there isn't the depth of understanding. 
Children enjoy oral reading. Reading evaluation is hard. It involves 
a lot of observing. Good readers need to have a sound home background 
and they usually read a lot. 
- Handing records on to the next teacher would be useful. Reading 
ages are useful but not accurate. Ranked lists from previous teacher 
would have been just as useful. A short comment on each child from 
the previous teacher would by helpful. 
- Good writers are not necessarily good readers. they just write and 
don't need assistance, a sense of humour is sometimes obvious and a 
confidence enabling them to read their stories to others. sometimes 
they show that they don't like mistakes. 
- Good spel1 ers are mostly good readers. They are not necessarily 
good spellers because they sound out words or invent spelling. It's 
because they know basic words like 'home' and 'dad' and 'mum'. They 
memorize those words into spelling words. Good spellers won't invent, 
they want it right. A bad speller invents all the time. They just 
spell it the way it sounds and even after weeks of having a word in 
the spelling lists a bad speller still gets it wrong. Some children 
use words around the room. They are poor spellers because they are 
not using their word attack skills. Word attack skills are breaking 
words up like 'mud' and 'dad' up into sounds. 
- Reading activities are organized in groups based on ability. 
Children that can work independently are also grouped together so 
sometimes a good reader is with a bottom group because of lack of 
independence. 
- You can tell if a child is intelligent by his looks, he shows 
confidence and speaks out loudly and politely. 
- For weak children a home reading program would help using low 
ability reading books, e.g. This is a cat. This is a dog. 
repetitive type text. Continual reading of text is done until the 
child can read it back even if memorized. This helps confidence. 
After reading the book individual words are looked at. Texts such as 
Lets Spell and Lets Write would be suggested. These texts don't fit 
with process writing but poor readers do not know their initial sounds 
so it can only help. If they know their initial sounds they are 
further down the track than a blank page. 
- She doesn't have any real knowledge about the school evaluation 
policy. The evaluation sheets are quite good at report time. 
- Shyness can override a good speakers confidence. 
- Good listeners listen to instructions and can retell 
- Expectations make the difference between A, B and C on the report. 
Top readers instantly get an 'A'. The decider between 'A' and 'B' 
would probably be the way they work in groups. 
Practices 
Practices 
Beth: 
- Bases reading activities on a book, e.g. The Little Red Hen, over a 
fortnightly cycle. This includes songs and poems about the book. They 
read the book and have four rotating activities over eight days, some 
of these activities are sequencing, a yes and no answer stencil and 
cut and paste activities. These change with each book. There are 
also four constant activities e.g. listening post and a 'sound' 
activity. Rigby skill builders are used and sometimes a little book 
is made to take home to read. 
- Gets beginning readers started by teaching them some words but 
stories are better. Flash cards are made of the words in the story. 
- Sends work home if the child is experiencing difficulty. 
- Evaluates the literature based reading program by occasional note 
taking on the children's reading. Children choose a book to read to 
the teacher and the teacher comments. A, B or C are given, the grade 
is given only on that book. C could indicate that the book was to 
hard. Comments are also made on listening. Note is made of the level 
of the book. Comments on oral reading are made. If they are reading 
'off by heart' word recognition is established through questioning. 
Fluency is noted and word attack skills and also if they seek help 
from the teacher. Volume is noted and also their enjoyment and their 
confidence. Sharing is done after U.S.S.R. but it is not compulsory. 
No actual comprehension check is done from oral reading. After silent 
reading the teacher sometimes asks 'what happened?' 
- Throws the evaluation sheets out at the end of the year. They are 
used for reports and parent interviews. 
- Arranges the reading groups according to the reading ages given in 
Kindergarten but some changes are made. Each group has the same work 
but the expectations are different. A different quality is also 
expected. The easy part of the reading stencil is word matching', by 
the bottom of the stencil they are joining words to pictures with the 
use of initial sounds. 
- Uses check lists on words they know. Records are kept of the books 
they read. 
- Observes speaking to discover confidence, how they talk to other 
children, how they speak to the teacher, mumblers and those who don't 
talk. 
- Stores observations which in turn influence written comments. 
Observations are made of whether the child is copying, whether they 
are going back and re reading. 
Concerns 
Beth is concerned that: 
- As she has never taught a Year 1 before she says she doesn't know 
what average is and so finds awarding A's, B's and C's very difficult. 
- She may not be doing the right thing in evaluation. Is the way she 
is doing it suitable? 
- Checklists don't tell you very much about the individual child. 
INFERENTIAL REPORT 
Beth is in a state of change. Most teachers are but in Beth it is 
very evident. She is beginning to come to grips with psycholinguistic 
theory, a lot of which she has discovered for herself, e.g. That the 
children learn phonic by picking up knowledge about phonic from their 
reading. She engenders a love of reading in her class and is very 
conscious that children at this age love to read to the teacher to 
show they can read. 
She feels a literature based reading scheme is the best method she has 
ever used but I'm not sue what she means by literature based reading 
as she still uses Rigby and concentrates her reading activities around 
Rigby activities. She sees words knowledge as important and tests the 
children on a list from breakthrough. Improvement was noted by most 
children as this is seen as a valid evaluation procedure. 
Because of the subjectivity of anecdotal and checklist type evaluation 
Beth feels opinions from one class to another can vary. Personality 
can also interfere in grading and evaluation, she feel, but I'm not 
sure if its her personality or the childs. 
Beth is confident of the procedures she is using both in teaching and 
evaluating but is looking to simplifying her our checklist next year. 
She is enthusiastic about the ideas and theories she is establishing. 
Dallas. Descriptive Report 
Dallas teaches Year 5. She was successfully assessed for her first 
list in 1986. 
Beliefs. 
Dallas believes that: 
- Good readers always read a lot and can put together a very good 
story and read it as if its a novel. 
- Giving all the children the same cloze passage is not right but is 
waiting for something better to come along. 
- Comprehension questions should not be asked from cloze passages. 
- A good writer uses their imagination, uses books read and is 
creative. Some children don't write so well but their comprehension 
is good. 
- Some good writers have very basic ideas and not much creativity but 
have more of a sense of language and can put it together in a good 
flowing story, everything connects well. 
- Different children have different attributes in regard to writing. 
Some can be extremely wordy but it flows and sounds terrific. Some 
children have a unique way of putting words together. 
- When looking at children's writing you should look to see if the 
piece goes further than a first draft and follows the process steps 
and to see if the child has taken the trouble to rewrite or edit. 
- There are two types of response to children's writing, written and 
oral. The written response is usually done in the absence of the 
author and is a response to the piece of writing, whereas the oral 
response is usually constructive and developmental, looking at 
upgrading the quality. 
- Good spellers use a wide range of language other than their everyday 
language in their writing. They are able to spell the words they use 
but sometimes they only use 'safe' words. Some good spellers have a 
go, demonstrating the strategies they employ to get the words. 
- Proofreading is a difficult strategy for poor readers. Some 
children can't look critically at their writing. They really haven't 
got the strategy for identifying errors. 
- A's, B's and C's on reports are subjective. There are not many A's 
in the present class, mostly B's. 
- A lot of time has been spent on organising the school language 
evaluation program and new modifications for maths is coming. 
- Judgements have to be made about how well the children understand 
what they are doing. 
- A lot of evaluation comments don't come from tests. The checklists 
used last year were 'garbage'. Some comments like 'how children use 
word attack skills' were not adequate. Making judgements twice a term 
was too often. 
- Comments on the new checklist are required twice a year to help with 
reports. 
-Checklists will be suitable because it follows what is trying to be 
done in the school. The checklists can't be relied on other things 
like anecdotal records and comments are needed to help validate the 
list. The checklists are for every child but very little is written 
on some children. 
- Some children can't express themselves well. Evaluation has to be 
made whether they can say something precisely and say what they mean, 
whether they volunteer information and have listened to the question. 
Practices. 
Dallas: 
- Gives cloze passages as a measure of comprehension . Different 
levels of questions, e.g. literal, inferential and critical are given. 
All the children do the same cloze as a term test. 
- When preparing a cloze passage fifteen to twenty deletions are 
picked. These deletions are at different rates and in different 
areas. A post cloze discussion is carried out. Comprehension 
questions are asked from these passages. 
- Has individualized spelling lists but does not include seldom used 
words. Children have only words they have wrong on their list but 
this is reduced if they have a lot wrong in their writing. Words are 
not included that are deemed to caused through haste during writing. 
- Finds proofreading a sound method of testing spelling. A passage is 
used with 'x' number of mistakes in it. The children are required to 
correct the passage. One mark is given for finding each incorrect 
word and another for each word corrected. 
- Has different sorts of groups. Some are groups or pairs for 
language work and some are self-selected by the children. Sometimes 
work IS done on an individual basis with the teacher such as 
conferencing and explaining stories. 
- Conducts small group work activities.e.g. listening post. 
- Does not always base grading on tests alone. The same tests are 
given across the grade but the results are not integrated. 
- Gives formal tests in maths, handwriting, spelling and reading. 
Tests are given once a year. 
- Gives the children a grade in writing by collecting a draft, making 
records at conferences and general observations made in the form of 
anecdotal records. 
- Evaluates speaking and listening by observing if the children's 
contribution fits in with what everyone has been talking about or do 
they go off and tell something else. 
- Evaluates listening by observing were the children's eyes and nose 
are pointing, how they are sitting on the floor, if their faces are 
showing interest and whether what they are listening to is above or 
beyond them. 
INFERENTIAL REPORT 
Dallas is a leader as far as innovations is concerned. Her classroom 
and her teaching show this. She initiated the Literacy policy and is 
leading the field in factual writing in the classroom. 
Again how to record evaluation is an on going problem. It is very 
time consuming and appears to be mainly for reports. A pupil records 
sheet keeps track of each pupil but is not developmental. 
She along with most of the other teachers feel that evaluation 
carry over to the next year but is very aware that it doesn't. 
should 
Dallas has a sound psycholinguistic base to all her classroom 
procedures. Her classroom immerses the children in all types of 
printed material. The children's work is constantly on display. 
Dallas feels that the class she has this year has a very low 
performance level and is concerned about gradings for reports as well 
as the fact that children may be disadvantaged when they go to a more 
traditionally structured school. Fortunately she still endeavours to 
continue in her progressive style of literature based reading. 
Fiona Descriptive Report 
Fiona has an O.A. class of six children initially but this has 
increased to ten now. 
Beliefs. 
Fiona believes that: 
- Written comments indicate an observed class level for each child, 
for example, level approximately year 4. These are observed comments 
only. 
- Concentration, reading standard, e.g. non- reader, independent 
reader, and interest in books are the main areas of emphasis in 
reading. Lack of interest in books would be remedied by visits to 
the library, obtaining magazines from the shops and the borrowing of 
books from the school library. Individual words, phonics, sounding 
out and blending constitute reading. (This is supported by comments on 
her evaluation sheet, e.g. knows individual letters but cannot make 
connections.) Survival in reading plays an important part in her 
reading program i.e. to be able to read road signs, shop signs etc. 
The children enjoy making their own stories usually an innovation on a 
big book. A good reader has fluency, word attack skills (the ability 
to work words out) A good reader can be a good speller but word attack 
holds predominance. Sounding out unknown words is important. Fluency 
is oral reading without stopping and awareness of punctuation. 
- A good speller is able to recognise if words are correct. 
- Spelling, reading and writing are all connected. Vocabulary is 
important as it assists in extending stories. Spelling must be good. 
- The children dont feel they are being successful in their writing. 
Comments on the evaluation sheet highlight the length of the story, 
conventions such as spelling and punctuation. Sometimes narrative 
structure is used. Correct spelling is important or at least almost 
correct. Others who are not good writers use invented spelling. Some 
children need to extend their stories. A 'sounds' program is 
employed. Once the sounds are known their writing will improve. 
- In a small class it is easy to keep track. 
- Writing improvement is evident in spelling ability and punctuation. 
If they can read what they have written credit is given. 
- The home reading program helps the parents realize where the child 
is at. Some parents aren't interested. 
- Homework should be given later on in the year 
- Staff meetings involving the discussion of school evaluation are 
helpful. 
- The children must be able to understand and follow directions and be 
able to listen to other children. 
- Concentration is used in speaking which must be clear and audible. 
Eye contact is important also. 
Practices. 
Fiona: 
- Keeps written records of the children's progress. No formal 
testing is carried out although suggestions of the Macquarie tests 
were made. 
- Looks at where the children are up to and looks at extending them 
from that point. Big books are used with the level being aimed at the 
middle of the class. Activities are set in connection with this 
story, usually about four, e.g. sequencing, cloze constructing 
sentences and matching sentences and pictures. Word matching becomes 
an activity for non-readers, such words as 'but', 'can' and 'cat'. 
After matching words the words are then included in sentences. They 
need a lot of help to do this. One girl can recognise the individual 
letters but cannot blend them. 
- Checks on the children's knowledge of cueing systems by hearing them 
read. She listens to see if they know their sounds and can join them 
together. 
- Has two groups for reading and number. One group is independent 
and can work by themselves after the work is explained, the teachers 
aid helps. Placement of new children in groups is done with 
consultation of previous teacher and by leaving the children to their 
own devices for a week or so to see where they fit in.. Their 
language and behaviour is also noted. 
- Looks at the books the new children bring from their previous school 
or class but sometimes this is not accurate. The independent group 
work on a contract system and activity centre. 
- Keeps a copy of the children's writing and spelling. They know the 
letter names but not the sounds. 
- Gains parent help in a home reading program. The children read books 
to parents and they sign a chart for points towards a reading 
certificate. No homework is given at present. 
- Finds out about the children's listening ability by listening games. 
Most of the records are mental. 
Inferential report. 
Fiona is new to the O.A. situation. she sees that the 'basics' 
particularly reading. It is important to the survival of these 
children that the other curriculum areas be attended to only when the 
'basics' are taken care of. This is not what is being seen in the 
classroom. Some of the children were painting, others were cutting 
and pasting. Fair enough they were painting about some writing they 
had done but at least they were painting. It was not the impression I 
gained from the interview. F's concept of reading seems to be based 
on sounding out and knowing sounds. there doesn't seem to be much 
emphasis on meaning. The constant reminder of the necessity for 
blending and knowing sounds and the use of words our of context 
supports this. 
The same goes for writing and spelling, the conventions seem to be of 
most importance. enjoyment and success seem to be beyond her 
understanding of the language process. It seems to me that these 
children need to begin from experience and move to reading. There was 
some evidence of this as they had been to a local animal park and had 
written about it and were painting and drawing about it. With such a 
small class it would seem that contract work may not be necessary. 
Fiona is somewhat of a traditionalist but uses many observational 
techniques to mentally record progress and to help her place new 
children. 
The stencils she gives the children show a wide range of expectations 
and some have little relevance to how the children process language, 
there seems to be no reference to quality of the written product. 
Invented spelling is looked on as inferior to correct or almost 
correct in writing. 
Gary. Descriptive Report 
Gary is Executive Teacher, Primary and teachers a 4th grade. He 
obtained his second list in 1987. 
Beliefs. 
Gary believes that: 
- There is a lack of evaluation of children's progress, particularly 
in language and has not comfortable about evaluation since he began to 
teach whole language. The school evaluation sheet can be used to 
record the judgements that are made after all the data has been 
collected. Evaluati on of the children should be continual. He knows 
each child well enough to be able to discuss their progress after the 
first five weeks without any formal assessment. 
- Records need to be kept for accountability to parents and teachers. 
Records are mainly for others. 
- Some of the items on his own evaluation sheet were difficult to 
assess. These were; skills and strategies in reading and predicts 
unknown words using semantic, syntactic and grapho- phonic cues. 
Establishing new checklists must be worthwhile and not just tokenism. 
Some evaluation judgements can be made by a tick and a guess, e.g. 
enjoys writing. This is purely based on the teacher's perception but 
some items need the teacher to collect data. The checklist is simply 
a way of making the teacher sit down and reflect on a particular 
child. It channels them into a reflective process. 
- Standardised tests are useful for streamed classes of for ranking 
children. 
- The supervisor has to discuss the teacher's pre-conceptions and 
develop staff awareness in order to co-ordinate their thinking about 
the evaluation process. 
- There were problems with working on a K-6 basis for language 
evaluation. Teachers had trouble answering questions in the bounds of 
where the children are expected to be along a continuum. Some points 
on the evaluation sheets were not felt to be strictly K-6. e.g. 
resources...dictionary use, making own spelling corrections. these, 
it was thought, were for older children. Teachers felt uncomfortable 
about making a judgement on five separate components of the process of 
writing. They felt more comfortable with items like 'can or cannot 
follow the routines. 
- Peer interaction during co-operative cloze is more beneficial than 
individual cloze exercises. 
- Children like to read and work with their own writing. 
- Programs should contain statements of assessment like judgements 
made about oral retelling twice a term or a cloze mark kept. The 
judgement at the end should not be the summation of a whole lot of 
marks. Evaluation affects programming on an individual basis. Giving 
tests pressures children unnecessarily. 
- Evaluation made available to the next teacher is not used. Record 
cards are not used. Teachers like to make up their own minds about 
the children. They may consult the previous teacher if clarification 
is needed. Record cards establish pre-conceived ideas. 
- Parents place a lot of emphasis on the 'B' level on the report, 
they are happy if the child in on level 'A' and they know if they are 
on level'C. They always look at the grades even though they know the 
comments tell them more. Parents are comfortable with grades and 
numbers. 
- Spelling competency is shown by a child who will have a go, identify 
errors and can look them up. This is not necessarily a good speller 
though according to the Dolce list standard. Testing is not an 
adequate way to look at spelling competency but judgements using the 
children's work are. There is value in knowing the 'natural' 
spellers and those who have to work at it. There is always room for 
extension of the natural spellers 
- Children's writing should have literary worth. Awareness of worth 
must be at classroom level. Quality judgements can't be made every 10 
weeks...a term is too narrow a time span. Good writers write often 
and enjoy writing. Original drafts show structure and good conventions 
and good levels of spelling understanding. Imagination is also 
desirable. Some children don't write much but have a uniqueness about 
their writing that is excellent. 
Practices. 
Gary: 
- Tried to find a suitable method of evaluation. Meetings were held 
with the principal to try and find a satisfactory language evaluation 
method. Current evaluation checklists were worked on because of 
Gary's inspection. These lists were implemented across grade four. A 
grade meeting analysised them and deleted these items that were 
difficult to assess. A draft of the resulting check lists were taken 
to the staff with the idea of devising a K-6 document. Enjoyment, 
skills and strategies across the curriculum were the areas considered. 
Difficulties were experienced in the area of predicting unknown words 
and predicting outcomes at text level. Assesses prediction through 
observation, oral reading and retelling. Oral retelling done on an 
individual basis, conferencing really, to assess the item on the 
evaluation sheet that states..'demands that reading makes sense. 
Children were told prior to reading that they would have to retell. 
A recorded 1 to 5 rating was used for retelling. 
- Had been hunting for a successful model of evaluation since he began 
teaching whole language. First look at the previous evaluation 
checklist seemed to be all right but a closer look revealed 
complications. Staff meeting resulted in drastic cut backs. the 
Principal wanted it to be K-6. It had to be relatively easy for all 
teachers and children. As they were they were very time consuming. 
Changes were also made to the checklist so that they could be operated 
over four terms with check made in only terms two and four to fit in 
with the reports. A lot of discussion on spelling during the staff 
meeting on writing was due to terminology. Judgements are now made 
about spelling by looking at the children's draft book. There is no 
items on the writing checklist that indicates quality. The items do 
not differentiate between ordinary writers and those with unique 
talents. 
- Gives marks for cloze passages which are developed with a balance of 
processes being used. Some cloze passages are made from the 
children's own stories and some are written using the book being read 
in the classroom. Children that can't handle cloze have other reading 
material to work with. e.g. tapes, reading activities etc. 
- Keeps record in an evaluation folder divided into section, one for 
each child. Anecdotal records are scribbled first then written up 
later. Evaluation information is passed on to the next teacher at the 
end of the year. The report system is basically anecdotal with a few 
checklist points... very broad.. Grades are given. Reports are given 
out at parent interviews. 
- Evaluates the brighter children through an individualized reading 
program as they keep their own records of their progress through the 
activities. 
Concerns. 
Gary is concerned that: 
- There is no adequate evaluation to equate with whole language. 
- He still does not know what is the perfect evaluation or that he 
won't need to continually need to change it. 
INFERENTIAL REPORT 
Gary is a driving force in the school and leads many of the 
innovations. His individualised spelling program is simple but 
effective. He is in a constant of change. He becomes satisfied in 
one area and then begins working on another. Several significant 
changes have occurred since I began this study. He has moved from a 
high percentage of free topic choice writing of the imaginative kind 
to a high percentage (four day out of five) of factual writing with 
set topics or choice of topics within as area. 
Gary was the moving force behind the language evaluation. This was 
stimulated by his inspection and he has continued the momentum. 
He is fully committed to a literature based reading program, both 
fiction and non fiction, but has trouble implementing it with the very 
poor readers. The amount of evaluation and the recording of it is a 
constant problem to Gary. His records show very little but he says he 
has it in his head. I believe he has a very sound knowledge of were 
every child is at but I'm not sure that this is enough. He sees a 
need for documentation particularly for accountability but is confused 
about exactly what to document or how to document it. 
He has a statement (one page) a;; about evaluation in his evaluation 
folder but I feel its purpose is dubious. Gary has internalised most 
of its information but does not necessarily use it all. Part of the 
problem seems to be that of audience. I don't know Gary really has 
the whole picture about evaluation. Perhaps with all the information 
Gary has in his head he should be asking how can this assist me in my 
programming? 
Michael Descriptive Report. 
Michael is new to this school as from the beginning of the year (1987) 
It is his first permanent appointment. He trained at Macarthur 2 
years ago and has since been doing casual work mainly in high schools. 
He teaches Year 5/6 
Beliefs. 
Michael believes that: 
- Good writers are not afraid to have a go at spelling big words. 
Spelling doesn't count in writing. Different genre should also be 
used in writing. In writing the most important thing is that it makes 
sense and keeps to the topic. Quality is more important than 
quantity. 
- Writing assessment is terribly judgmental. He looks for improvement 
in the children's work as a criteria for the writing to go on a 
special clip board. 
- Some of the children's work is shoddy ie. not copying up work 
correctly after publishing...not making sense. 
- Retelling should be accurate in storyline, characterisation, events 
and description. 
- A good reader reads a variety of books as well as a good number of 
books. Intonation indicates comprehension. 
- Marks are too judgmental. 
- Parents should be encouraged to use the have-a-go technique when 
helping their children in spelling. 
- Even though he keeps his own records it would have been helpful to 
have access to other records at the beginning of the year. He will use 
any method of evaluation that comes up. Standardised tests may give 
some help but most decisions are reached by trial and error and 
discussions with the teacher. 
- A good speller must have a good grip on basic spelling and be able 
to correct them themselves. Resources such as a dictionary can be 
used. Sometimes the words used are not very adventurous. Quality 
varies, some children write a lot and don't get many mistakes, others 
write a little and get a lot wrong. Children vary in their capability 
for learning words. If they have a lot of words and can't learn that 
many a lesser number is negotiated with the child. These are words 
that the child feels are important. Basic words such as 'they' and 
'this' are important and should have priority on a list. 
- A good listener is confident in front of others. Retelling plays 
an important part of the listening process. 
- The school policy encourages the children to read for meaning and 
have a go at writing and spelling. Spelling is meaning based and the 
children are encouraged to communicate effectively. 
- He would get the parents to read to any child experiencing 
difficulty in language. The child should retell and write with an 
older brother or sister to check. 
- Some of the fifths are better than the sixths. 
- Marks on the children's work are threatening and so avoids them . 
- The staff meetings on the development of the language evaluation 
sheets have been helpful. 
- He will show his "ignorance" if he speaks up during staff meetings. 
Practices. 
Michael: 
- Stores copies of stories in folders. One folder for each child. 
Only the best stories were placed in the folder. The others were 
disposed of. 
- Reads the children's work and marks it when its published. The good 
stories go on a clip board in the store room and the not so good go in 
a manilla folder. The purpose of this is so that at the end of the 
year there will be a collection of good pieces. The published pieces 
were available for children to read with the authors permission. The 
criteria used when marking pieces are in accordance with conferencing 
information. e.g. how efficiently they used the information from 
previous conferencing or their re-writing. All work is looked at on 
an individual basis. 
- Keeps a lot of numerical records for spelling. Each child is tested 
sometime during the week on their own list. Cloze and comprehension 
are given a mark. This is based on the type of questions asked e.g. 
Literal, inferential, creative or critical. Marks are also given for 
written retelling. 
- Scores cloze out of 10. Comprehension is scored out of 20 and 
involves questions including question types mentioned above. - Does 
not write marks on the children's work. Marks are given for reading 
round the room. 
- Uses school magazine stories for cloze and tries to delete words 
that encourage prediction. The whole class has the same cloze, 
middle of the road. The actual cloze sheets have a cloze passage on 
them and some questions but the questions do not refer to the passage 
that was used for cloze although it is obviously the same story. 
Comprehension passages are taken from a book being read to the class. 
- Has reading round the room. He discusses books with the children to 
ascertain what they think the book is about. 
- Does U.S.S.R. and sometimes uses this for observation. 
- Give reports out at parent interviews. This is done in mid June. -
Takes anecdotal records of types of books the children are reading and 
if the children are fully engaged in reading. 
- Keeps anecdotal records about attitude and was thinking of using a 
1 - 5 criteria for this. - Writes his anecdotal notes briefly at 
school and expands them at home. 
- Establishes spelling lists through weekly set topics, (first draft) 
errors are taken from this at conference time and a copy given to the 
children. 
- Keeps the original copy of the individual lists in his program. The 
children know they will be tested sometime during the week. 
- Uses trial and error as a the basis for finding the number of words 
a child can manage. No more than 20 words would be given to any one 
child. 
- Decides the group for new children in the class by talking to the 
child and looking at their book work and then tentatively places them 
in a group. 
- Looks at their writing and also how they discuss and share. 
- Looks at the children's audience to see their response when he 
evaluate speaking. He also looks at the childs willingness to speak 
in front of others. The unwilling children are conferenced. In 
listening observations are made during story reading. 
- Finds the school evaluation sheets really helpful and uses the 
headings for his own evaluation. 
Concerns. 
Michael is concerned that: 
- About marks and tries to avoid marks for reading. He avoids 
committing himself to a mark for parents and uses broad terms, e.g. 
towards the top of the group. 
- Parents feel he is not doing his job if there are spelling mistakes. 
Inferential report. 
Michael is very enthusiastic and willing to learn. He reads anything 
that is given to him and searches for alternative suggestions. He 
reads the copies of the assignments the other staff have submitted 
for their post-graduate courses. (Principal keeps copies of all such 
assignments.) M is very aware of the expertise of those doing post 
graduate work and feels that they "know it all". He is not backward 
in asking for help from his supervisor. He is inclined to be "gun 
ho" and needs to settle done in both his ideas and his philosophy. He 
really wants to do the right thing by both the children and the 
school. It is fortunate that he is at a fairly liberal school so that 
some of this enthusiasm can be guided in the direction of current 
thinking. His theory base is broadening as he develops in his 
thinking and experience. He is continually searching for information 
about teaching methods and i sn't afraid to ask on an individual bases 
but feels threatened in a whole school situation. In staff meetings he 
is inclined to sit back and listen and mentally agree or disagree. 
If he really feels strongly about something he says he speaks up but 
this was not evident in the staff meeting I witnessed. He would 
probably be a good candidate for trying out any new ideas in a 
classroom. I dont feel he really understands yet about how children 
learn . He tends to use a bit of everything he hears about. He seems 
to have some strategies under control but doesn't know why he is doing 
it. In writing he hasn't let go to the extent of free topic choice 
and obviously sees publishing as different to how I envisage it. 
Fortunately meaning and quality both hold pole position in writing. 
There seems to be some discrepancy between what M is saying is 
happening in his classroom as a result of writing and what is really 
happening. When I went to his room I could find no evidence of the 
clipboard he talked of frequently and when I ask about it he referred 
me to the children's own individual folders. Michael says there are 
manilla folders for the non published work. 
Reading is primarily a meaning based subject but again there are some 
anomalies that dont' fit. Although M says he doesn't like giving 
marks for reading his evaluation book has numerous columns of marks. 
Some even for oral reading which assumes that performance is ahead of 
meaning. He also doesn't like to put marks on the children's 
comprehension and cloze as he feels this is threatening but of the 
sample I saw half had marks them. I'm not sure what this means other 
than inconsistency. 
In evaluation anecdotal records seem to preferential although as I 
have yet to see them I'm not sure of the extent of their coverage or 
of their usefulness. They always seems to be at home whenever I ask 
for them. 
Observation plays a big part in reading, listening and speaking with 
records of these observations being recorded in the anecdotal records. 
The quality of M observations must be called into question as if he 
follows his eclectic model of teaching strategies he would have 
difficulty in knowing what specifically to observe. Trial and error 
is M's term for making decisions as a result of observation. Again 
there doesn't seem to be any recognisable techniques used. just "off 
the cuff". He is very conscious of being what he calls judgmental. 
This is his apology for observation and his own intuition. 
Even though he makes many comments on the quality of children's 
writing and how good his good ones are a published sample of writing 
from these good writers show lack of completeness of story. They 
start well but seem to fizzle out. Lack of freedom of topic choice 
may be responsible here. Perhaps some demonstrations could also help. 
The concept of publishing needs to be development from several angles. 
One is the fact that publishing is the final copy and must be 
correct there were many unconventional spellings and punctuation in 
the "published copies. Another is the concept of audience. The 
published pieces are for the public and should be accessible and in a 
form that can be accessed. 
He uses retelling as a form of evaluation in a fairly loose manner in 
that no record is made but there are certain expectations. 
The room is well displayed with children's work. It was bare of 
books, particularly fiction. Even though Michael has some 'useful' 
strategies under control I suspect he is fairly traditional. 
Trevor: Descriptive report. 
School principal. 
Beliefs: 
Trevor believe that: 
- Over the past two or three years both he and the teachers had to be 
pointed in a new direction. 
- Policies should not be lock step or grade orientated. 
- The literature policy cannot be implemented until the whole staff 
accept it through inservicing. Consultants have a lot to offer as far 
as inservicing is concerned. The staff have background for the policy 
but have not actually been introduced to it. If you create a climate 
of genuine understanding who makes the policy doesn't really matter 
but they should not be 'delivered' from on high, they should confirm 
what is already in operation. There is a need for guidance in order 
for the teachers to follow and maintain the policy. Small committees 
are often more convenient than large ones. The new literature policy 
needs to be reviewed and approved by the staff and then made official 
- There is a need to have a whole school reading program that is based 
entirely on quality children's literature, both fact and fiction and 
not on any particular reading scheme. 
- Mastery learning and phonics do not constitute reading. Reading is 
not a collection of subskills. It is a natural part of language the 
same as speaking and listening. 
- Evaluation is more that literal comprehension exercises and 
standardized test and it is more that oral reading. Reading is a 
whole language activity and has to make sense. Teachers should use a 
wide range of analytical devices that are in total consonance with the 
psycholinguistic approach to reading. Teacher observations are 
valuable 'on the run'. A generalization about the class level of 
achievement in comprehension would be satisfactory. Scores for 
comprehension do not inform at all, there is a need to go further than 
numerical scores. Global assessment should alter the teaching plan in 
the classroom. Children need more practice in critical and creative 
interpretation than they do in the literal area. There has to be a 
balance between all these areas.. Developing comprehension question 
is very difficult. Cloze and retelling are adequate evaluation 
devices. 
- There has to be a more realistic view of what teachers can do. 
After six months teaching a child the teacher can make judgements 
about the children's progress without referring to record. 
- Teachers know the children in their class and may not need recourse 
to records in order to complete evaluation profiles but even so there 
should be on going records in the classroom. 
Practices. 
Trevor 
- Dispensed with Distar and although the policy that the school still 
has reflects a behaviourist view of reading a new policy has begun to 
be introduced; a literature policy. 
- Knows that the teachers are using comprehension passages with 
examples of critical creative and literal questions. Anecdotal 
records are being kept but scores are sometimes also used. 
Concerns. 
Trevor is concerned that: 
- The infants teachers are not completely convinced about the new 
direction language teaching should be taking. It is very difficult to 
infiltrate and influence the infants department. 
- Time as a resource is very scarce. 
- A policy can be given to a school before they are ready for it. 
- Written exercises can cloud the comprehension and hence the 
evaluation issue. Some comprehension questions are pitched too high 
for the children , thus destroying their confidence. 
- The demands of all the curriculum areas and and the working out of 
evaluation in all those area is unrealistic. 
- The standardizing process is not evident. How can you ensure 
everyone is evaluating the same thing? 
- Most testing is void of meaning. There is too much testing. 
INFERENTIAL REPORT 
Trevor has many concerns about evaluation. The quality and quantity 
syndrome have greatly effected him. He is very conscious of the 
amount of work that is involved in actual evaluation and is concerned 
that too much written evaluation will accomplish nothing. In trying 
to placate the teachers faced with the plathora of evaluation 
probabilities he is endeavouring to develop his staff in the use of 
checklists derived from the relatively new literacy policy. This 
policy initiates a literature based reading program. D.S.P. funds 
have enabled him to implement many language programs through 
inservicing his teachers. He has also made full use of all physical 
and human resources available to him. He is tremendously supportive 
of his staff and encourages them at every turn. 
His thinking about language programs, their implementation and 
evaluation is heavily influenced by Jim Martin's and Joan Rothery's 
concepts. Factual writing has becOme a very large portion of the 
writing program from 1-6 with evaluation emphasising the confines of 
the genre. I suspect that the inservicing done to facilitate the 
staff in their knowledge of the genre approach has broadened their 
concepts of 'whole language*. 
A broader than usual aspect is taken on comprehension in that 
critical, creative, inferential and literal areas are well covered and 
considered very important. 
Trevor seems to have a fairly precise knowledge of each teacher in 
the primary (3-6) section of the school. He can tell you which 
program are satisfactory and in what way and which classroom are 
functioning well. 
He is very confident that he has provided a sound and comfortable 
learning atmosphere for the teachers and none that I spoke with would 
disagree with that. 
He seems fairly realistic about work loads and is always trying to cut 
down on things like written evaluation. It doesn't concern his that 
most teacher store most of their evaluation in their heads. 
He is generally willing to concede to staff wishes in a democratic way 
during staff meetings but because he has an excellent command of the 
english language plus an deep understanding of language processes he 
can usually inadvertently take control and swing the majority to his 
way of thinking. 
He basically does not interfere with the running of the infant's 
department but has many whole school staff meetings. 
He greatly appreciates the youth and vitality in his staff and 
realizes that the progress that has been made in educating the staff 
could not have been made if the staff were entrenched and in another 
region where they would not be so open to change. 
Trevor encourages his staff to do further studies and keeps copies of 
assignments of post graduate studies for reference material for other 
teachers. This give the teachers a sense of worth. 
The development of policy (written) is done over a period of time. 
The policy is written by the principal and one other member of staff 
and then it is gradually introduced through inservicing. Only when 
the staff are completely familiar with the policy is it said to be 
implemented. 
Trevor feels that written evaluation is another form of 
accountability. Teachers know their children but I can't help feeling 
that this is not enough. No one can carry the amount of information 
necessary in their head. Passing evaluation on from one teacher to 
the next is not necessary as the teachers don't look at such 
information. Record cards are ignored, only a general comment not 
scores. 
Trevor believes that evaluation is done for accountability (Ed Dept) , 
not for the next teacher, class teachers which is informal, parents 
but translation of terms is necessary and for within school 
supervisors for more effective programs. There was no mention of the 
individual children and their development. Most of the purposes seem 
to be for terminal purposes. 
APPENDIX 8 
READING STRATEGIES 
Ill 
Reading Strategies 
Shared Book: This strategy uses books (sometimes published in extra 
large print for whole class use) that enable readers to read along and 
enjoy literature together in either small or large groups. This co-
operative learning experience builds confidence, maintains meaning and 
allows the readers to feel safe to take risks in their learning. 
Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading (U.S.S.R.): This strategy 
provides opportunity for readers to self select materials and read 
silently for pure enjoyment on a daily basis. Silent reading 
demonstrated by the teacher during this time shows the children that 
reading is valued. 
Cloze: This strategy is a meaning based procedure where specific 
words are deleted from the written text. Any word replacement that 
maintains meaning is acceptable. Cloze is often used as an assessment 
of comprehension. Meaning can be destroyed unless Cloze is construct-
ed carefully and used correctly. At the school used for this study 
care was taken to ensure that Cloze was a meaningful activity. 
Retelling: This strategy engages the reader in an activity that uses 
reading, writing, listening and speaking through a process that allows 
the reader to relate the content and understanding of the text read 
either orally or silently. It emphasises the notion that reading must 
be meaning based and allows the teacher to assess if the reader has 
comprehended the text. 
